


Love was treason
in that future War!
ImapDC! The world divided between a nation of women and
nation of men—at war! Imagine: Love, the ancient art of krte.

become high treason in that world: Imagine: The charms of d

beautiful girl become a weapon of destruction more potent than

the atomic bomb!

Let the - killed hand of a master writer. Edmond Hamilton, tell

you about THE WAR OF THE SEXES in the leading atory of thi-

amazing new collection. You will read how the conflict between

men and women broke out in years to come, how romauiT-

became u dreaded thing, and how the two opposing se\cs fought

to destroy each other! This is fantasy at its strangest—this is the

new thrill of science-netion which defies the commonplace t..

tear aside the veil of the future and hare the wonders to come:

Here in the AVON ScIenCR-FICTION 111 \i.mi are the most as-

tonishing classics of imagination, sturies whispered of by

devotees but hard to locate, stories of unusual themes taken

from the hidden files ofou l-of-print volumes and the crumbling

pages of treasured magazines.

You will also read:

GREEN GLORY by Frank Belknap Long; which takes you

to the furthest future when men and women are no longer

rulers of the Earth but must bow to a strange new master.

THE l>\RK SIDE OF ANTH I by Scwell Peuslee Wright:

which takes you aboard a patrol ship of the Federated

Stars on a mission to a mvslcrious and dangerous planet.

And many other great stories by A- Merrill, Murray Leinster.

Jack W illiamson. Wallace West, and others help to make the

first number of the AVON SciKNCE-FICTION Kf.AIIEK a must
for everyone who likes an excitingly different kind of fiction.

' —D. A. W.
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TheWar of the Sexes
by Edmond Hamilton

Many a person has spoken in jest of (he tvar he/ween the sexes. Thurher
has produced some oj his junmesl cartoons of. thai m'"iccf the inahiiity

of themale^to comprehend the female and̂ vice versa. Nobody can fail

tines m isolated lands still testif'y—where there exists an actual hostility
between the sexes, where for instance women maintain secret ,-;!'; jod
languages, line separately from the community of men. To this Jay,
modern American males maintain lodges from whose portals women are
barred and whose affairs are conducted with codes and ceremonies no
woman may hope to learn. There is therefore nothing at all impossible
about Edmond Hamilton's startling story of a period twenty thousand
years from now. Nothing impossible, we repeat, but we certntniv h-,pe
that it will always remain at least imorobable.

Is THIS the residence of Doctor Daniel Lantinr" asked Allan Rand
of the tall, bearded man with penetrating eyes who had answered his ring.

"I am Doctor Lantin," the other told him. "You wish to see me?"
"About your advertisement," Allan said. "My name's Allan Rand—your

ad asked for a young man without connections in search of exciting work,
and I thought I might fill the bill."

"Please come inside," Doctor Lantin invited. "My laboratory is in the back
of die house—this way."

Allan Rand, inside, went with the other down a narrow hall that opened
into a square, white-tiled room. Jt was windowless, but a great lamp glowed
at the center of the ceiling. There was a desk in the corner and on it a
photograph that caught Allan's eye—a picture of a vivid-faced young girl.

Under the ceiling-lamp stood a table and beside it were racks of shining
instruments and complicated apparatus with rubber tubing that looked like
anesthetic apparatus. Around the walls were shelves of chemicals and jars
holding odd specimens of animal life.

"I am a research biologist," Doctor Lantin explained, "and I want a
young man with cold-steel nerve and a strong body to accompany me on a
scientific expedition I am making soon to the South American jungles."

"I don't know about the nerve," Allan Rand grinned, "but I think my
body's strong enough."
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i whether that is so," said Doctor Laniin. "Will you

please stretch out on this table for examination?"

Allan Rand climhed onto the metal table and stretched out. Doctor Lanun

bent over him and then came a metallic click, and another. Allan felt with the

sound of the clicks that something had fastened shut on his wrists and

ankles. He strove to sit up and found that he had been fettered to the table

with metal clamps!
(

"'What's the meaning of this?" he demanded indignantly. "You needn't

fetter me to this table for an examination!"

"The examination was only a ruse, Mr. Rand," said Dr. Lantin coolly,

"and the advertisement also."

"What is this, then—a hold-up?" asked Allan Rand.

"in a sense," smiled the doctor. "Only I am going to take from you, not

your money, but your brain."

At Allan's blank look his smile deepened. 'Tor a long time 1 have believed

that a brain removed from a living body could be kept living indefinitely in

the proper serum, just as a chicken-heart has been kept living in serum.

"Of course no one would volunteer willingly to have his brain removed

for such an experiment. There was nothing for it but to use an unwilling

subject, to lure some one here to be the subject. I inserted my advertisement,

and it brought you to me."

A cold sweat broke upon Allan Rand's forehead at Doctor Lantin's words.

The man spoke as dispassionately as of the vivisection of a rat.

"But thafs murder!" Allan cried. "You can't do such a thing without it

being found out!"

"Murder is quite justified when it is committed in the interest of science,

'

Lantin told him coolly. "As to discovery, you have no connections to worry

about you and will not be missed. I assure yon 1 am quite capable of dis-

posing ot your body once I have the brain out of it.

With the words Doctor Lantin pulled toward him the rack of surgical

instruments and the anesthetic-apparatus with its rubber tubing and cone.

He then brought a container of thick, clear liquid. Allan Rand saw and

strained at his fetters.

"You can't do this thing!" he cried, "Lantin, it's crazy—to try to keep

rny brain living in a jar of serum!"

Doctor Lantin had the rubber anesthetic-cone in his hand. "It may be I'll

not succeed," he admitted, "but I think I will. In any case you'll never know,

Rand, for even if your brain does live on in the serum it'll be unconscious.

"A whiff of this anesthetic now," he smiled, "and it will all be over for

Allan Rand. Any last words before you go into the darkness?"

He was pressing the cone to Allan Rand's nostrils as he spoke and Allan

felt the stupefying scent overcoming his consciousness. Darkness indeed was

gathering swiftly around him but out of that darkness he struggled wiih a

last defiance to answer Lantin's mocking question.

"Last words? My last words are to—go ahead and—he damned to—"
Complete darkness and unconsciousness encompassed Allan Rand.

He was aware of the return of consciousness, his first st



pain In his head. He groaned, stirred, and then was aware that he was iying

on a softer surface than that of the table on which he had lost consciousness.

He heard a murmur of voices, and opened his Eyes.

Two men were bending over him and for a moment Allan lay motionless
looking up at them. The men were middle-aged, and both were clad in soft

blue silk-like jackets and blue, close-fitting knee-length trousers. They wore
belts with clasps of white metal, and in a sheath at each helt was a flat white
metal rod. One of the men was a head taller and broader-shouldered than
the other. Both had intelligent features.

Allan Rand stared wondcringly up at them, and then the smaller of the

two men spoke. His words were in English, but an English that seemed
distorted and strangely accented, so changed in fact that it was only with
difficulty that he understood.

"He lives, Krann! The scientists have succeeded—he lives!" the man was
exclaiming.

"Yes, he is living!" conceded the bigger man, Krann. "Never thought I

to have seen it, Durul."

Allan Rand struggled to speak, and when he did so, he found that his

voice sounded strange, unnatural. "What's all this about?" he asked weakly.

"Where am I?"

Remembrance came to him suddenly, and swift auger. "Where's Doctor
Lantin? I remember now—by heaven, Lantin's going to account to me for

diisl"

"You are angry with some one, lord?" asked Durul.
"Yes, with the bird who was going to remove mv brain—who trapped me

in this laboratory!" Allan Rand said. "When I find him I'll
"

He sat up as he said that, and then the words died on his lips in sheer

amazement as he looked around. He was not in Doctor Lantin's laboratory.

He was in a strange room such as he had never seen before.

Its walls were of blue as brilliant as though the room had been hollowed
from a gigantic sapphire, the sunlight that streamed through windows in

one wall reflected back and forth in shimmering azure lightnings. Just

beneath the windows stood the padded metal table on which Allan sat.

He saw that besides Krann and Durul there were three others in the

room, clad in blue silky jackets and trousers also. These three stood respect-

fully beside squat, complicated-looking apparatuses of metal and glass. There
were also metal instrument, like ;he surgical muniments of Doctor Lantin,

and a square container of thick clear liquid. The three blue-garbed men
beside these instruments returned Allan's stare respectfully.

Allan turned to the two men beside him, Krann and Durul, then with a

sudden thought turned still further to look from the windows behind the

table on which he sat. He looked, felt his mind reeling at what he saw.
For outside there stretched in the sunlight not the buildings of the city in

which Doctor Lantin's house had stood, but a different and unearthly-

looking city.

A city of blue buildings! Cubical buildings they were, mostly, but their

size differed, ranging from small cubes of two or diree stories to huge ones



whose roots were like glistening blue plains. This multitude of turquoire

'"trtt-t theS"even, were blue thronged with^
figures. Tapering white aircraft flashed to and fro above the City so swiftly

tha, the, were white streaks .„ the sunshine. Allan was aware as he looked

forth that the budding from whose window he stared was ?*

largest in the cit,, an iii.mense blue eube surrounded by a plaza on which a

C

Tlfan"traeSr"m the window, toward the two men beside him. "What's

this placer" he asked dazedly. "And Lantin—where s Lantmt

"Yon mean the man you saw last?" Durul asked. "He has been dead for

twenty thousand tears. . , T
.

"What?" yelled Allan Rand. "What kind of )oke is this? Or have f lost

m
"£°d,

y
you are still sane," Durul reassured him. "But since the man yon

call Lantin made you unconscious, more than .went, thousand years have

rolled across earth. . , „v • 11

"Twenty thousand years-it's impossible! Allan cried You can t Klime

that I could have lived through all that time, that m, bod, could have been

P
'"Y™r

d

bod, was not preserved," Dnrol said, "but ,our brain wasl Twenty

, . u,~;n „Un from vour body by a scientist, and
thousand years ago your brain was taken rrom your uouy uy

placed in serum. In that scrum your brain lived on long alter the scientist

h

'"ahe7
a

scienl'ts, though, cared for the serum containing you, brain,

oenerarion after generation of them. In that way for two hundred centune*K £ lived without consciousness in the serum. And now tha, it

ha" been put back into a hod, and ,es,o,ed thus to consciousness, you seem

to yourself to have just awaked.
' , ..

"It can't be true!" Allan insisted, cold fear at his heart. Why, even u

my brain was preserved in tha, „„, „, bod, couldn't have been saved to put

m
^
b

Sd\o,
C

sa;

n

.ha. vou, Wain had been pu, back into >«»' bod, " Durul

answered pointed!,, "i said it had been put back into a body.

Z £ Si import of hi. words srruck Allan, he looked down at himself

^lat'SiliTe was clad in blue trousers and iaeke, like those of the others

BuV h s ltmng, hard legs-h„ massive ,o,.e_his long stead, fingers and

superbly m„s3ed arms and shoulders-these were not ot the bod, that had

l

^He™n

h!n«'a mirror, and as he stared into it, it almost dropped from

* -*T"££&%~ ? hth," uif,ni~.:rfa™ "S
SSS^SS atl "tLigh, rnou'th. Tins unfamiliar face was toppedS fall- "Good God. whose bod, b this that you've pu,

my brain ions'" he aclaimed. "Who am I?



and produce tiny lich, in an arti-

to the placental a rangcincn of die human
al children.

d she could prod uce childre

the number of ch in the gamete-

uce only female hildrcn?

1"
d she and the

Durul bowed as he answered. "Lord, you are Thur, ruler of the Males."

"Ruler of the Males?" Allan repeated. "What do you mean?"
"Lord, g eat changes have taken place on earth while your brain slept in

the serum. In your day the two sexes, Males and Females, mingled. But for

eight thousand years now they have been distincdy separate races, deadly
enemies of each other."

"Do you mean to say that a war of sexes has been going on for eight

thousand years?" Allan demanded.
Durul and Krann bowed affirmation.

"But how has the human race perpetuated itself, then?" Allan asked.

"I will explain," said Durul. "Until ten thousand years ago men and
women lived as in your time, marrying and producing children cared for by
their immediate parents. Then a woman biologist achieved ectogenesis, the

production of children in the laboratory directly from the human gamete-
cells or seed cells.

"By treating the gamete-ceils with a secret reagent she had evolved, she

could fertilize thcin artificially

ficial environment equivalent i

mother's body, grew into norrr

"This woman biologist loun

sex she wished, hy controlling

cells used. She chose to prodi

women disciples she gathered around her engaged in the large-scale produc-
tion of females.

"The females would soon have outnumbered the males and dominated
them had not a man biologist discovered the secret of ectogenesis also. He
and his male associates determined to restore the balance of numbers and
began producing male children on a large scale.

"Swiftly rivalry grew between the two sexes as to which should be domi-
nant in numbers Antagonism srew jo great that assuc.iai.ion between males

and females fell off. Marriage and the concepts of marriage and love de-

clined until they had ennrdy disappeared.

"The children of the world were produced entirely by ectogenesis. The
female scientists controlled the laboratories in which female children were
produced, and the male scientists those in which male children were pro-

duced. Each se>; produced as many children as possible, stii! honing to out-

number and dominate die other sex.

"Sex riots broke out in the cities, males fighting females in the streets.

Finally the two sexes separated, becoming two separate races, Males and
Females. The rest of earth was gradually deserted as the two races settled

wholly in this continent. The Males took the cities in the north, of which
this city is capital, while the Females took the cities in the south, several

hundred miles from here.

"Soon came open war beween Males and Females, the Males going south

in their flyers and with their fire-rods raining death on the women's cities,

and the Females retaliating. That war has gone on ever since. In war as in



peace, the Males have a single ruler, as do also the Females, and you, Thur,

are that ruler."

"But 1 soil don't see how it is that I'm Thur," Allan persisted. "Why did

you put my brain in Thur's body:"
"For this reason," Durul said. "Thur has been our ruler for ten years and

his strong rule alone has held up the Male morale against the constant attacks

the Females have been lately making on us. But this morning in landing his

fiver on the roof of this palace, Thur was killed, part of his skull being

crushed in on his brain.

"Krann and I, who are Thur's chief councillors, knew that once the Males

learned their strong ruler was dead they would lose all courage. We asked

the scientists if in some way they could not revive Thur. They said that as

only his brain was damaged, putting a new living brain in his skull at once

would reactivate Thur's body.

"There was no time to take out the brain of one of us to put in Thur's

skull—every second was precious if Thur's body was to be reactivated. But

the scientists said they had in their collections a brain kept living in serum

for generations as a scientific curiosity. That could be used, they said, and

we agreed.

"So the brain living in the serum, your brain, was brought and rapidly

installed in Thur's skull, nerve-connections made, the broken parts of the

skull fused. Then, when a little time had passed, your brain woke to con-

sciousness in Thur's body. And now, lord, you are thur, ruler of the Males,

and their mainstay against the attacks which Nara, the Female ruler, and

her lieutenants, Breela and Dulan, have been making on us. You must help

the Males withstand them as Thur has done."

Allan Rand—despite that he wore Thur's bodv he could think of himself

only as Allan Rand—was stunned. "And I'm Thur! What a nest of troubles

'TeVmt.Durul^he said. "Isn't there a chance of stopping this war, of

making peace between the Males and Females?"

Durul shook his head, and so did the big Krann. "There is no chance,"

Krann affirmed. "The Females will not stop their attacks on us until they

have wiped out all Males and only Females live on earth."

"And our aim." Durul added, "is the same, to vanquish and destroy the

Females so that the future will see Males onlv in the world."

"And a fine world it would be in either case!" said Allan disgustedly. "All

"And now, lord Thur," said Durul, "will you not show yourself to the

Male crowds outsider Rumors have been spreading all day that Thur is dead,

and they need but to see you to be reassured."

Allan hesitated. "All right." he said. "Since I've got Thur's body I suppose

I'll have to live up to some of his responsibilities."

With the help of Durul and Krann he slid from the padded table. He tried

his legs experimentally. He could walk and move as easily as he had ever

done with his own body, he found.

Suddenly Allan wondered what had become of his own body. Destroyed



by Doctor Lantin, twenty thousand years ago, he supposed. lie felt a hyster-

ical homesickness for that familiar body, a strangeness in inhabiting this of

Thur's. But Thur's body now was his—he must make the best of it.

Duru! informed him that it was Thur's custom to show himself to his

people from a terrace on die palace roof, and Allan acquiesced. Durul and

Krann walked with him out of the blue chamber into a turquoise-walled

corridor. Along it stood guards with flat metal fire-rods, raising these m
salute as Allan—or Thur—passed.

They went through the blue hallways until they reached a shilling white

stair that wound both upward and downward. They went up this and soon

emerged onto the roof of the palace, so vast in extent that it seemed like a

great glistening blue plain. Many of die white flyers were parked in regular

rows on the roof.

There was a little terrace jotting out at one side of the roof, and Durul and

Krann led Allan out onto this. He looked down there from a great height

upon the huge crowds of blue-clad figures that jammed the plaza below.

I lis people, the Males'

And they were all Males. There were youths and even small boys among

them, but not one woman.
He appeared on the terrace, and a tremendous shout of joy went up from

the Male crowds as thev looked up and saw Allan—or Thur.

Their shout was dying, when abruptly it welled up again in a great cry

that was different in tone, a crescendo of surprise and fear. The crowd below

was not looking now at Man but up beyond him, pointing excitedly.

Allan looked quickly up with Krann and Durul, and saw a swarm of

white livers diving headlong onto the Male city from high above.

"A Female raid!" yelled Krann. "They'll be turning their fire-rods on us

"Back inside, lord Thur!" cried Durul, but Allan was held motionless by

the weird sight.

From the Femal flyers, as they swooped plummet-like upon the city, came

flashing fire-bursts that ait swaths of scorching death across the crowds of

running Males below.

The 'Males were not running for shelter, though, but toward their own

flyers. Already dozens of Male flyers were swarming up to meet die Female

The whole city had become a scene of wild uproar. The Female flyers

formed a "reat upri'dit revolving circle, the individual iratt shooting down

ii> loose fire-bursts and then zooming upward again as those behind them

took their place. From roofs across the city the Males replied with fire-bursts

as their own flyers took to the air.

Krann was running toward one of the parked flyers on the root". Allan

sprang with him to the craft.

"No, go not. Thur!" cried Durul, clutching to halt him. "You, the ruler,

must not risk yourself in this battle

"Hell of a ruler I'd be if I was afraid to fight with the rest!" Allan flung

at him. "1 never dodged a scrap yet—let her go, Krann!"



He had crouched behind Kranrt on the flat deck of the tapering flyer,

'vrann grasped its control wheel, shoved a lever with his elbow, and as a

ncchanism under the flat deck began to hum, the flyer shot steeply upward
TOm the roof.

Krann half turned to yell to Allan, "The stern fire-rods, lord Thur—the

riggers loose the fire-flashes!"

There were fire-rods mounted on swivels at prow and stern, and Allan

ted. "I've

Kr.mn ht.

i the triggers Krann had is

battle. The big Male kept one band on the control-wheel and the other on
the trigger of the prow fire-rod.

They rushed through the air, then were in the thick of the combat—Male
and Female flyers darting, banking, diving all around them. Fire-flashes

burned thick from flyer to flyer and craft of either side fell in flames as

they were struck.

Allan could glimpse the Females as green-clad figures easily distinguish-

able thus from the blue-gar k\l Males. Fire-flashes scorched close past him
as Krann swerved the flyer sharply. Two Female flyers were diving on them

Allan swung the stern fire-rods up toward the down-rushing craft, his

fingers tense on the triggers. For a > p! it-second he saw clearly the faces of the

Females on the diving craft—girl's faces, eyes steady as they worked their

own fire-rods.

Good Lord, he couldn't fire on girls! The thought held Allan's fingers

:d his death, for in a second the

osed their bursts together. Only

1 worked his own fire-rod at the

i height. Krann at least had no
an saw the two flyers reel down
he thickest of the fight,

i saw that the Female flyers were
withdrawing, massing tojr-i-thr-r and heading southward. Their swift raid

finished, they were retreating, outnumbered by the Male flyers that had risen

to repel them.

One Female flyer flew above the mass of the rest as though directing the

retreat. Krann drove headlong toward this. Instantly he was engaged in a

single combat with it, the rest of the Female flyers continuing their flight

pursued by the Males.

Krann dipped, circled, climbed, in aerial combat with the Female flyer.

Allan, clinging to the deck, saw that on the Female craft were two green-

clad girls, one working the fire-rods and the other piloting the flyer.

The fire-bursts of the Female craft almost got home, but Krann evaded
them, achieved the advantage in height. Instantly his prow fire-rod spat a

burst at the enemy flyer. It struck the Female pilot, destroyed her, and the

craft reeled pilotless down toward the city.

10
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Krann dived after it. Allan saw the remaining Female on the falling fiver
struggling to reach its controls.

She had just done so, was levelling out the flyer in its downward plunge,
when it crashed slantingly along the city's street.

Krann landed close beside it. The Female on the wrecked flyer leapt from
it, a small hand fire-rod in her grasp.

But Krann and Allan were too quick for her. They seized her before she
could use the weapon. She struggled, and Allan was amazed at the wildcat
strength in this girl's lithe, slender body.
But Males in the streets were running to the scene, helped to hold the

Female, Allan, panting, stepped back. He saw now that the girl wore jacket
and short runic of green.

Her black hair was close-trimmed and uncovered. Her dark eyes were
flaming with wrath and her breast rising and falling as she stood in the grasp
of her Male captors.

Through the gathering crowds of Males pushed a group of guards and
with them came Durul, his ansious face seeking Allan.
"Lord Thur, you're not hurt?" he cried.

"No, thanks to Krann," Allan said. "And Krann and I seem to have taken
a captive."

Durul turned his gaze on the girl. His eyes widened as he looked at her.
"Do you know who this Female is?" he cried.

Allan and Krann shook their heads. "It's Nara. ruler of the Females'"
Durul cried. "You've captured the Female ruler!"

"Kara!" shouted Krann. A fierce shout went up from the Males around.
"Nara captured!"

The girl spoke, her eyes deadly in their hate. "Yes, Nara, you dogs of
Males! And sorry I am that I could not kill more of you before this happened

"You'll have the guards kill her at once, Thur?" Durul asked.
"Kill her?" Allan repeated.

"Of cour.se—we Males kill all Females we capture and so do they any of
us they take prisoner. I will give the order to the guards."

Durul turned to do so but Allan's voice halted him. "Don't do it' You
can't kill this girl like that!"

Durul and Krann stared at him in sheer astonishment. "Why not? She
is a Female—a deadly enemy of all our race."

"Yes, and will be while I live!" exclaimed Nara. "I ask for no mercy from
you, Thur."

Shouts went up from the Males around. "Death to Nara! Kill the Female!"
Allan asserted himself. "I am Thur, am I not?" he said coldly to Durul

and Krann and the gathered Males. "It is mv order that instead of killing
this Female you imprison her securely."

For a moment Allan thought that Durul and Krann would rebel at the
order. But they did not.

"You are the lord Thur," said Durul bowing. "The order will be obeyed."



He gave a brief order to the Male guards, who led Nara, a slim, defiant
figure, toward the great palace of Thur in which Allan had awakened.

Allan looked up and saw that the sky over the city was now full of Male
flyers returning from their pursuit of the Female flyers. The Male city was
alive with excitement
"The Females got away?" Allan asked, and Durul nodded.
Most of them did, but many of them we destroyed. And they lost their

ruler—this has been a disastrous raid for the Females."
With Krann and Durul, Allan walked back into the palace of Thur. As

they entered it a guard reported to Allan.
"We have placed Nara in one of the cells in the lowest level of the palace,

under guard, lord Thur," he informed.
"All right, keep her there for the present," Allan said. "I'll decide what's

to be done with her."
But by the time night came Allan had made no progress toward a decision.

He sat with Krann and Durul at a little table set upon the terrace that jutted
from the palace's roof. He had eaten with the two Males a supper of synthetic
foods of jelly-like consistency, strange but not unpleasant to the taste.
Now he sat looking out. Night lay over the Male citv. whose buildings

were outlined by the lights that blinked here and there in an irregular pat-
tern. Swift humming shapes came and went in the darkness overhead, patrols
of Male flyers on the alert against another Female attack.

"But it will be some dme before the Females raid again," said Durul with
satisfaction. "Yes, down in the Female dues, Breda and Dulan and the rest
of die Females will be sad tonight thinking of their ruler Nara's capture."
"And will be sadder when they hear that we've killed Nara," added

Krann, with a sidelong glance at Allan.

"Why are you so set on killing this Nara?" Allan asked. "Why do all you
Males feel that you have to destroy every Female?"
"Lord Thur, had your best friends been killed by Females you'd have as

much hate for them as we do," said Durul solemnly.
"And the Females feel the same way about the Males," Allan commented.

"And just because this damned sex war started it'll be fought until one or the
other of the sexes is wiped out."

"That is what we Males are fighting for—to rid the world of the Females!"
said Durul fervently. "And to kill Nara will be a step in that direction—she
has been one of the ablest Female rulers."

"There is in fact nothing you can do but kill her, lord Thur," Krann
pointed out. "You can not keep her prisoner forever and you cannot let

her go back to the Females to make new raids on us."

"Well, I'll decide what's to be done with her," Allan said. "I wish I had
the man who shot me ahead into this world, into another man's body and
responsibilities and into this crazy war of sexes."

When Durul and Krann had gone from the terrace, Allan sat on, looking
out over the night-shrouded Male city and brooding further on the strange
situation into which Lantin's mad experiment had projected him. What a



world it was into which he had awakened so strangely! A topsy-turvy world,
a loveless world in which the sexes had become the bitterest of enemies.

Allan remembered how back in his own time, even, there had been signs
of this. The emergence of women from their age-old subjection to the other
sex had stirred up no small amount of sex-jealousy. Rivalry of men and
women had grown in many cases to antagonism and open enmity. And now
that the mating of men and women was no longer necessary for the per-
petuation of the race, the two sexes had come to open war and fought, each
to wipe out the other.

And if one sex won, destroying the other completely, what would the
world be then? A world in which only men or only women existed, a sex-
less world as devoid of color and warmth as that of some insects. A world
in which all the violent emotional contrasts and upsets that had formerly
enlivened the earth were done away with, a cold, gray, loveless and sexless
world I

Allan stood up suddenly. That vision appalled him—yet what could he
do? What must he do? His thoughts swung to the girl captured that dav,
this Nara who was the Female ruler as he, Thur, was ruler of the Males
Could he, he wondered, get Nara to help him end this senseless war of
men and women? Remembering the girls fierceness, he doubted it. But it

was worth trying.

He strode to the stair and passed down it to the lowest level of the palace,
guards stationed on the soft-lit landings saluting him with their fire-rods
as he passed There he saw a corridor stretching away, dimly lit, with barred
doors along its walls. Two guards stood in it. They saluted as Allan ap-
proached. r

"In which cell is the Female, Nara, prisoned?" Allan asked.
One of the guards pointed to a door. "In that one, lord Thur."
"You have the key to it?" Allan asked. "Give it to me—I will speak with

Nara."

"Shall we attend you, lord Thur?" the guard asked as he handed the key
The Female is fierce, and we can go with you."
"To protect me from a girl?" Allan smiled. "No, I can take care of my-

self. Remain here."

He went down the corridor to the metal-barred door the guard had indi-
cated, and stopped outside it, looking into the soft-lit cell.

Nara sat on a metal bunk, her slim, green-clad figure gallantly erect as
she gazed out the cell's tiny single window.
As Allan inserted his key and entered the cell. Nara turned quickly. She

lecogmzed him and at once her eyes blazed defiance, her lithe body tense
as that of some wrathful young tigress.

"Well, lord Thur, was capturing me not enough?" she asked bitterly.
Must you come to gloat over me too?"
"I'm not here to gloat," Allan Rand told her. Tin sorry for you, Nara."
"Sorry for me?" Nara hissed the words in fury. "I know how sorry you

are, you Male dog! You have done more than any other Male to wipe out
the Females!"
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"That's what I came to talk about." Allan said. "You see, I wouldn't
want co see the Males wipe out the Females at all."

"You wouldn't " Kara looked at him incredulously. "Do you expect

"Why not?" said Allan. "I think it would be rather a dippy world with
nothing but men in it, don't your1 Or nothing but women?"
"You can not deceive me, Thur!" the girl exclaimed. "I know that for

years you have been the worst enemy of the Females."
Allan pondered. "Suppose I told you that I wasn't really Thur at all?"

he asked. "That I was really another man—a man from the far past—in

Thur's body?"
"A man from the far past in Thur's body?" Nara's brow wrinkled. "I do

not understand—but 1 do know that you are Thur."
"Well, let it pass," Allan said. "But even admitting that I'm Thur, you

can put it that I've had a change of mind, diat I don't want any more to

exterminate the Females."

"But why not?" The girl's anger was lost for the moment in sheer puzzle-

ment. ''Why shouldn't you want to kill all the Females?"
Allan laughed, his first whole hearted laugh since his strange awakening.

"Well, we men did sometimes feel back in my own time that we'd like to

kill all the women. But more often we felt like kissing them."

"Kissing them?" Nara repeated. "You speak in riddles, Thur. What do
you mean by kissing them—torturing them?"

"It wasn't exactly torture," Allan grinned. "It seems that kissing's been

forgotten in all these sex wars, and no wonder. Wait. I'll show you what I

His arms went around Nara's slim shoulders and drew her to him. For

the moment Nara was too taken with surprize to struggle. Allan kissed her,

her lips soft and fragrant against his own. her eves staring amazed into his.

Then suddenly she was struggling fiercely, quick; v. with surprising

strength. She flung Allan from her and backed against the cell wall, staring

at him half in astonishment and half in wrath.

"Not bad, considering it's the first kiss the world has seen for eight thou-

sand years," said Allan.

"And Males and Females did—that—back in the past?" Nara said un-

befcingly.

"They sure did," Allan said. "And they weren't Males and Females then

—but men and women who loved each other."

Nara's face was scornful. 'The histories tell of that—the savage times

when Females degraded themselves by loving Males."

"What was savage about them?" Allan demanded. "I'd like to see things

like that again, instead of this crazy war of sexes you've fought so long."

"You'd like to see Males and Females make peace?" said Nara. "Yet you
fought the Females today—took me captive

"

'"1 did no fighting really today," Allan Rand said, "nor did I mean to

make a captive of you. As it was, I kept them from killing you."
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"What good was that?" Nara asked. "Belter a quick death than a linger-
ing one here in this cell."

"But you're not going to stay here!" Allan exclaimed. Tm going to let

you go, if you'll help mc in my efforts to make peace between die Males
and Females."

"Let me go?" Nara said amazedly. "Even you, Thur, could not do that.
Durul and the Males would never permit it."

"They won't know anything about it until it's done," Allan told her. "But
if I do free you, Kara, will you help me to stop this war?"
Nara considered. "Certainly the war between Males and Females has gone

on long," she said. "Though the Males started it
"

"No matter who started it, the thing to do now is to end it," Allan de-
clared. "Will you help me do that?"
Nara hesitated, dien suddenly nodded. "Yes, I will help you, Thur—will

do all in my power to have the Females make peace."
"Good girl!" Allan's hand dosed impulsively on hers. He stood up. Tf I

get you up to the roof you can get away on one of the flyers."

Nara nodded quickly. "I can avoid the Male patrols in the darkness with-
out difficulty," she said.

"Then I'll get these two guards out of here and then well try it," Allan
said "Wait here."

He went out of the cell into the corridor and approached the two guards,
who came to attention.

"You can return to your quarters," he told them. "There's no need for
further watch here."

The guards looked surprised but saluted obediendy. "The order will be
obeyed, lord Thur," they said, and departed.

Allan waited until they were gone and then went back into the corridor.
"All clear," he told Nara. "I think we can get to the roof without being
seen."

They moved to the door and then he halted her, his hand on her arm.

^
"Are you sure, Nara, that I made quite clear to you what kissing was, a

b'ttle while ago?" Allan asked.

Nara nodded puzzlediy. "Your demonstration was quite clear, Thur."
"Nevertheless," Allan said unsmilingly, "1 think I'd better demonstrate it

again. I wouldn't want you going away with any hazy ideas on the sub-
ject

"

He drew her slim form close to him again for a moment, his lips again
seeking hers, arms about the soft shoulders.

This time Nara did not struggle. It seemed to Allan, indeed, that she
kissed him back, and she was white and a little trembling when he released
her.

"We'd better get started, or I'll be keeping you here after all," said Allan
a litde unsteadily. "Come on, Nara."
They went out into the corridor. "If we meet some of your people, Thur,

what then?" Nara asked.

Allan shook bis head. "They'd probably stop us, for all that I'm their
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ruler, they hate you Females so. But well cross that bridge when we reach

it and here's hoping we don't reach it."

They came to the winding white stair that fed upward through the

palace's levels to the roof. Quickly they climbed, Nara moving as rapidly as

Allan could. They passed die landing at the first level, then that at the

second, unobserved.

Up through level after level they followed the stair. At the sixth or seventh

they stopped suddenly. They glimpsed Males on the landing above.

They waited, Allan searching his brain for an expedient to pass the.Males

unobserved. He could guess that if he were found helping the Female ruler,

Nara, to escape, not even the fact that he was Thur would excuse it. And it

might well lie that Durui and Krann then would tell die Males that he was

not really Thur.

But as he paused with Nara in indecision the necessity of an expedient

disappeared, the Males on the landing above vanishing as they moved off

along the halls of that level. Allan breathed more easily, waited a few mo-

ments, and then with Nara's hand in his climbed rapidly up past that land-

ing and past others until they emerged onto the roof.

In the darkness of night the roof was a dimly seen Rat expanse on which

the white shapes of the parked flyers glimmered. Overhead, buzzing craft

came and went, Male patrols keeping wratch in the darkness for possible

Female attackers. The great city of the Males stretched in the distance, a

plain of blinking lights.

Allan and Nara moved toward the nearest of the flyers. Nara clambered

onto it, hastily examined its controls, then touched some of them and

brought from the flyer's mechanism a deep hum.
As she crouched at die flyer's controls, Allan, standing on the roof beside

her, leaned toward her.

"You can get past the Male patrols all right, Nara?" he asked, and she

nodded.

"It will not be hard, for it will not be the first time that I've slipped be-

"Then good luck, Nara. and remember diat when yon get back to the

Female cities you must make every effort to get them to agree to peace. I

will be doing the same with the Males here."

"1 will do it, Thur," she promised. "And will—but look behind you!"

Allan whirled, expecting to see Male guards emerging onto the roof. But

He turned quickly back to Nara. In the split-second that he turned he

saw Nara's arm raised above his head, one of the flyer's metal control-handles

in her grasp. Then the blow descended on Allan's head, his brain seemed to

explode in flame, and his senses forsook him.

Only slowly did Allan regain his senses. His first sensation was of a loud

droning in his ears, and then he was aware that air was beating on his face.

He tried to move and found he could not.

He opened his eyes and looked dazedly around. He was lying on the deck
of one of the flyers, bound tightly to one of the stern fire-rods.
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The flyer was moving at high speed through hot sunlight. The sun, in-

deed, was several hours high and disclosed that the craft was flying over a

great grassy plain. A girl's slim figure crouched at the controls in the flyer's

prow—it was Nara!
Allan remembered now—his setting Nara free, going with her to the

alace roof, and then her exclamation, her blow with the control-handle. She
ad knocked him unconscious, then, and bound him to this gun!
Nara turned, and as she saw that Allan was awake a mocking smile

crossed her face.

"Well, lord Thur, awake at last?" she said. "You slept long enough."
"Nara!" muttered Allan. "What does all this mean? You struck me down

—bound me "

Nara laughed, silvery and triumphant laughter. "I did, and I did more
than that!" she exclaimed. "I got away in the darkness from the Male city

with you, Thur, ruler of the Males, my prisoner!

'The sorrow of the Females for me. their captured ruler, will be changed
to rejoicing soon. For not only did I do what no other Female ha? done,
escape the Males when once captured by them, but 1 also bring the Male
ruler with me as my captive!"

"Your captive?" Allan's dazed brain could not comprehend. "But you
were going to have the Females make peace with the Males—you said so

when I let you go
"

"And you believed mel" Nara mocked. "Surely, lord Thur, you have lost

the craft that was yours in years past, when you could believe such an in-

credible thing as that I would make peace with the Males. No, Thur, you
might have known that no matter what I said, neither I nor any Female
could ever really want peace with those who have been tor ages the most
bitter enemies of our race."

"But I thought somehow you were different," Allan said, "that you could
not hate the Males so. When I kissed you there

"

"When you did what you called kissing," said Nara contemptuously, "I

suffered the indignity only because by so doing I was getting you to set me

"And you fooled me completely!" That fact heat strongest in Allan's mind.
"Fooled me—well, I'll say that women haven't changed much after alt in
twenty thousand years. They can lie and deceive as well as ever. But what
are you going to do with me when you do get me to the Female cities?" he
asked. "I take it that I'm not going there just for the ride."

"You will be executed there, of course," said Nara. "Did you think the
Females would let Thur, who has long been their worst enemy, continue to

"I didn't and I don't want them to," said Allan bitterly. "I've had more
than enough of this crazy damned world and I don't care about living any
longer in it."

He sank hack, his head throbbing with pain. Nara, at the controls, held the
craft's Sight steadily onward, southward.

Allan's thoughts were chaotic. Outwitted, fooled, as completely as any



man back in his own time had ever been by some smooth-tongued woman!

The girl there at the prow had done it as well as though trained for it by a

lifetime of. association with men. All her female instincts of deception and

betrayal had risen to help her, Allan thought.

He could see what a triumph it meant to her, not only to have fooled

Thur, the great ruler of the Males, into letting her escape, but bringing

Thur with her as a helpless prisoner. Allan could guess what the real Thur,

the Thur whose body he was wearing, would think of such a happening, of

how he would have raged.

What difference did it make? he asked himself dully. He was better out of

such a world, indeed, as this that Doctor Lantin had projected him into. It

had repelled him in his first contact with it, this world where between men
and women was nothing but rancorous race-hostility, this loveless world

with its mechanical production uf children.

He had thought for a brief time that he had discovered something warm
and human in it in his contact with Nara, her willingness to help him

bring peace to Male and Female, her kisses—but he had awakened now to

find Nara too a part of that fierce and loveless world, her softness only sham.

Better for Allan Rand out of such a world, indeed!

He closed his eyes. When he opened them again Nara was still guiding

the flyer steadily southward.

The grassy plain still extended in all directions without a break. There

were no signs of human presence on it. Allan guessed that this was an

uninhabited no-man's-land between die northern cities of the Males and the

southern Female cities.

For hours they flew on over these uninhabited spaces, the sun swinging

across the zenith and bringing an afternoon heat of increasing fierceness.

There was no conversation between them, though Nara came back to the

fiver's stern at intervals and inspected Allan's bonds. She was taking no

chances of bis turning the tables, he thought grimlv.

He watched the girl from where he lay. Her slim, clean-lined body

crouched at the controls, her keen, eager face beneath the dark hair-

certainly there was something line in her appearance. Allan admitted to him-

self. But he knew how deceptive this appearance was—all this eagerness of

hers was to get him to the Female cities where, as the hated Thur, his shrift

would be short

They flew on, and after a time Nara turned to look back .ct Allan. "Tired

of your bonds, lord Thur?" she said. "We will reach the chief city of my

P
"Where I'll be free of bonds and life both in short order," Allan said dryly.

Nara k.-o!, ;>.' in .••:,-.r]v. !v. r mucking triumph of before no longer on

her face. "Well, why no; : Why should we Females be merciful to the great-

Allan made no answer Nara look i ! t in a second turned

back to him.

"Flyers ahead! They arc Female patrols—we are near my city."

Dots in the sky far ahead were all that Allan could see, but these rushed
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rapidly closer and as they did so grew into white flyers moving in an ex-

tended line.

These darted toward their own craft, circled and flew level with it. Nara
stood up, making signals, and Allan heard exclamations of joy from the

Females on the patrol-flyers as they discerned their ruler.

The patrol-ships grouped around the craft of Nara and Allan and sped on
southward with it. Allan watched.
Soon he made out the outline of building; at the skyline ahead. Tall, rec-

tangular structures they were, a far-flung city much the same in oudine as

the city of the Males he had seen. But as he drew closer he saw that the
buildings were not blue like the Male ones, hut green.
Green was apparently as distinctively the Female color as blue the Male.

The buildings might have been huge blocks of jade, the streets like rivers of
molten emerald. All those Females whom he could see in the streets were
clad in green like Nara.
Midway in the city rose a group of tall block-like buildings. Over these

buzzed and hummed many flyers, part of the network of patrols that ex-

tended over the Female city in every direction. Toward these buildings the
flyer of Nara and Allan, and its escort, sped, two of the patrol-flyers going
ahead.

By the time the craft of Allan and Nara dipped down to land on the roof
of the biggest building, the patrols that had gone ahead had brought a crowd
of excited Females out onto the roof. In the midst of this crowd they landed.
Nara stepped off the flyer, into the midst of the excited, gesticulating girls

and women.
They grasped her arms, shouting in joy, for the moment not noticing

Allan's bound form. Two tall women came through the crowd to Nara,
and from their air of authority Allan guessed them to be the lieutenants of
Nara whom Durvil had mentioned, Brecla and Duian.

"Nara, you escaped then from the Males!" cried one of them.
"I did, Breela," said Nara. "And I brought one of the Males back with

She pointed to Allan. Breela and Dtilan and the other Females on the
'

roof stared at htm a moment. Then a fierce roar went up.
"Thur!" cried Breela. "Thur himself—and you brought him back! The

bitterest M.-iie enemy we have ever had, in our power!"
"Kill him!" cried one of the Females wildly. "Death to Thur'"
"Yes, death to Thur it shall be!" Breela cried. "You'll have him executed

at once, Nara?"
Nara looked at Allan. Allan smiled as he met her eyes, and she turned

her gaze from him. "Not yet, Breela," she said. "Put him in one of the cells

for the time being."

Breela's brows drew together, and from the Females on the roof came a
mi!ti.;-r or disss! islaction.

"Why not execute him now?" Dulan demanded,
"Because"—Nara hesitated a moment, then went on—"because all the

Females in the city should be here to see when their great enemy is killed."



Breda's brow cleared. "It is well thought of, Naraf she said. "That is a

twaaclc no Female will want to miss."

"Put him in one of the cells now," she ordered a group of girl guards.

"See that there is no possible chance of his escaping."
_

The guards did not unbind Allan but lifted bis helpless form and earned

him. As he was borne off be saw Nara led away by Breela and Dulan and

the other excited Females.

The o-irls bore Allan down a stairway and through halls much like those

that had been in the palace in the Male city, save that bete the dominant

motif of "reen was everywhere present. He was thrust into a small cell, his

bonds removed while fire-rods covered him, and then the girl-guards re-

treated from the cell, locked its door, and took up their station outside.

Allan stretched his stiff, cramped limbs and rubbed his skin where the

bonds had chafed it.

He looked about the ceil and smiled mirthlessly. The situations were

exactly reversed. It was he now who lav prisoner in Nara's palace.

Allan lay down, and despite the soreness of his muscles, soon slept heavily.

He knew when he awoke that he had slumbered for some hours, and then

saw that he had been awakened by the entry of some one into his cell.

It was Nara. She looked at him with an intentness of expression Allan

could not fathom. The guards outside were now a little down the corridor,

but Nara's fire-rod was in her belt.

Allan smiled. "Well, we seem to have changed places. Your turn now

to do a little first-class gloating, Nara."

"I do not wish to gloat over you, Thur Nara said soberly, for you did

"^TMbTci'for me I didn't," said Allan bitterly. "I suppose they're making

readv for the general festivities attendant on my execution?'

"They will soon be ready," Nara said. "But I am not going to have you

killed. Thur. I am going to let you go."

"You're what?" said Allan, amazed.

"I'm going to let you escape," Nara repeated. "You let me go, when I

'

was in your power. I was wrong to take you captive then as ! dul, but 1 will

send these guards away and get you out of the city before they kill you.

"And just why are you doing so?" Allan asked.

She looked at him doubtfully, unsurety. -Because you let me go, as 1 said.

I am grateful for that, and
"

"It's only gratitude vou feel then?" Allan asked.

Nara's eyes now were even more unsure. "What else could I feel, Thur?

Allan's arms for a third time grasped her, drew her unresistingly closer.

"It couldn't be love you feel, Nara?" „

Nara raised her eyes to his. "A Female could never love any Male, Thur,

she whispered. "Yet- -"

"Yet?" Allan prompted, his face dose to hers.

"Yet I do love yout" she murmured. Their hps met—and then Allan

flung Nara back against the cell's wall with all the bitterness that for hours

had been growing in him.
^



"You do, do you?" he exclaimed. "Then you know now what it means to
have some one you love deceive and betray you!"

Nara's face was dead-white as she looked at him. Before she could speak,
a woman's voice came from the door. "Ail is ready, Nara. Shall we take
the prisoner up now?"
They turned. It was Breela who stood at the door, her face alight with

exultation.

"Shall we take him up now?" Breela repeated. "All the city's Females
are gathered around [hi; building to see Thur die."
Nara nodded. "Yes, bring him now if all is ready.

"*

She went out of the cell without meeting Allan's eyes. Breela called the
guards, and these haled Allan from the cell, their fire-rods constantly cover-
ing him. They marched him along the corridor. Nara and Breela going
ahead.

Up the stair—Allan's thoughts were whirling—up past level after level
until they emerged onto the roof,

Night had come while he slept in the cell, Allan saw, but the darkness
over the Female city was dispelled on the roof by brilliant flares. The
roof was packed with Females, and down in the wide streets around the
buddmg were tens of thousands more, all looking tensely upward.
As Allan looked around, he felt his heart beaLing faster despite himself.

A queer way for him to end, a queer place—this world of twenty thousand
years in the future into which Doctor Landn had Bung him. Allan wondered
momentarily what Durul and Krann and the rest of the Males would think
by now of the disappearance of their ruler.

He saw Nara standing silently, her face still white, with Dulan and
Breela and others of the Females, Breela gave an order.

Tn answer to it girl-guards marched Allan to the edge of the roof. He
heard a tremendous roar from below as the Females in the streets glimpsed
their hated enemy, Thur,
The girl-guards moved back from him and he was left alone at the roof's

edge. He saw the girls raise their fire-rods. Their faces were coldly exultant.

Allan turned his eyes toward Nara. She was looking steadily at him.
Breela, beside her, leaned toward her. "It is for you to give the order to fire

Nara,"' she said.

"I am not going to give that order." said Nara clearly.

Breela frowned. "Hut one of us must if Thur is' to die, and you as

"Thur is not going to die," Nara said. "I have decided."

An amazing babble of murmurs went up from the Females on the roof.

Unbelieving were the faces turned toward Nara. Breela was staring at her

"Take Thur back down to the cell," Nara said. "It is my order."

The guards moved to obey, but Breela's outflung hand stopped them.
"Have you become traitress to your race, Nara?" she cried.

"1 am ruler," Nara returned, "and I say Thur dies not."
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"And I say you are no longer ruler of the Females when you try to save

the life of the Females' worst foe!" Iireela cried.

.Silt turned to the Penults on the roof and those in the streets below.

"Say, Females!" she shouted. "Docs the Male Thur die now?"

"Kill Thin and the traitress Nara now!" they yelled furiously. "Death to

Thur and Nara!"

"It shall he sol" Breela cried. "Guards, you have heard—seize Nara and

place her beside Thur!"

A hall-moment the guards hesitated, then sprang toward Nara and

grasped her. Unresistingly she let them thrust her across the roof toward

Allan.

As the girl-guards went hack across the root, Allan caught Nara to him.

She was .sobbing.

"It is of no use, Thur," she said. "I tried to save you and could not."

"Nara, you've killed yourself trying to save me!" Allan cried. "You

shouldn't have done it—I love you in spite of what I said a little while ago,

and you shouldn't have done this."

"It docs not matter," she said. "I would not want to live now with you

dead, Thur. And this ends us together
"

Allan held her close, despairingly. The yells of the furious Females on

roof and streets were now like a single hateful bellowing voice in their ears.

Across the roof Breela gave an order, and the girl-guards again raised their

deadly weapons.

Another moment would sec the end for both of them, Allan knew. But

before the (i re-streaks leapt from the rods, there was a sudden interruption,

Down from the upper darkness of the night smote flash on flash of fire,

striking across all the Female city!

"A Male attack!" yelled Dulan, pointing to the flyers diving Irom above

as they loosed their lire flashes.

"It's Durii! and Kraiml" Allan exclaimed. "They found you'd taken me,

Nara, and have come after me!"

"Into the flyers!" Breela was crying. "Quick, before the Males destroy us

all!"

Already Females were leaping into the flyers parked on roofs and streets

and soaring up into the darkness to meet the fierce Male attack. Swiftly

combat was joining above the city, Male and Female flyers diving and cir-

cling in the darkness, those struck by fire-flashes cometing downward in

hursts of flame.

Breela was running with other Females to the flyers, as were the guards

who had been about to execute Allan and Nara. Allan saw that for the

moment be and Nara were forgotten, and sudden hope flamed in him.

"Quick, Nara!" be cried. "If we can get away in a flyer now——

"

They ran to one of the nearest ones, leapt onto it. Allan fumbled franti-

cally at its controls, Nara's bands guiding his. The flyer hummed, started

sieeply upward inio the air
"

"Thur, look!" screamed Nara suddenly.

Allan glanced downward. On the roof they had just quilted Breela had



glimpsed (heir flight, had .shouted a quick order to some of the Females.
Their fire-rods were already raised toward the (Iyer of Allan and Nara. The
whole scene seemed frozen for n second.

In that second Allan knew that they could not evade the deadly fire-flashes

of tho.se rods, lie had just time to reach with his arm for Nara, to hold her
tightly to him for an instant. Then as that instant passed, fire leapt from
the rods below, lire seemed to flame destroy! ugly through Allan's whole
universe, and then was succeeded by impend nilile blackness

Blackness—blackness—could he he awakening from death, the death the
fire-rods had sent him and Nara? he asked himself. For he was waking,
was conscious again of Nam's soft body held lightly in his arms as he had
grasped it in that l.isi neurit. And then he heard Nara's voice.

"He's coming to, Dad! Look how he grasped me!"
Then a man's voice, chuckling, somehow familiar. "So I see! He can't

be so unconscious when he docs that."

Allan opened his eyes, then looked about him, bewildered. He was lying

time twenty thousand years before.

He looked from Nara to the other figure bending ovei him, (he man. I le

was tall, bearded, his eyes penetrating hut having now an amused twinkle
in them. Where had he seen those eyes before, Allan Hand asked himself.
Lh.'s man—
"Lantin!" Allan cried suddenly. "Ry heaven, Doctor Lantin!"
"None orher," Lantin conceded, 'iiul lake it easy for a little while, Rand."
"But how did you get here to this time——" Allan Rand began, and then

his jaw dropped as his eyes took in the room in which he lay.

It was tliat same laboratory of Doctor Lantin's in which he had lost con-
sciousness when Lantin had been about to remove his brain!
He was lying on the same tabic, the same instruments beside it, on the

desk in the corner the .same photograph of a girl he had noticed on entering
the room. But he recognized die girl in the photograph now—it was the girl

beside him, was Naral
"I'm bark, ihen!" Allan whispered. "Back in my own lime'"

"From the lime you sciil me into, twenty thousand years in the future,"

Allan explained to Lantin. "'I woke there, by brain preserved and trans-

planted into another body—"
Lantin laughed heartily. "Nonsense!" he said. "'You've been lying on this

table unconscious (or an hour, and that's all. I never did anything with
your brain, though my threat to remove it apparently has given you a wild
dream in the meaniime."

"But it couldn't have been all dream!" Allan Rand protested. "I met
Nara here in it

"

"My name isn't Nara—it's Janet Lantin," the girl told him.

yes looking into his, her vivid face anxious,

low not the green jacket and tunic but a

Allan's eyes, the dress of a girl of his own
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"My daughter," Lantin nodded. "You saw her picture on the desk when
you came into this laboratory and that's why her image persisted in your

"All a dream!" Allan said dazedly. "But why did you do all this—tell me
you were going to take out my brain, and put me under anesthetic?"

"Well," said Lantin, "f told you the exact truth when I said I wanted an

assistant lor my South American expedition who had strength and a cold-

sieel nerve. I could see you had the strength, and I used this stratagem to

"It you'd screamed or whined or wept there when you thought I was
about to deal out a horrible fate to you, 1 wouldn't have blamed you but I'd

have known you weren't my man. But instead, even when you were pass-

ing under the anesthetic, you were defiant enough to tell me where to go.
"1 meant only to give you a touch of the anesthetic, of course, but the

darned thing got out of control for a minute and you got a double portion.

It was enough to keep you asleep since then, and 1 was working to revive you
when Janet came in. She lined me out for using such a method to lest my
assistant, and then helped me. You came back to consciousness and clutched

Allan was suddenly aware that he still held the girl in thai tight clasp. He
dropped his arm quickly.

She smiled at him—Nara's smile—and his heart warmed. "It was an
unforgivable thing lot Dad to do, Mr. Rand," she said, "but at least you get

the position."

"I do?" said Allan. "You're not going on the expedition too by any chance,
are you?"

She nodded. "Then I'm mighty glad to take the job," he said.

"But tell me," Janet said to Allan, "what did you mean when you said

you met me under another name in your dream?"
Allan reddened. "I'll tell you later," he said. "I'd rather wait until we're

a little belter acquainted before I tell you how well we know each other."
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Green Glory
by Frank Belknap Long,

yeurs impossible r„ „„h. c /,„ ,„„. „,„,„„„,
life Mfmilly Id-e u milium veins UK, irhrn ,

uiuler.mtr.d him'.' Whal ihea H ill tije br !!/(/

t<i» oj hvri/l I.Kill: h,:s pL-yfi/ dunw in,

remember this strange slory.

AsLS THE tiny human shapes poured alertly through the subtcrra-
.. . artery, sharp clicks emanated from (lie magnetic audition disk in the
roof of the passage. The clicks announced that the bee swarms were prepar-
ing to wage gruesome and relentless war.
To the am people and their tiny human servitors the bee army's dksolv-

ing-fungus tissue was a menace that obscured the splendor of the sun and
stars and the joys or shared labor in the sweet smelling earth. In grim
procession the midget shapes moved forward, and Atasmas sang and
chanted as he led [hem. He sang of war and glory and sacriheial death. A
huge yellow aphid sal perched on his gauze-clad shoulders and led him as
he advanced.

In his inmost bean Atasmas despised the little stupid insect with its cum-
bersome-clawed tarsi. I le knev

'

bis

des with complaisant humility far back in ihc dim legendary aees when
own race was the opposite of complaisant. The apbu'ls were in.-ie con-

tented cattle, mere unthinking milk producers for the omniscient am people
Atasmas knew that he was nearly as insignificant as the apluds in the ant

peoples sight, hut be knew also that his own little race had once wielded
immense power on eath, holding all other animal forms in abject tbralldom.
The aphids had never enslaved the hostile forces of nature, and bad no idea
of the majesty of the far-flung constellations and the vague, tender glory of
the night shapes which visited men in dreams.
Deep in the earth, in luminous damp tunnels Atasmas' kind bad labored
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dreamed, ant! died for millions of years, enduring their little May-fly span of

life with ardent heroism, and remaining unflaggiugly devoted to the ants'

exalted creeds, tlicir workl-subduing techniques.

The anus were great. Even strong-willed men like Atasmas conceded it and

were proud to serve as nurses for the large-brained grubs, as removers ot

excrement in the dark pits, and as relayers of such scented delicacies as the

embalmed bodies of small spiders, roaches, and still smaller mammals.

Along die dump, glowing tunnel Alasmas matched, the triumphant head

of the tiny human procession that had formed by itself in response to the

sharp clicks In the circular magnetic disk in the roof of the tunnel.

"War formation—war fori nation—war formation," announced the re-

volving disk, and Alasmas had marshaled the others into a smoothly pro-

j'u 11/ service line, ihirl.y abreast.

"A man should (lie gladly when the disks move," he chanted. "With sing-

ing and rejoicing he should merge his liitlc worthless personality in the great

dream. When men die in defense of the great dream, the eggs in the ab-

domen of the queen mother are preserved for a destiny so great that—
The words froze suddenly on his lips. A circle of light appeared in the roof

of the tunnel and a long, attenuated feeler fastened on his shoulder. The

aphid hopped to the ground with a frightened screech.

Atasmas groaned and his little body stiffened. He knew that incompetent

men were lilted at frequent intervals from the tunnel, by the small workers

and carried up through long arteries and vertical chambers to the directing

queen mothers in their luminous cells.

At the thought of losing his comparative supremacy as a leader of his kind,

Atasmas' brain grew numb. He had thought himself secure, for he had

served always with alertness and efficiency. But many were the sins of omis-

sion which a man could commit almost unconsciously, and Atasmas was sick

with the thought that he had perhaps violated some minor but important

taboo.

The feeler laid him gently in repose in the center of an immense, chitm-

armored back. Then the small worker began its slow ascent to the cells of the

dire.ling queens. I'lom his vantage point on the insect's back, Alasmas was

privileged to survey with swill wonder the war preparations in a hundred

intervening cells.

He saw enormous, green-bellied grubs resting with a kind of repressed

Aia'mi^, k'itew (kn wlv n dn bee swarms dropped their deadly fungai tissues

the grubs would be impregnable. Though the fungus poison filtered down

through the damp earth to the lowest of the nursery cells, the dissolving

ichors would protect the young maggots.

Up through many cells Atasmas was carried. He saw enfeebled drones

submitting wilh patient resignation to impregnation with the needle death.

He knew that the drones would he spewed forth to mingle wilh the bee

swarms acid sow piercing agony in their midst. The needle death was a.



Icaslcd an inscil viscera.

Atasmas observed also huge, glistening black workers preening them-
selves for combat, and soldier ants with flattened beads a hundred feet in

diameter which would be thrust into the enormous entrance vents above
tn serve as stop gaps against die d^wn-swecping swarms of envenomed bees.

I fe knew th.n i lie beads would be haltered into loathsome pulps, and that
the thin, flabby bodies beneath would writhe in unspeakable agony as the
bees pierced them wilh their long stingers; but lo the ant people death was a

kind of rapturous dedication when it served a socially useful purpose.
Someilimg t >i this same sacrificial zeal flamed in the midget breast of the

little creature on the insect's back. He, too, was part of the enormous dream,
and he would have died lo save the maggots intrusted to his care as selflessly

as the ants who owned him.
There was an ominous vibratory stirring throughout the great central

anx'iy adjoining the cells ol" the directing queen mothers. Down it Atasmas
was swiftly curried, his hearer moving with a sure looted celerity uncommon

For several minutes dark dripping surfaces swept past his upturned gaze,
and a peculiarly fragrant odor assailed his nostrils. Then the glow deepened
about him, and the small worker came to an abrupt halt before a towering
barrier of wax. The barrier was fifty feet in height, and it shone with a

radiance as of burnished metal. Without hesitation the insect raised its el-

bowed feeler and tapped lightly upon it.

For an instant iherc was no response. Then the luminous partition bulged
slowly outward, and the glistening globular head of a queen-preening ant
emerged through it. Distantly the head withdrew, and through the rent thus
produced the small worker moved with reverence into the cell of the direct-

ing queen.

The queen cell was aglow with a soft blue radiance. As the little creature
on the small worker's hack looked upward at the enormous swollen bulk of
the single occupant of the cell, a great wonder came upon him. The eight
slender scarlet rings encircling the majestic insect's abdomen, and the green
dots on her thoracic segments revealed that she was the supreme ruler of
the colony, the great founder queen whose wisdom and power had filtered

down as a legendary fable to the little human servitors in the depths.
The small worker turned slowly on its side, and Atasmas slid from its hack

onto the soft, moist loam which covered the floor of the cell. OuicUy he
struggled to arise, to stand wilh dignity before this great being, whose power
was so immense, and whose attnlnues were so godlike and omni-.cieni. lint

his foot slipped as he rose from his knees, and he toppled over backward

He was rescued by the queen herself. Leaning slightly forward, she
stretched forth a curving llagellum and set him gently nn'his I eel. And iheu,
as he stood staring reverently up at her, she laid the llagellum on his fore-
head and spoke to him in speech that surged in cool vibrations through his
tiny human brain,
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-You are wiser than all the ottos, Utile one. The others think Em of

themselves, but you think only of us. In your humble wa, you h»»e the

sublime, s.llkss mind of an insect."
_

In awed silence Atasmas continued to stare up .Mo the great complex eyes,

bulbous head, and swiftly pulsating thorax. A hundred feet above to. she

towered, and her immense, hair, abdomen b„ god w,.b Us momentous

burden of a hundred million eggs. Not even the planets ... their courses were

so awe-provoking in Atasmas' sight.
.

"Eve!, the very humble can sometimes be of scrv.ee," sa.d the queen

"still looking up, Atasmas gestured with his hand,. He made a sign speech

which conveyed that be had no mind apart from her rmnd; that her willing

was the light of his little human life.
.

The queen mother said: "Little one, the bee swarms are sweeping down

upon us in envenomed fury. For a hundred million years they have thwarted

our dream of universal woiid dominion."

Atasmas nndded, gestured, chanted. He understood. "You may use me as

vou will," be conveyed. . . .

"| W i|| l„,vc you can led to Agraban where the bee swarms dwell in im-

mense metallic I i.e.," resumed tbe queen mother. "You are so small that you

„, ,„„i nuobsi, vid between .be legs ol ,he soldier guardian bees. I n., will

cany into ibe inmost cote of the central hive a spore of liana eson.

A. „„ ,s ic.oilcd in bono,. The color drained from lus lace and a iremo

, in ,i„. |, , Vague hints and .umois filtering down to tbc depths bad

obscuiely i. vealcd thai lira t was a terrible vegetable pelnlactive thai

f"p'''
i i ' i or-os " of i 1 1o us k'e hybridization tbc small workers bad intensified

thcpeiiilarii.e principle of certain chlorophyll lonuing oigani.ms ol high

evolutionary grade, and had produced a microscopic annua -lie. |M I .

deadly and swill blossoming dial " was J n» naee in llie gii al mean. ie .

Ii was ruinnrcd that a single spoic ol properly planted liiuna y'"

„,„,,.„ bives miles in eslcnt and envelop in pctnlactinn a billion a P

bees in tbe course of a single terrestna revolution So prol.1,., ,„ lee was

the growth of this malignant plant that us deadly couisc cnuio noi uc

checked by any means known ro insects.

Though the servants of rhe gicat dream had created it. and knew Us value

as a war leclu.ique, they we.e n„. unawa.e that its sucrrsJul use might

envelop then, in utter and abysmal ruin. Hitherto the, bad he.it,ted to

cmplo it. just as long millenniums ago Atasmas own race bad ..(m l

to sanction certain deadly war gases in their hideous and sanguinary cm,

"'The queen mo.hcr nuiiced Atasmas' trepidation, and a note of reproach

crept into her speech. "You will be dcslioyed, ol course. DM do you value

'Ttlsts'^rSrsudden tragic sense of shame and gull,. He made a

..enure of frantic denial as the queen resumed-.

"You will plant the spore and remain until you arc consumed by the



fossilizing growth. If you flee when you drop the spore, it may never blos-

som. The future o( the great dream is in your little human hands."

There ensued a pause.

Then the queen said: "There is something I must warn you against. You
will meet the night shapes— in 1 1 itxi s and millions ol nisdil shapes."

Arasmas' pulses leaped will) a sudden wild joy. "You mean I shall really

see and touch the little ones who visit its in dreams?"
The queen assented. "You will see them, and touch them. They will light

Millions oi years ago, when we -.unoicd votic poo, Iro/eu race, the nitrhr

shapes seemed to us feeble, weak things. We refused to help them. We left

them to perish ho:)e;!di the weight of ih.j amarclic ghciations, of the great

flood of ice that swept equatorward from the pole. Only a few survived and
were succored by the weak and sentimental bees."

Atasmas' eyes were wide with wonder. He asked: "But why do these small

weak shapes stitl haunt our dreams?"
"Because men will always lie primitive creatures," replied the queen

mother. "Even though we have muliiplied you hy laboratory techniques for

millions of years, the old, primitive love of women still hunts in your veins.

We cannot eradicaie it. It is a source of weakness in your kind, and in that

respect you are inferior to the aphids."

Atasmas affirmed: "I will not forget the great dream. T will harden my

But something within him burst into song even as he promised. He would
see the soft anil consoling night shapes—see ihem, touch them.

I It said with gestures: "I am ready to die for the great dream."

The queen removed her ftagellum from his forehead. She leaned hack-

ward, and a salislicd stridulatioti issued from her thorax.

The little worker advanced, picked Atasmas up. and set him gently on its

back. For an instant it swayed reverently before the great mother. Then it

hacked swilfly on I o! I he cell. VV 'k ii 1 1 had disappeared 1 [trough the ripe: ture

the queen-preening ant le..pcd swiftly forward and healed the breach with a

glutinous en.tl.te from it. iwiOl, moving manJiblcs.

The small worki t i an icd us now pi ei suns bui den up through long tunnels

to the surface of the earth. At the central entrance o( the nest, four great

soldier ants with flattened heads moved reverently aside as the solemn pair

eante into view. The queen mother had laid upon her little emissary a

peculiar and sanctifying scent. Me was no longer a leader of his little race in

the depths, lie bad become the potential savior of the immense dream;

almost an iuseel in bis godlike grille:, :,ikss and r< voreiil dedication.

He was conscious of immense forces at war within him as he gazed up-

ward at the star-flecked sky. Martial dedication and tenderness fought for

supremacy in his hrcasl - an immense, overwhelming tenderness when he

thought of the night shapes, a tenderness curiously tempered with superiority

and disdain and a sense of ioyalty to the dream. The night shapes were
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glorious, but did not the long night of extinction which would envelop him

if lie died in defense of the immense dream hold a greater glory?

The small worker turned on its side and Atasmas toppled lo the earth. He

arose in blinding moonlight, djzed and dazzled by the bard metallic bril-

liancy of ibe surface world. Me stood waiting, scarcely daring to breathe,

as the little worker rose on its hindmost legs and emitted a cloud chordotonal

sti'iilulation by rubbing its elbowed feelers violently against its shins and

abdomen.
For a moment as the queer chafing sound increased in volume, be saw only

the towering forms of the soldier ants, dark and glistening in the moonlight,

and of the little workers beside him. Then an immense dark form came

sweeping down upon him out of the darkness. It had a wing span of a hun-

dred feet and its barrel-shaped thorax shone with a luster as of frosted silver.

It came to rest a few yards from the earthen entrance with a loud, vibratory

thrumming. Instantly the little worker approached and touched the summit

of its globular head to the great bulging thorax of the serial form. The form

quivered and grew still.

With competent celerity the small worker picked Atasmas up, carried him

to the waiting form, and deposited him gently in a tiny cavity at the base of

the creature's abdomen. Touching Atasmas' forehead with its feeler, it spoke

to him in rhythmic speech which surged coolly through his brain.

"You will be carried to Agrahan," it said. "It will be a long, perilous flight.

If a storm arises on the southern ocean you will emerge and drop swiftly to

your death. The great winged one cannot carry you in a storm. If you perish,

another spore of flarra-eson will be prepared, and another winged one will

carry another of your kind to Agrahan."

"Where is the spore?" asked Atasmas with excited gestures. Only his

midget head and shoulders emerged above the dark, hair-lined cavity.

The little worker withdrew a lew paces, turned upon its back, and fum-

bled for an instant with one of its foreclaws in the loose crevices of its

underside. When it drew near again to Atasmas it was holding a smalt

metallic cylinder. Atasmas took the cylinder with reverence and thrust it

deeply into his gauze- fashioned ionic.

The small worLci touched its head again to the winged shape's thorax.

A sodden, convulsive movement shook ihc great body, ft moved spasmod-

ically forward, reared with a roar and soared skyward. Fright and wild

elation poured in ripples through Atasmas' brain.

He had never before viewed the kaleidoscopic skies of the surface world

from such a perilous vantage point. Looking down, he saw far beneath him

the mottled surfaces of earth, and looking up he saw the stars in their remote

and awful solitude and the planets in their wheeling courses.

He saw the great white suns that would hum as brightly when the earth,

was ;\ cinder, and smi-. ili.il Inn ned no more, but whose light would continue

and space were niei ;;cd in -iiKne utterly stupefying absolute for which neither

Atasmas' kind nor the ants had any adequate symbol.

When Atasmas' gaze peuoi rated to the awful luminous fringes of the spiral
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nebulae so great a pall enshrouded his spirit that he presently ceased to stare
skyward. Par more reassuring was the checkerboard earth berieadi with us
dark and glistening lakes, ragged mountains, and valleys crammed with lush
and multihucd vegetation.

The checkerboard earth was soon replaced hv the turbulent waters of the
great southern ocean. For thousands of miles Ataxias gazed downward at
the sinning water, wonder and fear lighting for ascendancy in his little

human breast. No storm arose to cheek the smooth southward (light of the
great insect.

On and on it flew in the warm darkness, five miles above the turbulent
dark sea. Belching volcanoes and while coral shoals passed swifrly before
Atasmas vision. Me saw the barnacle colonics in their oceambreasting
splendor, terraces of iridescent shell rising in immense tiers beside the
stormdashed waves.

And suddenly as he gazed, the ocean vanished, and a dark plateau covered
with gray and-yellow lichens usurped his vision.

The great winged one swept downward then. In immense circles it ap-
proached the leaden earth and came to rest on a gray, pebble-intrusted plain.
For an instant its wings continued to pulsate with a loud, vibratory throb-
bing. Then the vibrations ceased, and a moist forcdaw arose and fumbled in
the cavity where Atasmas rested.

The midget voyager was lifted out, and deposited on the dark earth. As he
stood staring wildly about him, a feeler fastened on bis forehead.

>

W
.'!U

i0t rCtUm whhom y°u <
«ne >' conveyed the great winged

shape. When you plant the spore, come back to me cjuickly. There is' no
need for you to die. The spore will blossom without supervision if you plant
it in rich, dark soil, f pity you, little one. I wish to help you."
Atasmas was stunned and frightened. He started back in amazement and

looked up dimly at the great shape. "Why do yon disobey ihe great mother?"
he asked with tremulous gestures.

The winged form said: "We who fly above the earth do not obey the small
ethics of your little world of tunnels. We have seen the barnacles in their
majesty and the bees m their power, and we know that all things are relative.

Atasmas went. With the glimmering lights of the enormous hives of
Agrahan to guide him, he went swifily to fulull his destiny. Over the dark
earth he moved, an infinitesimal shape in a world of menacing shadows.
And as he advanced the lights of Agrahan grew brighter till he was envel-
oped in their radiance as in a bath of living flame.

But no one observed him. The sentinel bees were asleep at theii posts at ihe
entrance of the central hive, and quickly he pa^rd between theii legs which
lowered above him like pillar': of lire hi die darkness.

Inside the hive a luminous glow guided his footsteps. Moving will, caution
be ascended a terminus mound sludded with several dozen vawjili:^ vents
and entered one at random. The branching tunnel in which be found himself
bore a superficial resemblance to ihe subterranean arteries of rhe ant people.
For hundreds of (eet it stretched. Its smoothly rounded earthen walls were
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gray-green in hue, and it had a flooring of moist, dark loam. Atasmas hugged

the walls, taking every precaution to avoid being seen. He was tremulous

with apprehension as he moved forward. It seemed incredible that the great

central hive should he destitute of life, yet all about him silence reigned.

From far ahead a dim bluish radiance illumined the walls of the passage,

but no moving shape crossed his vision.

He continued to move forward, little suspecting what lay ahead. The

silence remained unbroken, and the only visible shadows were cast by his

own insignificant form. It was not until he had advanced far into the tunnel

that he encountered the dark mouth of the bisecting passage and the huge

shape which filled it.

As the shape bunt on his vision he sprang back in instinctive alarm, and a

cry tore from his throat. Hut before he could retreat, the thing was upon him.

It fell upon him, and enveloped him.
In frantic resistance Aromas' liitle bands lashed out. They encountered a

spongy surface bristling with hairs—a loose, gelatinous surface which gave

beneath the assaults of his puny fists. Screeching shrilly, the bee larva twined

itself about him and pressed the breath from his body. He shrieked and

hammered and tore at it with his fingers in an agony of terror. His efforts

were of no avail. The bulk of the maggot was too enormous to cope with.

He was dimly aware of a menacing yellow-lined orifice a yard from his

face, spasmodically opening and closing. !t drew nearer as he watched it and

yawned above him. Tt twitched horribly with a dawning hunger.

Atasmas lost consciousness then. His senses reeled before the awful menace

of that slobbering puckered mouth, and everything went dark about him.

lie never knew what saved him until he found himself getting slowly to

his feet in a cmfused daze. The first sight which usurped his blurred vision

was the bee larva lurching cunibersomely away horn him down the tunnel,

emitting shrill screeches as it retreated. Then his gaze fastened in wonder

on the night shape.

She stood calmly in the center of the tunnel, a form as tiny as himself, hut

with a sweetness and grace about her that stirred inexplicable emotions

within him. She was holding a long, many-thonged goad, which dripped

with nauseous yellow ichor.

As Atasmas stood staring, his clearing facilities apprehended with uncanny

accuracy her true function in the colony of bees. She was obviously a kind

of guardian of the large stupid maggot, and the goad in her hands was an

implement of chastisement. In defense of Atasmas' litlic helpless person she

had repudiated her function, had flailed the grub unmercifully. It was a

triumph of instiucl.ivv over conditioned behavior.

In gratitude and awe Atasmas drew near to her. She did not retreat, but

raised die weapon in wai iiiiig as he moved to touch her. Something snapped

in Atasmas' brain. 'Che wonder of her, standing there, awoke a great fire in

his breast. He had to touch her, though he died for it.

He touched her arm, her forehead. With a cry of utter dumbfoundcrment
she dropped the goad and her eyes widened. Without uttering a sound,

Atasmas moved even closer and took her in his arms. She did not resist.
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A great joy flooded Atasmas' being. For a moment he forgot the past and
the sublime destiny toward which he moved. lie stood there in silence,
traushgured, transformed.

Then, suddenly, he remembered again. Even as ecstasy enveloped him he
remembered the great queen, [he nursery artery of the ant people, his selfless
function as a servitor in the depths, and the great dream. Deep within him,
in the dark depths ol Ins little racial undcr-mind. the old loyalties flared up.

His hand went to his tunic and emerged with the cylinder. With an effort
he tore n.s gaze from the rapt, upturned face of the night shape and fastened
it on the soft loam beneath his feet.

With swift calculation he estimated the depth and consistency of the dark
soil. For a brief, momentous instant he seemed to hesitate. Then, with a
wrench, he unscrewed the cylinder and released the spore of flarra-cson.
He continued to gaze deep into the woman's eyes in reverence and rapture

as the tmy grrcn spore to,,!, root, spmmrd, and spread out in a dark petri-
factive shroud.

Far away the great winged shape waited with thrumming wings as a green
growth immortalized two lovers without pain in the central tunnel of the
great hive of Agrahan.
The growth spread upward and enveloped the little human forms, darkly,

greenly, and so absorbed was Atasmas in the woman in his arms that he did
not know that he was no longer of flesh and blood till the transforming nlant
reached the corridors of his brain and the brain of his companion.
And then the transition was so rapid that he did not agonize, hut was

transformed in an instant, and remained forever wrapped in glory and a
shroud of deepest green.
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The Immeasurable Horror
by Clark Ashton Smith

tvord lhal only the pianec.

JL DO NOT mean to boast when I say that cowardice has never been

among my failings. It would be needless to boast, in view of my honorable

ether-ace in six interplanetary expeditions. But I tell you that I

stum to Venus for any consideration—not for all the platinum

in its mountainsides, nor all the medicinal saps and pollens and
ibergris of its forests. There will always be men to imperil their

;ir sanity in the Venusian trading posts, and fools who will still

nrwvigate a world of unearthly dangers. lint I have done my
know that Venus was not designed lor human nerves or human
loathsome multiform fecundity of its overheated jungles ought
i for any one—not to mention the way in which so many posts

nisldii'!", (.'I in iMiini'ganese steel have been wholly blotted out

rival of die next. No,

to be cno
with thei

Venus" w
I was v

.nl! -

i din

Carfax, in V)77. We were able to make i

were then compelled to return earthward

clue in a serious mi'.calcuhl ion regarding i

to breathe the iliick, vapor-laden air of Vi

and we couldn'l aiTord to make an overdraft

" Adm

tgc of oxygen,

ate, we found,

for more than short intervals;

ks. In 1979 we went
back, more fully eqi]ip[va ;ur all eo 1 1 tin gene ies ibis time, and landed o

high plateau near the equator. This plateau, being comparatively free from
die rn.\iou> ilora .nn 1 f.iwia oi the abysmal sieaming juuglcs, was lo form the

base ol our explorations.
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I felt signally honored when Admiral Carfax put mc In charge of the
planetary coaster whose various parts had been brought forth 'from the
bowels of the huge ether-ship and fitted together for local use, i Richard
Harmon, was only an engineer, a third assistant pilot of the space-vessel,
with no claim whatever to scientific renown; and the four men entrusted
to my guidance were all experts of international fame. They were John
Aslnry, botanist, Anstidc Rocher. geologist. Robert Manville, biologist and
zoologist, and Hugo Markheim, head of the Interplanetary Survey. Carfax
and the remaining sixteen of our party were to stay with the ether-ship till

we returned and made our report. We were to follow the equator, lauding
o ten for close observations, and make, if feasible, a complete circuit of the
planet. In our absence, a second coaster was to be fitted together, in prepara-
tion lor ;s longitudinal voyage around the poles.
The coaster was of that type which is now commonly used for flying at all

levels within the terrestrial atmosphere. I, was made of neonin tempered
aluminum, it was roomy and comfortable, with ports of synthetic cryslal
tougher than steel, and could he hermetically closed. There were the usual
engines run by explosive atomic power, and a supplcniculary set of the old
electro-solar turbines in ease of emergency. The vessel w as l uted with heating
and refrigerating systems, and was armed with electronic machine mi's
hjiv.ng ., lorty-mile range; and we carried tor hand-weapons a plentiful sup-
ply of infra-reel grenades, of heat-tubes and zero tubes, not knowing what
hostile forms ol life we might encounter. These weapons were the deadliest
ever devised by man; and a child could have wiped out whole armies with
them. Hut T could smile now ar their inadequacy.
The plateau on which we had landed was far up in a range which wc

named the Purple M u.dns because they were covered from base to summit
with enormous two foot lichens of a rich Tyrian hue. There were similarly
covered areas in the plateau, where the soil was too thin for the sustenance
ol more elaborate plant forms. Here, among the multitudinous geysers, and
the homed, fantastic peaks that were intcrmiuci.lly visible through a steam-
charged atmosphere, we had established ourselves in a lichen-field I'ven here
we had to wear our refrigerating suits and carry oxygen whenever wc stepped
out of the ether-ship; for otherwise the heal would have parboiled us in a
Jew mmmcs and the ultra Urrcsi rial gases in the air would have speedily
overpowered us. It was a weird business, putting the coaster together under
such circumstances. With our huge inflated suits and masks of green
V.trolium, we must have looked like a crew of demons toiling in the fumes
of Gehenna.

I shall never forget the hour when the five of us who had been chosen for
that first voyage of discovery said good-bye to Admiral Carfax and the others
and stepped into the coaster. Somehow, there was a greater thrilj about it

than that which attended the beginning of our trip through sidereal space

}
he 2

)-
000 ,n,Ics of our proposed circuit would of course be a mere bagatelle-

but whai marvels and prodigies of miimiigined life or landscape might we
not find! If we had only known the truth! . . . but indeed it was fortunate
that we could not know. . . .
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Flying very slowly, as near to tlie ground as was practicable, wc left the

plateau and descended through a long jungle-invaded pass to the equatorial

plains. Sometimes, even when we almost gra/.cd the jungle-tops, we were

caught in voluminous rolling masses of cloud; and sometimes there were

spaces where wc could sec dimly ahead tor a few mites, or could even discern

die while-hot glaring of the dropsical sun that hung perpetually at /.cnith.

Wc could gel only a vague idea of the vegetal ion beneath us. It was a

blurred mass oi hluish and whitish greens, of etiolated mauves and saffrons

tinged with jade. But we could see that the growths were of unearthly height

and density, and that many of them had the character of calamites and giant

grasses rather than trees. For a long while we sought vainly an open space

in which to alight and begin our investigations.

After we had flown on for an hour or two above the serried jungle, we

crossed a great river that couldn't have been so very far below the boiling-

point, to judge from the columns of steam that coiled upward from it. Here

we could measure the height of the jungle, for the shores were lined with

titanic reeds marked off in ten-yard segments, that rose for a hundred yards

in air, and were overshadowed by the palm-ferns behind them. But even

here there was no place for us to descend. We crossed other rivers, some of

which would have made the Amazon look like a summer creek; and we
must have gone on for another hour above that [timing everlasting forest ere

Wc wondered about that clearing, even at first sight. It was a winding

mile-wide swath in the jungle, whose end and beginning were both lost in

the vapors. The purplish soil seemed to have been freshly cleared, and was

clean and smooth as if a whole legion of steam-rollers had gone over it. We
were immensely excited, thinking that it must be the work of intelligent

beings—of whom, so far, we had iouiid no slightest trace.

I brought the coaster gently down in the clearing, close to the jungle's

edge; and donning our icirigcrahng suits and arming our selves with heat-

tubes, wc unscrewed the seven-inch crystal of the manhole and emerged.

Tin- ainc.ivy wc i'di > om vn i n ;.' dial, ck'ai lug was drowned in our wonder

rvci-ywhi-iv, srci !-!'!.;. bm-Mmg, pullulating, rotting. I tell you, we could

actually SL-e ii grmy and do ay, like a slow moving picture. And the variety

of it was a hi'lani t's i
iie.fi r r. iare. Ashley cursed like a leng.dimctnan when he

tried to clarify some c.i the dungs we found. And fvhnville had his prob-

lems, too, all :.tiri'i of imvcl insects and animals were Hopping, crawling,

crashing and (lying through the monstrous woods.

fin almosl afraid to desei ihe some of those plants. The overcoming palm

ferns with their poddy fronds of unwholesome mauve were bad enough. But

the smaller things that grew beneath them, or sprouted from their boles and

jointsl Half of diem were unspeakably parasitic: and many were plainly
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sarcophagous. Here were bell-shaped flowers the size of wino-barrels that
(tapped a paralyzing fluid on anything that passed beneath diem; and the
carcasses ot Hying lizards and strange legless mammals were rotting in a
circle about each of them, with the tips of new flowers siattim. from ihe
putrefaction in which they had been seeded. There were vegetable webs in
which squirming things had been caught—webs that were lite a taii'ujc of
green, hairy ropes, The.e were broad, low bun; ,„ rm „| 1 ., r i . : v.i.li', .„,d
yellow, that yielded like a bog to suck in the unwary creatures that had
trodden upon them. And there were orchids of madly grotesque tvpes that
rooted themselves only m the bodies of living animals; so that many of the
launa we saw were adorned with floral parasites.

liven though we were all armed with heal lubes, we didn't care to go very
tar in those woods. New plants were shooting up all around us; and nearly
cveiylliing, b„tl, a„,m a | .,„j^ ,„.„„,,, ,„ hm ,,,.,;

upon us. We had to turn our heat-tubes „„ the various Icndnl. ami branches
that coiled about us; and our suit, were heavily dusted with ihe whin pollen
ol .anuvorous ll„wcrs-a pollen tha, was ancslhetic to the helpless monsters
on whtch ,t fell Once a veritable behemoth with a dlnos.ue lil.e he., ,d
forelegs, loomed above us suddenly from the ferns it had trampled down,
but tied with screams of de.ilening thundet when we leveled our heal-rays
upon ,t till its atmotcd hide began to sizzle. 1 .one-legged ,cr,,ents linger duin
anacondas were stalking about; and they were so vicious and came In such
increasing numbers, that we found it bard to discourage tbcm So we re-
treated towatd the coaster.

When we came again to the clearing, where the soil bad been perfectly
bare a few minutes before, we saw that the tips of new trees and plants wete
already heginlung to cover it. At their rate of gtowlh, die coastet would have
been lost to sight among them in an hour or two. We had almost forgotten
the enigma of that clearing; but now the problem presented itself with
renewed force.

"Harmon, thai swath must have hecn made within the last Knurl" ex-
claimed Marmlle to mc as wc climbed hack into the vessel hchiml .he ethers.

It we follow it," I rejoined, "we'll soon find who, or what, is making it
Are you fellows game lor a little side-trip?" I had dosed the manhole and
was now addressing all four ol my companions.
There was r from any one, though the following of the

^ Allof l.C, W.: .

w,th exatement and curiosity. No one could venture a surmise that seemed
at all credible, concerning die agency that had left a mile-wide trail. And
also we were undecided as to the direction of its progress.

I set the engines running, and with that familiar 'roar of disintegrating
carhon atoms m the cylinders hencalh us, we soared to the level ol the le-n-
tops and I steered the coaster along die swath in the direction toward which
its nose happened to he pointing. However, wc soon found rhal we were on
the wrong track; ior die new growth below us becume d,s| tiomuely
taller and ttuekcr, as the mighty jungh^soughl to refill ihe gap tha. had been



cloven through its center. So I turned the coaster, and we went hack in the

opposite direction.

I rlon'l believe we tillered half a dozen words among us as we followed the

swath, and saw ihe dwindling of the plant-tops below till that bare purplish

soil reappeared. We had no idea what we would find; and we were now too

excited even for conjecture. I will readily admit that I, for one, felt a little

nervous: die limits we had already seen in the forest, together with that

formidable recent de.'iriii!' which no earthly ;nachiucrv could have made,

were enough to unsettle the equilibrium of the human system. As I have said

before. 1 am no coward; and 1 have faced a variety of. ultra-terrene perils

wii houi llun liiirg. Uui already 1 heg.ui 'o .Mispccl thai, we were among things

Iciiiliiy of ill it jungle had jhuosl sickened me. Whai. then, iciild he llie

agency thai had cleared ihe jungle away more cleanly than a harvester run-

ning ihrough a grain in !d?

I watched die vapor- laden scene ahead in the reflector beside me; and the

others all had their faces glued to the crystalline ports. Nothing untoward

could he seen as yet; but 1 began to notice a slight, unaccountable increase

of our speed. I had not increased the power—we had been running slowly,

at no more than one hundred and fifty miles per hour; and now we were

gaining, as if we were borne in the sweep of some tremendous air-current

or the pull of a magnetic force.

The vapors had closed in before us; now they eddied to each side, leaving

the landscape visible for many miles. 1 think we ;itl saw the Thing simulta-

neously; hut no one spoke for a full thirty seconds. Then Manville muttered,

very softly: "My God!"

In front, no more than a half-mile distant, the swath was filled from side

to side with a moving mass of livid angleworm pink that rose above the

jungle-tops. It was like a sheer cliff before us as we Hew toward it. We could

see that it was moving away from us, was creeping onward through the

forest. The mass gave the impression of a jelly-fish consistency. It rose and

fell, expanding and contracting in a slow rhythmic manner, with a notice-

"Life!" murmured M.imille. "Lift , in an unknown form, on a scale that

would not be possible in our world.''

The coaster was now rushing toward the worm-colored mass at more than

two hundred miles an hour. A moment more, and we would have plunged

into that palpitating wall. 1 turned ihe wheel sharply, and we veered to the

left and ruse with an odd sluggishness above, the jungle, where we could

look down. Thai sluggishness worried me, after our former headlong speed.

It was as if wc were lighting some new gravitational force of an unexampled

P
Wc/ali had a Feeling of actual nausea as we gazed down. There were

leagues and leagues of that living substance; and the farther end was lost in

the fuming vapors. It was moving faster than a man could run, with that

horribly regular expansion and contraction, as if it were breathing. There
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were no visible limbs or appendages, no organs of any distinguishable kind;
but wc knew that the tiling was alive and aware.

"Fly closer," whispered Manvilie. Horror and scientific fascination con-
tended in bis voice.

I steered diagonally downward, and felt an increase of the slrange pull
against which we were lighting. I had to reverse the gears and turn on more
power to prevent the vessel Inmi plunging headlong. We hung above the
pink mass at a hundred-yard elevation and watched it. It flowed beneath us
like an unnatural rivet, in a Hat, glistening tide.

"VoyczV cried Ji other, who preferred to speak in his native tongue,
though he knew English as well as any of us.

Two flying monsters, Luge as pterodactyls, were now circling above the
mass not far below us. It seemed as if they, like die vessel, were struggling
against a powerful downward attraction. Through the air-tight sound-valves
we could hear the thunderous beating of their immense wing.- a:» they sunve
to rise and were drawn gradually toward the pink surface. As they ncared
it, the mass rose up in a mighty wave, and in the deep mouth like hollow
that formed at the wave's bottom a colorless fluid began to exude and collect
in a pool. Then the wave curved over, caught the struggling monsters, and
lapsed again to a level, slowly palpitating surface above its prey.
Wc waited a little; and 1 realized suddenly that the onward flowing of the

mass had ceased. Except for that queer throbbing, it was now entirely quies-
cent. But somehow there was a deadly menace in its tranquillity, as if the
tiling were watching or meditating. Apparently it had no eyes, no ears, no
sense-organs of any sort; but 1 began to gel the idea that in some unknowable
manner, through senses beyond our apprehension, it was aware of our pres-
ence and was considering us attentively.

Now, all at once, 1 saw that the mass was no longer quiescent. It had
begun to rise toward us, very stealthily and gradually, in a pyramidal ridge;
and at the ridge's fool, even as before, a clear, transparent pool was gathering.
The coasler wavered anil threatened to fall. The magnetic pull, whatever

it was, bad grown stronger than ever. I turned on fresh power; we rose with
a painful, dragging slowness, and ihc ridge hciow shot ahrimnv into a pillar
that loomed beside us and toppled over toward the vessel.

,

Before it could reach us, Manville had seized the switch that operated one
of die machine-guns, had aimed it at the pillar and released a stream of
disintegrative bolts that caused the overhanging menace to vanish like a
melting arm of cloud. Below us the pyramidal base of the truncated pillar
writhed and shuddered convulsively, and sank back once more into a
level surface. The coaster soared dizzily, as if freed from a retarding wehdir
and reaching what I thought would be a safe elevation, we flew along the
rim of the mass m an effort to determine its extent. And as we flew, the
thing began to glide along beneath us at its former rate of progression.

f don't know bow many miles of it ibere were, winding on through that
monstrous jungle like a glacier of angleworm flesh. I tell you, the ihing made
me feel as it my solar plexus had gone wrong. It was all I could do to steer
the coaster. There was neither head nor tall to that damnable mass, and
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nothing anywhere that we could identify as special orpins; it was a weltering

sea of life, of protoplasmic cells organized on a scale that staggered all the

prr.'(oi].:vni ions ol biology. Manville was nearly out of his senses with excite-

ment; and (lie rest of lis were so profoundly shocked and overwhelmed that

we began 10 wonder if the thing were real, or were merely an hallucination

of nerves disordered by novel and terrific planetary forces.

Well, we came to the end of it at last, where the pink wave was eating its

way through the jungle. Everything in its path was being crushed down
and absorbed—the four-hundred-fool ferns, the giant grasses, the grotesque

carnivorous plains ami iln it victims, llie 'Whig, waddling, creeping and strid-

ing monsters of all types. And the thing made so little sound—there was a

low murmuring like thai of gcinly moving water, and the snap or swish of

"I guess we might as well go on." observed Manville regretfully. "I'd like

to analyze a section of that stuff; but we've seen what it can do; and I can't

ask you to take any chances with the coaster."

"No," 1 agreed, ''there's nothing to be done about it. So, if you gentlemen

I set the vessel hack toward the equator, at a goodly speed.

"Christ! that stuff is following us!" cried Manville a minute later. He had
been watching from a rear port,

Intent, on steering forthrighdy, it had not occurred to me to keep an eye

on the thing. Now I looked into the rear reflector. The pink mass had
changed its course, and was crawling along behind us, evidently at an in-

creased rate of progression, lot otherwise we would have been out of sight

by now.

We all felt pretty creepy, I assure you. Rut it seemed ridiculous to imagine

that the thing could overtake us. Kven at our moderate speed, we were gain-

ing upon it momently; and, if need be, we could treble our rate or soar to

higher atmospheric levels. Hut even at that the whole business made a very

Before long we plunged into a belt of illicit vapors tnd lost sight of our

;med io be traversing a sort of swamp, for we caught glimpses

of

Ur

titan reeds and mammoth aquatic plants amid vinding stretches of

voluminously steaming water. We heard the bellow of

and saw the di ,1 craning ol llicii hideous hearts on inle mi liable necks as we
passed. And or ee ilie coaster was covered with boiling spray from a marsh-

geyser or volca no, and we flew blindly lill we were out ol it again. Then we
crossed a lake i| burning oil or mineral pitch, with Hr ties that were half a

mile in heigh ably in spite of our

refrigerating s stem. Then l.llre were mure mardio involved in rolling

steam. And af er an hour or two we emerged from the

zone of prodig s fronded tops below

Flying over thai jungle was like moving in a hashis eternity. There was

no end to it and no change—-it simply went on and on through a world

without limits or horizons. And the white, vaporous glare of the swollen
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sun, ever at zenith, became a corroding torture to nerves and brain. We all
fell a temfie fatigue, mote <„,„, the nervous tax than anything else. Mauvilleand Kosher went to sleep, Markheuu nodded at his post, and J he-an to
watch for a place where I could bring the con.te, safel, down and tike a
nap mvsell. The vessel would have kept us own course, if I had set the gears:
" 1 J,Jnt '"™ "» »>'» anything, or take an, dunce ol collision with a

high mountain-range.
Well, it seemed thete was no place to land in that interminable hristhng

wilderness ol cyclopcau growths. We dew on and 1 .new sir, , [,-, ,,id
sleepier. Then, through the switling „,is,s ahead, I saw the vague looming
of low mountains. There were hare, needle-sharp peak, and l„„... -,,u£
scaur, ol a blackish stone, almost entirely covered with red and vdlou
lichens taller than heather. It all looked very peaceful and desolate I hit lu
the coaster down 01, a level shelf of one of the sc ,„,.. an asleep aliuosl
before the heavy thudding ol the engines had died.

f don't know what it was that awake ned me. But I sat up with a start with
a pretctnatutally distinct awareness that something was wtoug I .danced
around at m, companions, who were all slumbering qunnlv. And"then 1

ported into the rcllectots, where the entire landscape about u, was dr,,„„d
I was unable ,„ believe it lot a moo,enMhat worm-colored glacier that

tad crawled up the searp bcuieath „,, and was now ha„g,„g „ve, the vessel
like a sheer immeasurable, (lowing precipice. It hatl reached out io mighly
arms on eithct side, as if to surround us. It seemed to blot out the misty
heavens as ,t hung there, pulsing and darkening and all a-slaver with till,
of a hueless fluid Irum the mouths that bad formed in it, front. I lost a few
precious seconds ere I could start the atomic engines- and as ihc vessel tose
the top of that loathsome elill lenglhened out and lell'ovcf like the crest ol
a breaking billow. It caught us will, a buffeting shock, it enveloped „s. we
went down lovaiir and pin ,,,, , ,, ,,. r. a „a „,,. „,

dark and I d till I switched cm ,1,' hg'htt. ^ <"* W

The vessel was now lurching nose elownwatd, as that unbelievable wave
sucked ,t ,11, My companions were awake, and I shouted half-incoherent
orders to them a, I ,„,„„] on the full powe, of on, evlindet, an,l also
rtlC iTiir.i.m 1. Iiirs.nr. .......... Tl„. ' I.. .. ! . ' , .

A, as that unbelievable i

d I shouted
— —•* ,.,<. ,„„ puwer of our cylim

the electro sola, Urines going. The sides and celling of the coaster seemed
'

'

""" h P»'sMirc- as wc sought to wrench ourselves free. My
own to i!k machine-guns, r lit y pumped them incessantly,

» hi,,.

igof

companions .._

and bolts of electronic force tore like

lhat had engulfed us. We tried litcra;

revolving at the widest possible radii... .
.., ..

but at hist the pressure above us began to give, there was a glimmer/
light through our rear ports, and pitching dizzily, we broke loose. Hut ever
a-- Hie kg hi n.iun-.dt. ..omeil, dripped on my hare arms from the ceiling—
a tilin nil ol water-clear fluid lhat scared like vitriol and almost laid me out
with the sheer agony a.s it ale into my flesh. I heard some one scream and f ill
and turning my head, saw Mauville writhing on the floor beneath a steady"
drip of the same fluid. The roof and walls of the coaster were rent in seven,
places, and sonic of the rifts were widening momently. Thai execrable "l.m.id,
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which doubtless served as both saliva and digestive juice, had been eating the

adamantine-tempered metal like acid, and we had not escaped any too soon.

The next few minutes were worse than a whole herd of nightmares. Even

with our double engine power, even with the machine-guns still tearing at

the mass beside us, it was a struggle to gee away, to combat the malign

extra -gravitational magnetism of that hellish life-substance. And all the

while, Venusian air was pouring in through the rents and our atmosphere

was becoming unbreathahle. Also the refrigerating system was half useless

now, and we'swehered in a steaming inferno, till each of us donned his air-

tight insulative suit in turn, while the others held to the guns and the

steering. Manville had ceased to writhe, and we saw that he was dead. We
would not have dared to look at him overlong, even if there had been time;

for hal f his face and body were eaten away by the corroding liquid.

We soared gradually, till we could look down on the horror that had so

nearly devoured us. There it was, mile on mile of it stretching up the moun-
tainside, with the farther end somewhere in the jungle below. It seemed

impossible, in view of the distance we had traversed, that the thing was die

same life-mass we had met earlier in the day. But whatever it was, it must

have smelt us our irain liinv; and seemingly it didn't mind scaling a mountain

to gel us. Or perhaps it was in the habit of climbing mountains. Anyway, it

was hard to discourage, for our gun lire seemed to make mere pinholes in it

that closed up again when the gunner's aim shifted. And when we started

to drop grenades upon it from our hard-won elevation, it merely throbbed

it were getting angry. And when we Hew off on the way we had come,

toward the jungle and the swamp beyond, the damnable thing started to

flow backward beneath us along the lichen-mantled slope. Evideudy it was

determined to have us.

I reeled in the seat with the pain of my seared arms as I held our course.

We were in no condition to continue the circuit of Venus; and there was

nothing for it but a return to the Purple Mountains.

Wc flew at lop speed, hut thai flowing mass of life—protoplasm, organism,

or whatever it was— fairly raced us. At last we got ahead of it, where it

slithered in mile-wide dcvaskiiion through the jungle—hut not very far

ahead at that. It hung on interminably, and we all grew sick with watching

Suddenly we saw that the thing had ceased to follow us, and was veering

off at a sharp angle.

"What do you make of that?" cried Markheim. We were all so amazed by

the cessation of pursuit, ibal I halted the vessel and we hung in midair,

wondering what had hnppcned.

Then we saw. Another endless mass, of a vermin-like gray, was crawling

through the jungle to meet the pink mass. The two seemed to rise up in

sheer columns, like ivarrii.g serpents, as they neared each other. Then they

came together; and we could see that they were battling, were devouring

each other, were gaining :;nd losing alternately as they flowed hack and forth

in a huge area from which all vegetation was speedily blotted. At length



the pin* mass appeared Co have won a decisive victory; it poured on and on,
wuhoul cease, ingcsimg the other, driving i t back. And we watched no
longer, but resumed our flight toward the Purple Mountains.

1 have no very drsuna rce. .Ilceiiou of that flight: k is all a blur of incres-
cent vapors, of boundless, fuming (uresis, of blazing bitumen lakes and
volcauo-spouting marches. I lived in p reeling ctcmiiy of pain, sickness,

""'tj toward the last, a raging delirium in which 1 v

held

suppose. The

-, lor
v surroiindings, except by Ills and sluts. I don't know how 1

lone it, I

Iped me.

:nbat, I came out of it long enough
irple Mountains were jutting iheir horns from the vapors

1«si ahead. Dimly
| 5 ,eere<l along the jungl, taken pass and aeross the pla-

teau; and the glaring heavens turned lo a sea of blackness, a sea that fell

Ml oTdle'e
>"
W 'y "' :;:vl "" 1 1 ^ master beside the ;;i , , nmcri ng

Somehow, very tortuously and vaguely, T floated one of that sea of black-
ness I seemed lo take hours in rrgammg full awareness; and ,he process was
pan, u! and conlusing as if my brain were unwilhng to function. When I
finally came to myself, I was lying in my bunk on the elhec-slup, and
Admiral Cnrlax and the two doctors of the expedition were beside me
together wnh Markbeim and Rocher. They told me I had been unconscious
for fifty hours. My collapse, they thought, bad been partly due Co unnatural
nerve-strain and shock. But my arms were both in a (enable state from the
ravages ol the vitriolic animal fluid that had dripped upon them It had
been necessary to amputate my left arm at the elbow; and only the most
skilful care had saved the other from a like fate. My companions, though
ill to Che point ol nausea, had retained consciousness, and had told the story
of our unh-chevabh adventures.

"I don't we how you drove the coaster," said Carfax. This, from our
:ual brevet.

My right arm was a long time h t became quite
gained the muscular strength and nervous quickness

required for aviation or space flying. And I wasn't so sorry, cither: my nerves
were badly shaken; and I was content to let others do their share, when the
holes in the acid-eaten coaster had heen calked with metal melted by our
heattubes, and another exploring party was sent out along the equator
We waited for a hundred hours on the plateau in the Purple Hu-ni mis-

hut the coaler didn't re.urn. Radio communication with it had ceased aire,'
the lust nine hours. The second coaster was pui together, and went out with
Admiral Carfax himself in charge. Maikheim and Kocber also insisted on
going along. We kept in touch with the vessel till it began to approach the
enormous tundras in which the sunlit hemisphere of Venus terminates and
heyond which are the frozen realms of perpetual twilight and darkness.' The
radio reports were full of incredible things, and I won't tell vou how many
of those moving life-masses were sighted, eating their way through the
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hideously fertile jungles or crawling out of the steam-enveloped Venusian

seas dial gave diem birth. Nothing, however, was found oi the First toaster.

Then the reports ceased; arid a black horror settled upon us who had re-

mained In the elhcr-ship.

The huge space-vessel was ill-adapted to horizontal flight within atmos-

pheric levels. But we set out anyway, and tried to find the coasters, though

we all knew there could no longer be anything to find. I won't detail our

trip: we all saw enough to turn our stomachs permanently; and those horrors

of immeasurable life were sweet and charming in comparison with some of

the things that our searchlights revealed on the dark side of the planet

Anyhow, we gave it up at last, and came back to earth. And I, for one, have

been well satisfied to remain on Terra Pinna. Others can do the exploring,

and work the Veuusian mines and plantations. I know too well the late

of those lost parties and their vessels. And I know what has happened to the

warehouses of neo-manganese steel that have utterly disappeared and have

been replaced by a half-grown jungle.
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The Morrison Monument
by Murray Leinstcr

<} those thing? about which endless conjectb

id there!)

« </«'«-. hrei'iite ire tit,. The uninevse mnrc.i
rate oj sixty seconds a minute. The qncsIM): ft

am we Mxcleid!, „<„ /or,;-,,'.-./ /.

™/ ,":"'«/.' a />;r /rf v ,j/ ,/ /ooi like
pounds for thought.

c
OOME TIM!', in 1957, probably, the Morrison Monument will be

very much in the way of a widening of Amsterdam Avenue. By the end
ot the twentieth century it will undoubtedly come up before the New
York Board of Aldermen—if that legislative body is still in existence—as a
nuisance.

And during the twenty-third century guides will he telling tourists—if
they have such things then—a remarkably garbled story to" account for
w'i;Ki;ver form the Monument has taken by that time. Perhaps even in the
thirtieth century, or the fortieth, somebody will still he able to tell some
sort of fiction to explain it. But this is what really happened.
The Morrison Monument, you understand, does' not yet exist. This is

August, and the thing dates kick only to last September. What will some day
he tiie center uf a probably stately pylon is now planked up atop tall self-
folding. The planking is supposed to hide the reason for the Monument
even from small boys in the tree-climbing stage of their development

It doesn't, and already there are murmuring*.
Something has to be done to protect youthful minds from the shock they

are able to secure by chmbm;. thirty feet up on open scaffolding, swinging
out a pank which is insecurely nailed— it is on the northeast comer ofihe
elevate,

,
lov _;) „d chmbm- in the hole thus formed to lift up the tarpaulin

cover inside. Something positively has to he done.

_

So I suspect that a monument association will be formed with an -impies-
iive chairman and committees on plans and finance.
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r am afraid, though, that funds will not be forthcoming until people

really understand about Morrison, and about Craig, and why the Monument

not only must be but should be built. Hence the story.

CHAPTER I

The tale begins, most likely, with certain startling bursts of light seen

for several nights in succession on Nassau Street. The first was seen by

Patrolman Blunt on the night of September 8th. He was walking his beat

in the financial district of New York. All the world was dark and still and

silent, and the only sounds were those of Patrolman Blunt's own shoesolcs

upon concrete sidewalk. The atmosphere was one of utter calm and rest-

fulness. Then the first light came. It was a flash of white, unbearable

brilliance in empty air some three feet above the pavement and a little

beyond the curbstone. The light was instantaneous. It was, and then it dis-

appeared. Patrolman Blunt had an impression of something dark and angu-

lar below the light, and he distincdy saw a rectangular shadow underneath.

Then he saw nothing whatever. He reported it on his beat-phone, and a

squad-car came to investigate. It found nothing wrong, and so reported.

On the night of September 9th Patrolman Isaacson saw exactly the same

thing. The light was in the same place, in front of the windows of the

branch office of the Financial Daily, Those windows had front pages of the

latest edition of the Daily gummed up on the plate glass, and the sheets of

newsprint glowed blindiugly bright. The time was 4:30 a.m. Again a

squad-iar investigated without result.

On the night of the 10th the same thing happened at half-past two in the

morning. On the 11th, at 9 p.m. In short, for seven nights in succession,

during the hours when the financial district is utterly deserted, an unbear-

ably brilliant flash of white light manifested itself before the Nassau Street

office of the Financial Daily.

fn each case it was utterly soundless. In each case there was apparently a

dark object below the source of the light, fn each case a rectangular shadow

appeared underneath. And in each case there was absolutely nothing to

explain it.

The only comment ever made that had any bearing on the matter as

later revealed was a newspaper photographer's report. He had been sent

to get a picture of the seventh—and as it turned out, the last—of those

flashes.

"Nothin' but a light," he reported. "Looked like somebody sett in' off a

flashbulb to take a picture by. There's no story in it."

The first part of the report was intelligent. The last part was wrong.

There was a story there, ft was, of course, the story of Craig and Morrison

—

and Morrison's very improbable camera. And incidentally it was the story

of the Morrison Monument, which some day will be built.
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Craig was m his office when Morrison was shown in for the first time,
lhis was a week before the earliest of the flashes. U was the 1st of Scptem-
h< r, .Lid a clear, lambent sunshine shone upon all of New York out beyond
the office windows. Craig could look out and down upon a myriad roofs,
and on tall towers like the one in which he sat. There were little plumes
of steam rising here and there above these roofs, and in the canon-like
streets below there were many oblong objects which were cars.
By going close to the window he could look down, and down, and feci

a sort ot incipient vertigo. To a man in Craig's sanation of the moment
that vertigo was almost an invitation. He would have only to raise the win-
dow arid remove the slanting sheet of glass which keeps a blast of wind
from blowing m when one wants only ventilation. Then he could lean out
and it would not even take courage to fall. The vertigo would take care

of that.

Crarg, just then, was in a situation which made such items almost attrac-
tive. Hts partner, Ballinger, had committed suicide three weeks before, it
was said, and there was a good deal of delay in the payment of Ins life-

insurance to the firm's account. And the firm needed it. [t was a big sum
but it would just about take care of several clamorous customers who in-
sisted that somebody had been gambling with their money. Unpleasant
rumors were going about concerning the Ballinger and Craig brokerage
firm, anyhow. Balh tiger's suicide had added to them, and there was a good
deal of reason for Cr:iig to look down, and down, and savor the vertigo
that would make falling so easy. But his lips and forehead felt chilly every
time he thought of it.

Then Morrison was shown in. He was a rather plump little man with an
apologetic manner. He stood just inside the door and waited for Craig to
notice him. He had a small portfolio in his hand and he looked nervous
hut resolute. Craig turned to him, automatically putting on his cordial-to-
customers manner.

"Mr. Morrison? How do you do? You're thinking of opening an account
with us? i'll be glad

—

"

Morrison shook hands awkwardly. He sat down. He fidgeted, and then
opened his portfolio and started to pull a big envelope out of it.

"I—cr—before we talk business," he said uncertainly, "I think f'd better
make myself clear. I know nothing of business, and especially of stocks and
such things. But I want to do some dealing in (hem, and I need advice

"

"n investment, of course," said Craig. He 'wished he could forget
"Advici

that window and the drop beyond it. '"You don't
"I do want to speculate," said Morrison, blinking painfully. "And yet I

don't. That is, it won't he speculating. I want to do some stock market deal-
ing on—well—cull it advance information."

"There's no such thing," said Craig. He'd thought there was, and in
consequence his partner was said to be a suicide, while Craig t .ok a lense
interest in the long drop outside of vi

'
'

lator gets," he added without any mirth at all, "is post r
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Morrison had listened only half-heartedly. He was getting out the con-

tents of the hig envelope from his portfolio. He chose one sheet and kid it

on the desk. It was a photographic print.

"1 said I'll have k> explain," said Morrison painfully. "Would you mind
looking at [his picture?"

Craig glanced at it. It was a very clear but quite uninteresting picture of

part ol. a newsstand, with newspapers spread out in serried array.

"Thai's c|iiite a clear picture," said Morrison anxiously. "It's clearer than

most. Even the subheads are distinct."

Craig pushed the print back. Morrison didn't look like a crank, but he

assuredly sounded like one. Craig stood up.
"1 thought you wanted financial advice," he said severely. "I'm sorry, but

I'm not interested in newspapers or photographs either."

"You didn't look at the picture closely," protested Morrison. "And I do

want financial advice. I'm willing to pay for it. Lookl"
Craig glanced again. "Nothing hut newspapers," he said impatiently,

"What have they to do with financial advice?"

Morrison blinked at him. "Why," he said helplessly, "they're tomorrow's

newspapers. And they haven't been printed yet. I thought advance informa-

tion like this would be worth something in the stock market."

Craig looked again, and then stared. The thing was preposterous, was

incredible! Here were pictures of all the morning papers of New York,

recognizable and sedate. Hut they bore the date of September 2nd, while

this was still the forenoon of the 1st. And yet their headlines were plausible

and convincing except—well—the news they announced simply had not

happened. Not yet.

Craig stared alarmedly at the plump little man opposite him.

"Hut—this is crazy!" he said sharply. "It's impossible!"

Morrison nodded in unhappy agreement!

"Yes," he admitted. "It is. That's why I don't know how to set about

using it. It's inconceivable, but"—he hesitated and said helplessly—"but it

happens to be a fact."

Craig felt a surge of anger flowing over him. This plump, seemingly

unwary little man was trying some crooked game on him. On him! Craig

felt much Inclined to boot Morrison out of the office, liut it was a new game,

at least. He moderated his intended tone.

"You took this picture?" he demanded.

"Oh, yes," said Morrison simply. "1 brought a lot of them. I expected to

have some trouble getting vou to believe me."

"How'd you take it?"'

"I have a sort of—contrivance," said Morrison almost apologetically. He
added, "I'll tell you. Here's another picture, of the papers for day after

tomorrow. Since it's so impossible, suppose 1 leave the pictures with you for

a couple of days? Then, besides being impossible, they'll be proved facts."

Craig scowled at him. "Just what is your game?" he demanded. "What
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do you expect to get out of me? Am I to understand you claim to liave
invented a"—he fumbled for the word, and said impatiently—"a time
machine?"

Morrison blinked affirmatively. "I suppose you'd call it that. Yes. Of
course, a man can't travel in time, but a machine can. Mine carries a camera
and brings back pictures."

Craig opened bis mouth to snarl. Then he smiled unpleasantly instead.
He those a cigar from a box on his desk, and pushed the box toward
Morrison. Morrison's story hadn't the right touch, but he must be a clever
crook to have raked those newspapers with their amazingly convincing
headlines. It was ironic, though, that he had chosen Craig for his victim,
when Craig w.^ ihmking of that window and the thirry-story drop beyond
it. Craig grinned mirthlessly.

"Have a cigar," he said with sardonic humor. "Tell me about it. You
will get no money out of me, but I'll listen. If you can send a machine trav-
eling in rime, why not a man?"

Morrison blinked. "Because," he said painstakingly, "time is a dimension,
k'*

—

er—duration. And a man has—duration, or a lifetime, as well as a
height and a breadth and a thickness. You know you couldn't shift part of
his height—say to his head—up or down without moving all the rest of his

height. If you tried it, you'd kill him. In the same way, vou can't shift part
of his duration, his lifetime, forward or back, without shifting all the rest
Else you'd kill him. I've tried it on a guinea-pig. But you can shift a machine,
and I've been sending an automatic camera ahead, as you see."

Craig grinned. "And how does this machine work?" he asked, still with
ironic intent. "I suppose you'll need some fancy financing before you can
demonstrate it to me?"
"No. I've got money enough to go on with," said Morrison simply. "But

I want a lot more because I'm planning a bigger machine that will do ihings
this one can't. So I want you to tell me how to make money our of the

advance information I can get. I'm willing to pay you for doing it, besides

the regular broker's commission."

Craig stored, and then he was abruptly bored with Morrison. He wasn't

"You come back tomorrow," be said' in the tone of one at once humoring
and dismissing an undesirable visitor. Me would give orders, of course, that

Morrison wasn't to be admitted again. "If this picture does check up, we'll

talk further. But you realize that I can't act without proof."

Morrison obtiiienlly got up, gathered up his portfolio, and went to the

door. He smiled a bit uncertainly and went out.

And Craig went abstractedly back to his meditations. The window had
a great deal to do with Craig's thoughts, Delay in the payment of lialling-

er's insuraiue hinted at many things, and all of them were unpleasant.

But it lakes some courage even to look out of an opened window thirty

stories high. Craig was rapidly growing desperate, but be bad not yet the
courage ol desperation.
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Perhaps that was why his mind, shying away from the window, came
back t<> the two clear photographs on his desk. I fe looked at them again, and
he did not believe a word of Morrison's story, hut he found himself thinking,

"If it were only trim!" Mis problems would he solved then.

But lie knew it could not not be true. Tomorrow's newspapers were not
yet in type. Some of the events they would toil of had not yet even hap-
pened. Morrison might have guessed die nevi developments in one news-

in advance the headline, that would announce riiem. 'I lie odds would be
millions to one against his actually forecasting die entire front page of even
one newspaper. Against the half-dozen or more the photograph pMended lo

foretell, die odds were, millions of millions. T'ney were trillions to one. They
were so great as to have no meaning at all.

But Craig was desperate, and an insane sort of hope kept the thought in

his head.

Nest morning he did look M the newspapers.

And they checked!

In every item, in every detail, in every word and arrangement down to a

quaintly blatant misprint in a sub-head on a financial news-story, the impos-
sible had happened! On September 1st, in the morning, Morrison had
handed him a photograph of newspapers which would not even be printed

unlil nearly twenty hours later.

When Morrison tame to Craig's office that morning, Craig had not given

orders to keep him out. On the contrary, he was waiting feverishly for him.
A great many things seemed to have come to a head all at once. Craig

saw clearly that the delay in the payment of Hallingcr's life insurance was
not only inconvenient but suspicious, and not only suspicious hut ominous.

Somebody had a definite idea that iSallingcr's suicide had tome just a

little bit too opportunely for Craig. Somebody was investigating. Somebody

down the official theory of suicid/and lead to another .-onc'lus'lon ad. t L T .

But if Craig had much money, to suspect him of murder would be absurd.

And there was, in Morrison s machine, a promise of much money. His
story itself was not credible. Ilui neU.iier was die existence of photographs

of newspapers be I ore thev had even been set in type. Yet such a photograph
had existed and still did exist. There was another in Craig's possession

which showed newspapers yet another day in the future. Craig bad reasoned

thus, speciously, to fight himself into belief, because only if Morrison told

the truth and could provide news of time yet to come—only then could
Craig hope to avoid either the window or something less desirable.

He greeted Morrison with an almost hysterica! warmth. Morrison bad
a parcel under his arm and explained uncertainly dial he had brought his

machine with him, being sure that Craig would be convinced. He un-
wrapped and displayed his contrivance, and it looked absurdly like an
aquarium lor tropica! hsh, save (J tat it possessed a top, to which was fixed

an electric light socket.
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There were two levers and a dial and a metal bottom—mostly hidden by
the camera inside—hut nothing like machinery or motors. The nearest
approach to a ;>ower system was two ordinary flashlight batteries behind die

''I set this lever on the dial," said Morrison anxiously, "and press the
other lever. The machine snaps ahead in time to the point the first lever is

set for. It stops in that moment of the future. The camera shutter then clicks
over and in doing so actuates the return mechanism. Then the whole
machine comes back to the exact instant it started from, so that—well-
practically it's been there all the lime. I'll show you."
He fished a bulky parcel from his pocket and took out a flash-bulb such

as photographers use nowadays instead of magnesium powder. It looked
like an electric li^ht, except that it contained a crumpled mass of metal foil.

Morrison screwed it in the socket on top of the machine.

m
'1 m setting the dial lor five minutes ahead," be explained apologetically.

When the camera shutter snaps, the flash-bulb goes off. Then the machine
comes back to its starting point in time, and we'll see that the bulb's been
burnt, but we won't have seen the light. We'll see that when we pass through
the instant in rime where it goes off."

He pressed the starting-lever. Apparently nothing whatever happened.
The machine did not move; did not quiver. But suddenly the flash bulb
was milky -streaked and burnt out, though no faintest ray of light had come
from it.

"Now we'll wait five minutes," said Morrison, "and you'll sec the light.
I m putting the machine on your desk, so the light will seem to come from

They waited five minutes. Then a vivid, searing, unbearably vivid flash
appeared in empty space just where Morrison had held the machine when
the bulb went black. There was a dark object visible under the flash for
just the fraction of an instant. Knowing what to look for, Craig saw some-
thing that looked absurdly like an aquarium for tropica! fish. It cast a
rectangular shadow beneath the light. Then there was nothing visible at all.

Craig shook and trembled with his hopes. He led Morrison down to a
taxicab, thirty stories below. In the taxicab he explained jerkily what he
wanted Mormon to do. The raxicah stopped before the branch office of the
Financial Daily on Nassau Street, and Craig got out and went inside. He
stayed there for ten minutes. And in that ten minutes Morrison obediendy
put a plate and a flash bulb into bis connivance, set the dial as Craig had
commanded, and pressed the starling-lever. Instantly the bulh was burnt
out. Morrison removed the plate and the spent bulb and inserted others.

He set the dial again, and again pressed the starting-lever. He did diat
seven times in all, making a new dial-setting for each performance.

If you insist on disbelief, of course you can point out that Morrison went
through these particular antics on the 2nd of September, in a period of not
more than ten minutes, and that the series of seven flashes that appeared at
die same spot appeared on the nights from the 8th to the f 5th of September
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Inclusive. // you insist on disbelief, that is a complete answer to any sug-

gestion that Morrison was responsible for the lights that annoyed patrolmen

and squad-cars down in (lie financial district. But it you insist on disbelief,

you won't undcistand about die Mornson Monument,

A THOUSAND DOLLARS A WEEK

Morrison bad been very obedient in the taxicab, and he continued to be

obedient in the days that followed. Craig schemed feverishly and demanded
phomgrapiis o! most improbable obtei ts, as they would look at most improb-

able limes. Racing sheets—photographed as they would later be hung on

newsstands beneath the Sixth Avenue Elevated—to tell him the results of

horse races before they were run. Headlines in the more conservative jour-

nals to tell him of the two teams approaching the Woiid's Si-ties in baseball.

Other headlines to tell him that the series would run a full seven games;

and who would win the series; who would win each game; and the score

Craig inquired feverishly into ibe policy and n urn bet games of Harlem,

lie sent Morrison into ditu-y places to photograph—days in the future—the
notices which would tell hiin the winning numbers before they won. And
as the reams ol pl.ues yielded mine advance information and his memoranda
became systematized, Craig's hopes became fiercer and more desperately

near to belief.

From die very beginning he bud out Morrison's money according to what
the Financial Daily would say much later on. Then he waited in anguished

impatience for the advance photographs to be verified like the first ones.

But while waiiing be found that he had known accurately events tweniy-

four hours ahead, then forty-eight, then seventy-two hours before they bap-

pened. He knew thai Lucky Lady would win at Havre dc Grace and what
odds she would pay before she even went to the post. He knew lhat 792

would pay off in Honest Joe Griffin's number game in Harlem, long before

Honest Joe knew it himself.

He knew that St. Tenuis would nose out the Giants for leadership of the

National 1 .( riyiie velnic I be rest of the world speculated feverishly. He knew
in advance the result of ihc America's Cup races, down to the last protest

ih.y;. An:.] t!:'-v; things, as days passed, turned out as he had anticipated

them.

Down to the smallest lien^, the newspapers photographed hy Morrison's

time-camera even a week in the future were identical with printed copies

when their presses finally spewed them forth. Races, numbers, stocks—the

sequence of toiiiiimatious was irresistible.

Craig began to use his knowledge of the future on his own account.

Through belting commissioners be wagered on the results at Detroit and

in Kentucky. In person he put up stakes on such diverse items as the last



three figures in clearance-house reports—and SI;>ncst Joe Griffin Inst heavily

on this; on the first football games of die season; and on the Hauptmanq
case development. And he won.

Consistently, iinLitendy, inc.v itably, he won! He realized dial he was not

gambling. He was investing, without risk, in hi* k utiwlck-i- ,'ui a o;r';>iii

horse would infallibly win a certain rate; that ihc clearing-house figures

were bound to be this and that to the last decimal; that the Giants would lose

this game by an outfielder's error; and that die- ( ':u JiLi.ib v/oukl ivitt beiause

of a wild throw. He could not lose. He knewl
In three days he was ten thousand dollars ahead. In a week he was thirty.

In two weeks he was a hundred thousand dollars winner, counting his

pyramiding* of Morrison'* investments. In three weeks he began to fling

money into the market and into every gamble be could find, in such quanti-

ties that the inevitable occurred. With a sensation of sheer incredulity he

found that he had lost money on a rather shaky stock which should have

wabbled, and instead had stood firm. Simultaneously he found that Ginger

Jar, at Aqueduct, bad paid him two to one instead of dirce.

Craig could understand both matters in terms of cause and effect. His
heavy plunging would explain both. But he could not understand how
Morrison's camera could be wrong. He went rather apprehensively to Morri-

son and found him crooning unmusically to himself as he worked with a

file and hacksaw in the dingy place that was both home and laboratory

to him.

Morrison was perfectly content. He had drawn several thousand dollars

from Craig and was cutting out qucerly shaped pieces of a metal that looked

like silver. He could take more pictures whenever Craig demanded them,

of course, but right now he was building his new machine. It looked even

more than the first one like an aquarium for tropical fish, but it was con-

siderably larger.

"Look here!" said Craig accusingly. "There's something wrong with

your machine I It's given me wrong information."

Morrison blinked at him.

"I don't see how that could be," he said unhappily. "What's happened?"
Craig told him. A stock that should have wobbled had not. A horse had

paid smaller odds than a time-photograph announced. He showed Morrison
the photograph of the Racing News, with a printed copy for comparison.

The discrepancy was plain. Morrison blinked disturbed! jr. He thought.

"I seel" he said satisficdly. "It's perfectly clear! It espains some results

that have puzzled me, too.**

"What?" demanded Craig.

"Why, the future isn't fixed," said Morrison please'dly. "It couldn't really

be, of course. That would mean no free will, and it wouldn't be sound
philosophy. I took two pictures of New York in the year 2400 once, from
the same spot and with the same dial-setting, and they didn't agree. Now I

see why. One was slightly out of line."

"But I'm talking about these pictures here and now!" said Craig impa-



tiently. 'Tour theories don't matter for five hundred years from now! But
if the machine is going to be unreliable

—

"

"You're interfering with its working," explained Morrison. "You see,

we're all moving forward in time toward die future as a man in an elevator

is moving upward in space toward the roof. The rime-camera goes ahead

and comes back with reports, as a man might throw a camera up ahead of

his elevator and pull it back to him with a suing. But you've been doing

things because of the time-camera reports.

"You've been gambling for me. It's like making the elevator crowd
closer to one side of the shaft. If you put enough power on the job, you

could probably make an elevator break through the side of its shah and
start off in a new direction altogether. If you do enough things because of

your advance information, you'll change our direction through time so we'll

arrive at a new future altogether!"

He beamed at his own solution.

Then he added seriously, "Come to think of it, I see that I'm planning to

change the future for the whole human race."

Craig scowled to himself. He was not interested in Morrison's plans, and

this explanation didn't make much sense. But he did see how he could meet

this new requirement for caution. Gamble in smaller sums. Skim the cream

from the markets; not try to milk it dry.

"Mr. Craig," said Morrison suddenly, "how much money have you made
(or me?"

"Quite a lot," said Craig.

"As much as five thousand?" asked Morrison hopefully. "I need some

more money to finish this machine, and of course 1 want to give you a

decent commission, i might do with three thousand, but the materials are

expensive. 1 have to have some rubidium, you know."
Craig's lip twisted. He'd already used twenty thousand dollars of Mor-

rison's winnings to make himself secure against any revival of that matter

of Ballinger's suicide. He had succeeded, of course. All suspicion was offi-

cially ended, and he was just really beginning to make money. In two

months his winnings would have mounted to a dizzying figure. In a year

. . . He'd expected to pocket a good bit more than Morrison would ever

know aboul, lull Morrison's asking hopcluily if he'd made as much as three

thousand was humorous. It proved what a fool Morrison was.

.Craig laughed internally. "Why, I can take ihree thousand out of your

working capital," he said in private scorn, "but you'd better try to do with

Morrison nodded, but his face was wistful.

"Why the devil do you want a bigger machine?" demanded Craig. "I'm

making a lot lor you with this one. I'lenty, it seems to me!"

He waited in contemptuous amusement for Morrison to agree that the

six or seven thousand dollars he would get was a handsome reward for

solving ihe secret of time. But Morrison said eagerly:

"This machine will have a longer range. It will go ten thousand years

ahead. 1 can pack books and phonograph records in it! I can send a iriotion-
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picture projector and camera in it. Ill lie able to open communication wild
the men of the folurc You see? I'll give then historical information they'll

want, in exchange lor technical information we'll want. They may have
cracked the atom in ten thousand years! They may have rocket-ships I

There's no end to the knowledge they could give us, if we can make contact
with them."

"And wliat'll you get out of it?" asked Craig skeptically.

Morrison blinked.

"Why—why—" he said hesitantly, "I'll be remembered as the first man
who ever solved the secret of time. I've my data all whipped into shape for

publication, but if I can add communications from the men of the future,
contributing to our technical knowledge . .

."

"You mean," said Craig incredulously, "you'll publish that sort of infor-

mation? You'll throw away your secret ? Ruin your chance to
—

"

"I'm going to publish, of course," said Morrison in surprise. "Why, it's

really important. I'm proud of it. I don't say I'll get a Nobel prize, hut
—

"

Craig stared at him. He felt a savage scorn of the man who did not see
how many millions of dollars he could make by the one aquarium-like
device that was already completed. Because, of course, if Morrison pub-
lished an account of his discovery, he would make it valueless.

Other men would build other machines—probably better ones than Mor-
rison's. There would be so many machines bringing back news from the
future that the future would be changed by men plunging on their advance
information. Foreknowledge would cease to have any value because too
many people would have it. The supply of exact prediction would equal
the demand, and if everybody knew the future they would change it so that
nobody would know it!

As a business man, Craig saw the utter stupidity of advancing science at
the cost of the secret of the time-camera.

"But look here!" said Craig explosively. "You want money, don't you?"
Morrison blinked at him again. "Of course."

"I'll make more of it for you," said Craig urgently. "Ixits more! But don't
give away your secret! So far, I've only been using your money to trade with"
—this was a he

—
"and you've been drawing the profits as fast as I've made

them for you." That was another lie. "But I know your machine works.
You let me make up a syndicate to use it, keep the existence of the machine
a secret, and I'll guarantee you au income of fifty thousand dollars a year
for the rest of your lifel"

"But—not puhlisli?" protested Morrison. "I'd be throwing away all my
work. I couldn't do that

—

"

"You fool, you'd be rich!" snapped Craig. "Fifty thousand a year is a
thousand dollars a week. You'd be a rich man!"

lint Morrison shook his head helplessly. A thousand dollars a week was
a purely imaginative quantity to him. Without experience of the things

money can buy, he did not envision those things as desirable. He was not
tempted, hecause the temptation had no meaning. He was interested in his

experiment! tigs, not in spending money.
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"I couldn't do that," he said painfully. "This is a matter of science. If I

can bridge ten thousand years of scientific learning
—

"

Craig felt rage sweep over him. Morrison meant this! And Craig had
made over a hundred thousand dollars in a litde more than a month, with
time wasted at the beginning because of his own skepticism. He'd foreseen

riches incredible; and Morrison would throw it away!
"Look here!" he snapped again, struggling to keep his rage within

bounds. "How big does a million dollars look to you? I'll give you ten

thousand dollars tomorrow for a six-months option on the machine, and in

•ix months I'll buy it for a million dollars."

But Morrison blinked at him in that silly way he had. "You don't under-

stand," he said helplessly. "1 didn't make the time camera to sec how rich

I could get. I'd like to have money, of course, but—

"

He could not explain his altitude. He simply was not tempted by money
because he wanted something else. Therefore he refused money, just as a

man who wanted only money would refuse any other substitute. Morrison
was mild and even apologetic, but Craig realized that an unshakable ob-

stinacy would make all efforts at persuasion useless.

"You said," Morrison said stubbornly a little later, "that you hare two
thousand dollars that I'm entitled to. With that much I believe I can finish

up the work I want to do. So we'll just call our business dealings at an end.

I'm tired of taking pictures for you, anyway. It isn't interesting. I don't

Then Craig lost his temper. He had reason, of course, because Morrison
was withdrawing from a partnership in which Craig had made a hundred
thousand dollars in a month, and was withdrawing for what seemed the

most foolish, most idiotic of reasons to Craig. He tried to argue, hut Mor-
rison wouldn't argue. lie tried to persuade, and Morrison grew suspicious.

Then Craig snarled at him. He cursed him for a fool who didn't know what
he was throwing away. And then—Craig was very foolish indeed—he
threatened Morrison. Because Morrison wasn't interested in making him
rich.

The instant after that threat he knew he'd make a mistake. Morrison

looked at him very quccrly. lie seemed to have come to some new, private

decision.

"We'll call our business dealings al an end," repealed Morrison. "There's

something—strange somewhere . .
."

There was. The Morrison Monument. In the future.

CHAPTER III

Back in his own office, Craig cursed himself savagely for an hour. His
rage against Morrison dissolved in a greater rage at his own ineptitude.

He should have known that Morrison, being a fool, would be a crank, to



boot. He couldn't think of anything but that obsession of his about science.
He—Craig—hadn't gone about it properly. He should have bought that
small machine, paying five, ten, twenty thousand for it. He should have
cashed in on ii,e forcki.owkdty it would bring him while Morrison put-
tered with his new and larger machine. And for a certain reasonable pay-
merit, it might have been possible to arrange an accident . . .

Then Craig realized that he was thinking of murder again. First Bab
linger, to stave off terrain disaster, and now he was thinking of Morrison,
He thrust the idea feverishly from his mind. He'd gone through enough,
waning lor Ballmgn's insurant to be paid t<> die him. lie didn't need
that now, though if still hadn't been paid. But he wouldn't risk such a
thing again with Morrison. Oh, nol He still had reams of photographs,
going forward a good two weeks into the future. He'd make what he could
before Morrison finished his new machine and turned all the future into
chaos by his revelations . . ,

Then Craig suddenly remembered that Morrison could not finish the
new machine. He needed money for expensive metals. Rubidium. He needed
at least two thousand dollars, and he couldn't get it without coming to

Craig became again expensively and contentedly aware of his surround-
ings. His own office, luxuriously comfortable, and the windows which looked
out on a myriad of roofs with little plumes of steam rising from some of
them and the oblong specks which were cars crawling along the streets some
thirty stories below.

He leaned back in his chair and smiled in triumph. Morrison couldn't
finish his machine without money, and nobody would give him money but
Craig! He couldn't sue for it, because if he explained why Craig owed him,
he'd convict himself at once of insanity. He couldn't do anything but accept
Craig's terms! And Craig would demand the little time-camera, and he
would find out what it was that Morrison needed to buy, and he would use
money with some lavishness to delay if not to prevent die completion of
the big machine. Rubidium, for instance, being so rare, it might be possible
to corner the supply . . . And Morrison would toil and fret while Craig
used the little machine to take more and ever more advantage of his fore-
knowledge of the future.

There was just one flaw in Craig's plan. It was that Morrison did not
try to collect that two thousand dollars. He did not appear at all. One day.
Two. Three. A week. Two weeks. . . . He sent no message asking pay-
ment. He did nol appear himself. And Craig was working furiously during
those two weeks. A liner burned off the New Jersey coast. Shipping stocks
dropped. Craig made money. Horsemen shipped their thoroughbreds from
Detroit and Aqueduct and Lexington and 10 Laurel. Crai" made more
money. Two fanatics shot down a Balkan king and the foreign minister
of a European republic. Foreign bonds trembled and munitions stocks went
unobtrusively a point or two higher. Craig made more money
And then his information from the future ran out. The. photographs

Morrison had made for him were accurate to the last least detail, but as the



days passed their accuracy was proven—and then they were merely news and

not miracles any longer. A day later tliey were no more than history, which

is of course even less important than news.

Craig was a rich man, now. He had over a half million in winnings from

that queer little device like an aquarium for tropical fish. Bui that device

was no longer working for him. His photographs o£ newspapers showed

dates thai were entirely reasonable. They were pasi dates, His memoranda

of events to lake place and facts to he reckoned with were now all canceled

by the passage of time. From a man grown despciaic, Craig was a man
grown rich, fiut Morrison was no longer taking pictures for him, and he

had not cveu asked for the money Craig had contemptuously toid him was

his.

Craig stood it a iittle less than one day. Gambling gets in a man's blood,

even when he alternately wins and loses. Craig bad won uninterruptedly

for a good deal more than a month. He would have been more than human
had he been willing to stop.

He went to sec Morrison, taking money wiUi him. He was prepared to

wheedle, bribe, cajole, argue, or even to plead. He was prepared to make
the most magnificent of oilers, the most extravagant of concessions. He ar-

rived at Morrison's not overly impressive residence just after dusk. And
Morrison answered his knock and opened lite door, and then at sight of him

turned deathly pale and tried to slam the door shut again. Craig forced a

smile, though when he saw Morrison's stupidly serious face Ills hatred

"1 brought your money," he said cordially. "I waited for you to send for

it, but you didn't. Here it is. More than you expected. Four thousand."

"You—you can keep it," panted Morrison. He seemed to have shriveled

at sight of Craig. "I don't want to talk to you. 1 don't want to see you. I

want you to go away!"

Craig forced his way persuasively through the door and into Morrison's

combined living room and laboratory. He saw the new machine. It was

diree feet or more in width, and four feet high, and nearly six feet long. It

looked exactly like an aquarium save for its plate-glass top. One end opened

like a door, though, so things could be put in and taken out again. The

Morrison stared at Craig, chalky- while. Perhaps lie already knew all about

the Morrison Monument, hut it is doubtful. He did know something, how-

ever. He looked like a scared, plump, rabbit.

"Here!" said Craig, smiling, though his nerves were taut. "Take your

money, man! 1 sec that I was wrong. I came to apologize. I've a proposition

to make that you can change about as you please! There are millions in it,

and i\. wili subsidize :;ll the si'irnlilk research you like, and you'll be just as

famous as you please! I see I was wrong. I'd— I'd like to do something for

science myself!"

Morrison made a little bubbling noise, his face still chalky. Craig's placa-

tory manner, the thick sheaf of green backs he held out, his most persuasive

intonation, had had no effect at all. Morrison looked at Craig as if he were
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paralyzed. His throat worked convulsively. He seemed not to have heard
a word of Craig'b speech. And hoi rug:, lashed at Craig again. The stupidity

of Morrison infuriated him. 1 le hated the plump little man who could have
given him millions, but wanted to throw it all away instead.

"The—the future isn't h\ed," said N'ue i
is,.(i desperately. "Please go away,

Mr. Craig! Please! I—1 know something you don't. I'll agree to anything if

only you'll never come anywhere near me agiiin!"

Tt was ("raid's turn to stare. Morrison's mouth was drv. His face was
Utterly bloodless. He looked as if Craig were a cobra poised to strike.

"What the devil's the matter?" demanded Craig. A little bit of fear

nagged at him. After all, Morrison could see into the future. He thrust that

fear aside. "What the devil's the matter?" he demanded again. "You've
got your new machine finished, 1 see. Have you tried it yet?"

Morrison spoke through stiff lips. "Y-yes. It works. I've sent it ten thou-
sand years ahead in time, and brought it back."

But his voice was hoarse and terror stricken. He seemed to be trying to

placate an enemy he had no hope of placating. Craig raged internally be-

cause Morrison was so thoroughly a fool. But he could not lose this chance
ol coming to an agreement. He tried to be friendly, 10 persuade Morrison
to drop his fears.

"It's a big one!" said Craig admiringly. Even to himself, his admiration

rang false. "You won't just send this off and snap it back in a hurry! You
jaid you were going to try to open communication with the men of the

future. You'll let it stay in the future a hit, won't you, so they can open it

and read the messages you send them?"
Again Morrison answered hoarsely.

"Y-yes. It will stay in the future a week and then come back."

"But how do you arrange that?—Hello, here's a clock! That sets off the

return mechanism?"
"Y-yes." Morrison suddenly «id desperately. "You've got to go away,

Mr. Craig! The future isn't fixed! It can't be! Hut if you stay here, you

—

you'll murder me like you murdered somebody named ilallinger!"

Craig fell exactly as if the universe had cracked open about him. He was
safe. He was bound to be safe! Nobody in the world now even suspected
that Ilallinger was anything but a suicide—but Morrison knew!"

"What's that?" demanded Craig thickly. "What's thai you say?"
"Go away!" begged Morrison abjectly. "The future isn't fixed! You

changed it once. You can change it again. You don't have to kill me! Just

go away and stay awayl"

"But Ballmger!" snarled Craig. "Who told you I killed him? How did
you know thai? Tell me, or I'll

—

"

Morrison wrung his hands. He was a very grotesque figure just then, in

the untidy lillle room in which he had solved ihe mystery of lime. The glit-

tering, shining device which fulfilled the dreams of men was the only
object in the room which was not grubby, was not repulsive lo Craig's
fastidious taste. Morrison was grotesque.

"You—didn't pay me my money." said Morrison desperately, "so I

—
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decided to gamble myself, with photographs from ahead in time. And the

iK'WS|->.1]><TS
"

"Go on!" snarled Craig.

"You'd—killed Balliuger the same as you'd killed me," sobbed Morrison.

"Go away! You can change the future! Go awayl It you don't, I—I'll send

a machine hack to take a picture of you killing this Ballinger! I'll—prove

you a murderer if you don't

—

Then Craig's rage hurst all bounds. Me haled Morrison for a fool. He
despised him for his abjectness. Now for the plump and grubby little fool

to threaten him! Something snapped in Craig's brain. His hands closed on

Morrison's throat. With rage heating at him, with something of horrible

satisfaction, he strangled Morrison. The little man clawed helplessly at his

fingers, and then made funny jerking motions with his arms and legs, and

then s^ged, and then was a dead weight in Craig's hands.

Craig Hung him furiously to the floor. "Fooli" he snarled. "You—you

fool!"

Morrison did not answer. He would never answer anybody again. And
quite suddenly Craig knew what he was going to do. It was quite simple.

The future could he changed. He had done it once, and Morrison had

planned to change it himself, by scieui ilk knowledge gained from men ten

thousand years ahead in time. And here was the machine Morrison had

made, ft was quite big enough fur Craig's purpose.

He made sure the little time-camera was at hand for him to carry away.

Then iie opened the door of the big machine and set methodically to work.

Morrison had known that Craig was going to kill him. His terror, then,

was understandable, as were his pleas for Craig to go away- II Craig had

understood, he'd have gone, but now he knew how to change the future

anyhow. This machine was designed to travel far ahead of its own epoch,

pause in some future period ol time, and then come back when a time-clock

Craig smashed that time-clock. He put Morrison into the machine. He
looked unspeakably grotesque. One more thing, lie searched for late plates

that Morrison might have exposed. He found them and tossed them into the

machine glancing over litem for date lines. He found one plate with a date-

line of the future. He read it as well as he could make out the headlined

words in the reversed lights and shades of a negative. His hands shook.

Then he smashed it, swearing. Me Hung that inside, too. And then he

hunted for any memoranda which might reveal what sort of machine Mor-

rison had been working on. He found notebooks and Hung them in on top

of Morrison's body. He found a sheaf of carefully written description, which

was plainly a technical account of the machine and ili workings, written by

Morrison for publication in some technical magazine. Craig Hung that into

the time-machine with vengeful satisfaction as the last act in cleaning up

the laboratory.

He checked and re-checked his every move. He was moving swiftly, hut

his brain was perfectly, infinitely cool. Morrison was out of the way. The
time-camera was his. And he had only to close the door of the machine
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and send it into the future tor the future t

prophecy plate would be made wrong.
Because there is a rule of law referred to

Ix: changed so Morrison's silly

as the rule of corpus delicti, no

e is no proof of a death. There
} corpse nor any man who has

would send Morrison, and all

years into the future. Thereaccounts of Morrison's discovery, ten thou;
could Lie no evidence against him. lie would have the liltli

make him rich. Forever, now, his every investment would be safe, and his
every gamble would be investment, and his every guess would be infal-
lible.

He set the dial 01

writing indicated :

ihe big ., nnc 10 I be point Moirison's scrawled hand-
Dtsianec'' lie pressed the starting-lever,

ic fraction of a second.

uiish. Craig swore wrathfully. He tried to

move. Indeed, il did not even flex to the
immovable as if it bad been cast in place,

a mountain!

. He tried to twist that, to give the bidden
it in motion. But the dial would not move
10 effect.

's face. He tried to jar the machine, as one
which failed to function. And the machine felt as
iff. He tried to open the door. It would nc

n top of it was of the simplest, he could n
hat the edge of a sheet of manuscript stuck out
losed door, lie thought pctbaps that paper jammed
led at the paper to free the door. He could not
jven bend ibe bit of paper!

vas incredible. It was like some horrible dream
lights desperately against intangibles which are just tangible
:rush one. He could not start the machine. He could n

1 not even move it! And the machine was of g

Craig put his hand on the d
machinery a jerk [hat would s,

either. I lis whole strength hac

would jar a slot-rr

if he had tried to

More, though the

stir that. Then hi

through the track

t yield.

I not open

In

ape
s Cr.ug was hall hysicn.al. Somehow, the rcsi.sf.ir.ee of that
tightened him as much as anything else. He tore at it. He

:. In the end be look pliers from Morrison's work-bench to seize
it. Nothing alfeeted the paper which a little while since bad rusded in his
hands as he (lung it contemptuously into the lime-machine. Then the glass
stared him. If he could smash the glass and take Morrison's body away
and bide it . . .

But he could not break the glass. He kicked it. He attacked it with a
hammer. Presently he took Morrison's heavy vise and kiricicd desnei-uelv
at it. And the glass remained unmarred.
At the end of half an hour, Craig was nearly a madman. He had taken

a set lion ol steel piping and tried to pry the lime-machine over, so he could
attack ,t from the bottom. 1 he machine with Morrison in il could not weigh



more than two hundred and fifty or three hundred pounds. But the heavy
pipe hem In Craig's hands and die lime-machine was still undisturbed.

Superstitious terror beset him. This thing was monstrous! It was im-
possible. Even a thing loo heavy to be moved will give, k will at least

scratch and scar from effects made to move it! But the time-machine was
completely unmarked. It was immovable. It was invulnerable.

Oiaig kmud hintsetl. living to scratch it with the diamond set in his ring.

The diamond slid smoothly over the plate glass. Tt did not catch even in

the metal corners. Craig tried it, desperately, upon the pa[)er. He could not

even scratch the paper!

1 hen horror seized upon him, and a maniacal hatred. 1 !c heat at the glass

with his fists. lie attacked it like a madman. He had locked in this mon-
strous thing the clear proof of his guilt as a murderer, and he could not

send it away. He could not even take it out again. He could not even tear

that scrap of paper . . .

Then Craig saw what was written on the scrap of paper. It was part of

a sheet containing Morrison's description of his machine. Most of it was
inside the machine, but could be read through the door. Craig read it:

. . . but an exchange of physical objects with the men of the future

is impractical. If a time-machine is sent from here, today, to the beyond

of tomorrow, U must pass through every intervening instant it would
remain in all those iittcrccni;i:> ittumetit;, and tee would see it when we
passed through those moments. To us it would be immovable and in-

destructible, ij I have a time-machine on a table, and it is there tomor-

row, then no matter what I do with it today, tomorrow it is on that

table. If it is on that table in the future, if only one five- hundredth of a

second in the future, then no mutter what I do to it now. it will return,

it will exist, it will be in that same spot when that one five-hundredth

of a second has passed. It is there!

Craig read that and cursed it. Even to him it meant the hopelessness of all

his efforts. Whatever he did to the time-machine, it would be again as it had
been, only a fraction of a second later. But he could not believe it. He would
not believe it. There was one i hi ii_i> lie bad not tried. Il was the only thing

left. He had read somewhere that an ordinary building-fire will make a

temperature that will melt iron, il il gets a good enough start. Craig struck

matches. He gave it that start.

The fire, really, seemed to start on every floor of the building at once.

Firemen could do nothing but save the adioining buildings. And when the

smoking ruins of the house in which Morrison had lived at last collapsed

with a rumble and thundiT ,ind monstrous sprinting ol sparks, ("r:tiji was in

the crowd that watched. He was, undoubtedly, the first to see the cause of the

Morrison Monument. It was a glass box wilh metal corners which looked

rather like an overgrown aiparitim lor tropical rish. It hting in mid-air,

unsupported by any material object. It was not injured by the fire because

il was already in cMslcucc in the hilure, and so could not be destroyed in the
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present. It could not fall because it was already, in the future, at that distance
above the ground. It was unharmed ten thousand years ahead, and hence
it was, and is, and will be unharmed in all the intervening insiams of time.
If by sonic inconceivable Inrce it should be. blasted out of existence in today,
nevertheless it exists in tomorrow, and when we reach tomorrow we will

Craig was the first to see the queer sight. He looked like a dead man, then,
lie remembered dully tli.a he had forgotten to brine, away the little machine,
which not being sent into the future could be melted in the picsait. It was
melted, somewhere in the ashes of the building. C:.i

:

rj; realized lli.-t vli. i) the

ashes would allow it, firemen would put ladders up and examine the strange
object in mid air. They would see Morrison in there, strangled. In the course
of lime they would come to Craig , . .

Craig went back to his office. He went up the thirty stories in the elevator

which—because it was late, now—was the only one running in the building.

He sat down at his desk and wrote.

When he went to the window and raised it, and then removed the slanting
sheet of glass which keeps a blast of wind from blowing in when one wants
only ventilation, he was still chalky-while. He had something of the look of
a sleep-walker. The last instant before he leaned out, he realized that the
confession be had just written would precisely account for and precisely

cause jnsi the headlines in tomorrow's newspapers that Morrison's time-

camera had photographed. But ihen he looked downward.
A it.

!
cvcrvi !mvp hupp;.! ted as he es peeled. The veil igo that comes of height

did make falling easy.

That's what really happened. You probably remember a good bit of this

story, anyhow. You may recall the final decision by a group of eminent
scientists, that Morrison was self-deceived. He did not achieve a machine
which traveled in time. What he achieved—the scientists say—was a machine
which achieved a condition of: retativistic stasis, a condition of absolute

immobility with regard to surrounding objects. You can believe that if you
like. Anyhow the scientists couldn't open the machine, and they couldn't

move it, and there's a scaffolding with a planked up box on top of it where
Morrison's flat used to he in an apartment house long since burned down.
A tarpaulin inside the box further hides die machine and Morrison and all

his notes.

Nobody will build a building with the time-machine perforce enclosed

within its walls. There is absolutely nothing that can be done except to build

a monument around it, which will be much in the way of a widening of
Amsterdam Avenue somewhere around 1957. it will undoubtedly come up
as a nuisance, too, in the equivalent of the New York Hoard o( Aldermen
about the end of the twentieth century, and in the twenty-third and even
the thirtieth and perhaps the fortieth centuries there will be tales about it.

Hut you see why (he Monument will be built. It isn't even planned yet,

but it will be. It must lie, if only 10 protect the tender minds of children from
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the shock they are able to get by climbing thirty feet up on open scaffolding,

pushing out a loose plank on the northeast corner of the planked-in top, and

climbing in the bole thus uncovered to lift up die tarpaulin. But besides

the plain necessity for die Monument—Morrison really earned one.
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The Incubator Man
by Wallace West

/-'(&;/ i,j his „iMti.-.-n.- --ilh.il li In a hi,r..!r,:d ,111,1 / ii'clit y. ^nmrll:,',^ is

irhcie. it phyi h.nl! I. a Air! i-und! Wailarc Well

HTie ln-st ami ultimate test of the ahility of mm \<> live I nng Wyond his present allotted
score of years would be to hove a man, from his lnl.vli,.. «t up, live in whai j>: ,i< i ic.ilii-

would he a slen|,-„-,| ml*:, lie would brr.uh,- shnb/.„l air. lie would eat sterilized
food. He would rfrink sienli/.-d lii,,i„l s . I le would thus he placed a.s lar as humanly pos-
sible beyond the range oi llie myriad microbes thai in many ways are die enemies of man
and that bring ahum in.mv ul hi., .almoin,. Smh :i nun. .;io.,vmi' ami living under soecial
conditions, rnislii live to be 2UU."

«JlK RONALD ROSS, great scientist though you were, and dead
though you have been these hundred and twenty-five years, I lay a curse
upon you for those words.

I, Columbus Norton, the Incubator Man, am that creature Sir Ronald
foretold, and I have lived a life of hlackcst hell that humanity might view
me dispassionately through the gigantic glass test-tube wherein I have
existed lor one hundred and (illy years, and learn how to increase the length

of life of the worthless rate thereby.

My father, Dr. Philip Norton, lived in what was then Newark, New
fersey, and enjoved a nation-wide reputation as a specialist id germ diseases.

He loved germs. He dreamed of germs. His whole life was filled with germ
culture and the new and strange diseases he had discovered or had learned

to check. In fact, he had almost ceased to be human.
Then, in 1927 A. D., as time was reckoned in those days, he read an

interview which Sir Ronald Ross, discoverer of the malaria microbe, had
given to a newspaper reporter in what must have hcen an unguarded
moment. This interview sis;;j.;esied to my lather the idea of growing a man
under glass, so to speak—I am the result!

The idea of growing a man in an absolutely healthful environment fast-

ened upon the mind of my father like one of the diseases whose master

he was. It made him give up all his oiher work so that be might devote his

—Sir Itonald itos
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time to that one plan. It made him send inc. his as yet unborn son, into the

most pitiful slavery man has ever suffered.

I have read how it all was done. Dr. Norton constructed an air-tight glass

chamber approximately three hundred feet square and twenty feet high. He
equipped it with heating and coiling devices of the latest type, and fitted

ii wiih gymnastic apparatus, comfortable lodgings, j magniikent library and

"I'!" "!!.- u-ed was of the then new type which permitted the passage of

I | it for the air and water to he used, and an air-tight

chamber by which food and other necessary articles could be passed into the

enclosure without the slightest danger of any germ life entering with it.

When f was born, I was whisked immediately into this prison. While I

was an infant a white-clad nurse cared for me. She wore rubber gloves and

a respirator so that her touch could not contaminate me nor her breath

I have often wondered what sort of woman my mother must have been to

allow her son to be snatched from her so casilv. According to the books I

have read (which, by the way. have given me 'almost my only knowledge

of the outside world), mother love is not expressed so. Perhaps she also had

given her life to science, or did not realize what she had done, t never found

out. She died before I learned to talk.

During my childhood the imprisonment wasn't so bad. I knew nothing

else. As I became able 10 care for myself, ihe nurse withdrew. After that T

had contact with the outer world only through loud speaking telephones

which my father had installed and through the books and cinema films

slipped through the fumigation chamber into my cell.

The best teachers were procured for me; the best of bonks and apparatus

provided. The most perfect care was taken of my health, laving under such

ideal conditions, I progressed in my studies with amazing rapidity, soon

outstripping my teachers. At the age of twelve I passed the Harvard Uni-

versity entrance examinations, and in my sixteenth year was g,anted a !'h. 1),

degree. Yes, Dr. Norton had cause to be proud of his experiment.

1 remember him well—a man with a stern, handsome face, who sat outside

my cage, day after day. taking endless notes atid talking pleasantly with me,

^HcTnduced'mc^o swdv m,di,ur., and' 1 m;idr r'.p-l pi grv.s, until we

ran into the difficulty that live animal tissues could not be introduced into

the chamber for fear of bringing disease germs with them. So. to this day,

my knowledge of medical science is purely academic.

Oh, don't" think T never rebelled! I did. bitterly; but my sense of duty,

which had been fostered by my father in his many talks with me, conquered

my rebellion. Dr. Norton continually pointed out the great service T was

doing to humanity—that through me and through him the world was

learning to control itself, and to live sanely and keep healthy and live long.

The only time I ever saw my father angry was when, in a fit of boyish
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rage, I threatened to smash t!ic glass anil escape. His face turned white as
marble. He stood, trembling with passion, hands clenched above his head,
like some propliet of old a!;oul lo hurl imprecal ions upon sinners.

"Boy," he thundered, "you hold the future of humanity in that club which
you have in your hands. Mankind must live longer lo become wise enough
to conquer his environment. .Shatter that gl.i.s, and man's future collapses
into the dust with it. Aye, and if there is a hell, your soul will he consigned
to the deepest pit."

What could a mere child do against the force of such a personality?
I crept away trembling and never after that dared oppose his wishes.
His prophecy soon proved itself correct. The human race entered a new

cycle as the result of diciary truths which I exemplified. Dr. Norton proved
that a purely vegetable diet was more healthful for the human animal; that
certain combinations, ol knxls were: poisonous while others were beneficial;

that toxic substances in the blood will kill a man as surely as strychnine; that
under right conditions of living, human machinery is little subject to break-
age or deterioration—in short, during the first thirty years of my life, pre-

ventive medicine was advanced to such an extent that the average expectancy
of human life jumped from 55.3 to 68 years.

One thing my father had not counted upon was the fact that I would
become a man, with a man's dreams of love and fair women. And by the
time I reached maturity there was no help for the matter. He regretted

again and again that he had not also placed a girl baby in the chamber.
It was too late for thai by the time he realized the desirability of such an

experiment. I believe I hastened the day of his death by refusing to allow
him to place a newly horn girl in the chamber, even then, so that she might
row to maturity under the same ideal conditions, and perhaps, years later,

ecome my mate. He must have been a soulless monster, even to think of

such a scheme—and yet—and yet I loved him and while he lived did not
greatly mind my confinement.

I slept eight hours daily, studied eight hours and played eight hours. The
best hooks, cinemas and apparatus were provided for my research work.
By the time I was fifty t can unhesitatingly say that I knew more than any

I was well developed physically also, in spite of the restricted space in

winch 1 lived, for my faliier had always impressed upon me the fact that

a healthy body makes a healthy mind. 1 know that I must have been, even

then, a splendid specimen of manhood, for I could not help but hear, through
my loud speakers, the comments of the people who by this time were flock-

ing from the ends of the earth to sec me.

ft was a strange thing to see my father and the other members of his

establishment growing old, while 1 remained at the peak of my vitality, ft

has become a common thing to me since then, but the knowledge that death

was stalking those outside, while I escaped unscathed, was at the time
inexpressibly sad.

My father died when f was near fifty years old. With my consent he willed

his laboratories and my glass cubicle lo the government, with die under-



aanding that I was to be carefully guarded and tended. His last words to me

were: "Carry on, boy. Some day, through you, this silty thing that I am about

to do won't be necessary." lit
Willi hi'- nii'.sin:' mv hM I".':.] contact wiih the oniric world was broken. 1

nrvn- cHildVtuw'attaclrrd to the vapid guards and csrrtakcrs who look his

place, or the obsequious officials who periodically came to refresh their

shi'tnw minds with my learning and advice.

l or this reason the thing I am about to do no longer seems wrong to

me 1 have spent my life in the service of humanity. Men live longer and are,

p,rhaps, somcwh.n wiser, bul I often wonder, now, whether the sc.crihce

was worth while At least, m a few hours I shall know whether the world

is worth saving My <hi!v wonder is that I have waited thus long.

But to return to my story. As ihe years passed I .onlmed mysrll more and

more to my studies, and ignored the crowds that gathered outside the wails

of my care Po loci, ai'd" admire. I can truthfully say that my scicntmc

treatises written here, have been the wonder of the world. It was I who first

explained the true time and space equation, and showed thai I onian,

handicapped as he was by lack of equipment and the faulty work of his

predecessors, had only half glimpsed tile truth in his theory that space is

subject to curvature. Hut enough of such nonsense.

'it w is vhei- I w-s v vrn-y dove --ears old. in die year 2000 A. D., Or the

year One, Free Time, that .he Ku-kinire > t,,

^!
i™

f

^n
°

î
.

in

ft^™^
thized heartily with those poor, benighted Kuski

breakdown of the gigantic monster ol Science that t

stein, is bidding up about him. and who tried to smash it and return to the

simple agricultural life of their forefathers.

Of course the outbreak was doomed to failure from the start, though

streets of the country ran blood for a few hitter weeks. The very sctence

which they hated subdued them. Mow could disciples of Kuskin stoop to

heat rays, "poison gases and atomic bombs? They perished fighting to the

last, hut [ know that for weeks government troops guarded my chamber

as though it were a precious jewel. Sad would have been my lot, I am

sure could the Ruskinitcs have captured my cubicle. I know that I, who

was at heart tlit-ir best fiiend, was hated by them as the heart and soul of the

scientific system.

I will skip over the next seventy-five years of my life with hut a lew words.

Strange—three-quarters of a century—time enough for most men to live a

full life and die content. For me they passed in a dreary succession, en-

lightened only by my studies and mv dreams. As I look back, I conceive

myself as a being almost in a state of hibernation, waiting for the vital spark

"
l^'nir '[•iVhIx.IIsiii and embolism seemed c\ncdy balanced. After my

thirty fifth year, T grew no older physically. 1 never was sick. I was amply

...»i...,>m- that prediction of Sir Ronald, made so long a «f>. My only regret

was that my father could not have lived to appreciate his triumph—a

triumph which had tutned dust in my mouth ages ago, and which seemed

> dreamed of a



no more remarkable than those silly experiments by whirh early Twentieth

Century doctors were able to keep chicken hearts alive indchnitcly in a

sterile medium.
1 devoted myself to study as before, until I conceived that I had in my one

head the whole sum o[ human knowledge. I gave out that knowledge to the

world until it drew so far ahead of present understanding that scientists

could no longer comprehend it. Ob, :l. eilv Ms! Wit) so mucb to do,

man dawdles by the way like a lazy schoolboy. Well, soolr now they must

begin working out then own salvation.

And now I draw near (he end of my story. As I said, 1 had conceived that

on my one hundred and fiftieth birthday I held in my btain the sum of

human knowledge, Ua-cd.cr with eeueh thai was beyond the comprehension

of any hut myself. Savant, from all the world consulted me regarding knotty

problems of science and government. I might add, also, dial the present

expecranc, of life is eighty year,.

Yet how litrlc we know, poor things that humans ate! My complacency

lies in ruins about me. A whole new set of complexes and speculations has

been released within me. Three days ago, while resting on the lawn outside

my quartets, I was struck by something totally outside my experience. As I

lay there a shadow fell on the grass and 1 looked up at a gil l who stood not

ten feet away from me on the other side o[ the glass battier.

"Good morning," 1 said inanely, knowing that the telephones would make

me pctfecily audible outside the enclosure.

She nodded slightly and continued lo look at me with wide, luminous

eyes, in which ihete was, I somehow fell, an infinite sadness.

She was a beautiful I hing-beaulilul will, the glory which perfect health

and well-being give to out modem gitls. Hot eyes wete datk and sofl, with

that slightly oblong slant which is giving more and more of an Oriental

appearance to the people of America.

tier body was a thing to dream of as it was revealed by the short kill and

embroidered band across the breasts, which is ibe fashion of today. Her feet,

in little, gold lipped sandals, svere high-arched and sentient. Her hair was

the color of gold taken from Inert mines—but 1 perceive I grow ridiculous.

"Did you wish to consult me?" I asked foolishly, growing uncomfortable

under that steady gaze.

Again she shook he, head, bul adder!, in a voice that tinkled silver music:

"Why should I wish to consult you?"

And strangely, I could think of no teply. What could I tell that radiant

being that she did not already know?
"Your name?" I venrured.

"Why," she answered, as though surprized rbat it could be of the slightest

interest to me, "I'm Lilith Hughes, shell."

She smiled faintly. "Thank you." A pause followed. "I must he

she said at last. Performance in San Iremciseo, you know."

And then I said a strange thing. The words seemed to form th.



without my volition. "Can't you stay and talk with me a little longer?" I

pleaded. "It's lonely here."

Again she smiled that slow, enchanting smile of hers. "Can't. I'm sorry.

The Torpedo doesn't wait, you know. And then you have your work to do."

Her voice sank to the fainlcst murmur, which she did not realize I could

hear plainly through the amplifiers. "You have your work to do—poor
thing!"

When I looked up, she was gone.

The hell of one hundred and fitly years of loneliness has been nothing

to the hell of the last three days!

Last night I made up my mind to leave all this. Humanity must take care

of itself. To be perfectly frank; to hell with humanity; I want out of this.

I am a man, sound and strong and well-favored. I look and feel and think

like one of thirty five and I—am in love. Strange that such a primal urge,

which I had considered merely a trick of nature's to prolong the race, should

sweep me away at last!

I am going to seal this statement of my case in an envelope, so that if

anything happens to me in this strange world T am about to explore, people

will understand why I have done this. Tonight I'll smash this cursed glass

and go in search of Lilith. Pretty name—Lilith.

The foregoing manuscript, carefully typed and sealed, was found on the

body of Columbus Norton, the Incubator Man, who died of an almost

unknown disease—the measles—two days after he broke out of his sealed

Attendants at 5. Hospital, where he was ta\en, say that because of his long

stay in an absolutely gcrmless atmosphere he had failed to develop any

resistance to disease and was 100 per cent susceptible to the first microbe

which found lodgment in his body. He died a very few hours after being

brought to the hospital.

Evidently he had spent his time, until the disease struck him, in becoming

acquainted with a world whose ways he \ncw only by hearsay. At least there

is no evidence that he ever tooff the San Francisco Torpedo, as the manu-

script implies was his purpose.
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Tke Dark Side of Antri
by Sewell Peaslee Wright

The problem* oj ittteistcllar travel may prove to he minor beside the
problems of social mid, i:<i,in,li,n: tialh i/,c dweller, oj ol/iet teotldi. We
bane read many rt-iries iiv re, car tceitui ,di/dv prntine nj <ljl<ir!ir F.in-

pires. Now of these .W shew much c;e,ipi-ehen..i.m oj the infinite

problems oj stub contacts, oj the ^tinsmkhig and patnjul meeting oj

minds tb.it must la./,e place, ,;,beiiv and tnlchiv.cntiy, not brasbly and

Slurry worlds, S. I'. ^Wright examined many ,.l if,;- -rent event* that

could someday be actuality in ti slur-hopping future. In this slory we

villainy. We learn that men may beccmc martyrs voluntarily jur the
cause oj peace between worlds even as between peoples.

A N OFFICER of the special Patrol Service dropped in to see me
the other day. He was a young fellow, very sure o[ himself, and very kindly
towards an old man.
He was doing a monograph, he said, {or his own amusement, upon the

early forms of. our present offensive and defensive weapons. Could I tell him
about the first Dcubcr spheres and the earlier disintegrator rays and the

crude atomic bombs we used back when T first entered the Service?

I could, of course. And 1 did. But a man's memory does not improve in the

course of a century of liarth years. Our scientists have not been able to keep
a man's brain as fresh as his body, despite all their vaunted progress. There
is a lot these deep thinkers, in their great laboratories, don't know. The
whole universe gives them the credit for what's been done, yet the men of

action who carried out the ideas—but I'm getting away Irom my pert young
officer.

He listened to me with interest and toleration. Now and then he helped

me out, when my memory failed me on some little detail. He seemed to

have a very fair theoretical knowledge of die subject.

"It seems impossible," he commented, when we had gone over the ground
he had outlined, "that the Service could have done its work with such crude
and undeveloped weapons, does it not?" He smiled in a superior sort of way,-

as diough to imply we had probably done the best we could, under the

circumstances.
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I supjxise I should not have permitted his attitude to irritate me, but I am
an old man, and my life has not been an easy one.

Youngster," [ said—like many old people, I prefer spoken conversation-
hack in [!,(,.« J; ly;i i |,c Service was handicapped in every way. We lacked
weapons wt lacked instruments, we lacked popular supporl, and backing,
tint we had men, ,,i ih,„c < l.nys, who did their work with the tools that were
at hand. And we did it well."

"Yes, sir!" (he youngster said hastily—after all, a retired commander in
the Speaal Patrol Serv.ce does rate a certain amount of respect, even from
these perky youngsters— I know that, sir. It was the efforts of men tike
yourself who gave us the proud traditions we have to-day."

wr

T

d
,''^ ,iar<l|y ln,c '" 1 corrected him. "I'm not quite so old as that.We had a fine set ol traditions when I entered the Service, son. But we did

our share to carry them on, I'll grant you that."
'Nothing Less than Complete Success,"' quoted the lad almost rever-

ently, g.v.ng the ancient motto of our service. "That is a fine tradition for a
body of men to aspire to, sir."

"True. True." The ring in the boy's voice brought memories flocking. It
was a proud motto; as old as T am, the words bring a thrill even now a
thnll comparable only with that which comes from seeing old Earth swell
up out of the darkness of space after days of outer emptiness. Old Earth
wuh her wispy white clouds and her broad seas- Oh, I know I'm provincial,
but that is another thing that must be forgiven an old man.

I imagine, sir," said the young officer, "that you could tell many a strange
story of the Service, and the sacrifices men have made to keep that motto
the proud boast it is to-day."

"Yes," I told him. "1 could do that. T have done so. That is my occupation,
now that 1 have been retired from active service. [

—

"

"You are a historian?" he broke in eagerly.

_

I forgave him the interruption. I can still remember my own rather
impetuous youth.

"Do I look like a historian?" I think I smiled as I asked him the question,
and held out my hands to him. Big brown hands they are, hardened with
work, stained and drawn from old acid burns, and the bite of blue electric
fire. In my day we worked with crude tools indeed: tools that left their
mark upon the workman.
"No. lint—"
I waved the explanation aside.

"Historians deal with facts, with accomplishments, with dates and places
and the names of great men. f write—what little I do write—of men and
high adventures, so that in this time of softness and easy living some few
Who may read my scr.bbbngs may live with me those days when the worlds
Of the universe were si range to each other, and there were many new thines
to be found and marveled at."

"And I'll venture, sir, that you find much enjoyment in the work"
commented the youngster with a degree of perception with which I had not
credited him.
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True. As i write, forgotten faces peer at mc through the mists of the
years, and strong, friendly yokes call ,o me fro,,, out of the past. .

"
It must he wonderlul to Ii,e the oltl adventures through again," said the

The kid—-1 wish I had ,mdc . „„,e of his name; I predict a future for him

my mind""
"*

' ' "" thon8h,! hc "»« "'""> "P '»

Old face, ... „|d voices. Old scenes, too.
Strange worlds, strange peoples. A hundred, a thousand different tongues.Men that came „„l, to ,„, knee, and men thai towered ten feet above m,headU reatures pressed „f all ,hc aunbutcs „l ,„ except physical form-that belonged onl, „, the nightmare realm, of sleep.
An old man's most treasured possessions; his memories. A face drew close

out of the Sockmg recollection,; the face of a man I had known and lovedmore man a brother so many years—dear God, how many years—am
Anderson Croy Search all the voluminous records of the bearded histori-

iZ'S„i
v°°

"
ol

h

" v— N° 8™" *»« <* hi "°'y m *»
Service

™ ° ' ° °" ol,,cure sh'P oI SP«'"1 Patrol

And yet there is a people who owe to him their very existence,
wonder ,f they have forgotten him > It would not surprise me
The memory of the universe is not a reliable thing
Anderson Coy was, like most of the officer personnel of the Special Patrol

service, a native of Earth.
They had tried to make a stoop-shouldered dabbler in formulas out of hirh

bu, he was no, the stnlf fro„, which good scientist, arc moulded. He wT
young, when I first knew him, and strong; he h ,| ,„|ld blue < ,e, and aquick snule. And he had a fine, steel, courage that a man could love.

I was ,n command, then, of the my second ship. I inhcriied Ander-
son Croy w„h the ship, and I liked him from the first tint I laid eyes upon

As I recall it, we worked together on the Er,«k. fo, nearly two years,
Earth tune. We wen, ri.rongl, some tight place, toucher. I remember on
experience, shortly after I look over the F.rulf, on the monstrous planet

that come down upon them from the fa.tne,, of the polar cap, and-
Hill 1 wander Iron, the story f wish ro tell here. An old man's mind is aweak and weary dung that tottets and weaves from side to side- like aworn-out ship, it is ban! to keep on a straight course
We were out on one of those long, monotonous patrols, skirting the outer

no tries ol the known universe that were at that lime hchiell | U

plol'servtl ZZ?"™'
W
'^ '"'",

'

a drc"JcJ <•"' *• SA*'
Not once had we landed to stretch on, legs. Slowing no to atmospheric

speed look time, and we wee on a schedule that allowed for no wane of
les. We approached the -various worlds only close enough to



report, and to receive an assurance that all was weH A dog's life, but part

of the game.
My log showed nearly a hundred "All's well" reports, as I remember it,

when we slid up to Antri, which was, so far as si/.e is concerned, one of our

smallest ports o' call.

AiiLri, 1 might add, for the benefit of those who have forgotten dieir maps

of the universe, is a satellite of A-411, which, in turn, is one of the largest

bodies of the universe, and both uninhabited and uninhabitable. Antri is

somewhat larger than the mo6n, Earth's satellite, and considerably farther

from its controlling body.

"Report our presence, Mr. Croy," I ordered wearily. "And please ask Mr.

Correy to keep a sharp watch on the attraction meter." These huge bodies

such as A 411 are not pleasant companions at space speeds. A few minute's

trouble—space ships gave trouble, in those days—and you melted like a

drop of solder when you struck the atmospheric belt.

"Yes, sirl" There never was a crispcr young officer than Croy.

I bent over my tables, working out our position and charting our course

for the next period. In a few seconds Croy was back, his blue eyes gleaming.

"Sir, an emergency is reported on Antri. We are to make all possible

speed to Oreo, their governing city. I gather that it is very important."

"Very well, Mr. Croy." I can't say the news was unwelcome. Monotony

kills young men. "Have the disintegrator ray generators inspected and tested.

Turn out the watch below in such lime that we may have all hands on duty

when we arrive. If there is an emergency, we shall he prepared for it. I shall

he with Mr. Correy in the navigating room; if there are any further com-

munications, relay them to me diere."

I hurried up to the navigating room, and gave Correy his orders. "Do not

reduce speed until it is absolutely necessary," T concluded. "We have an

emergency call from Antri, and minutes may be important. How long do

you make it Co Oreo?"
"About an hour to the atmosphere; say an hour more to set down in the

city. I believe that's about right, sir."

I nodded, frowning at the twin charts, with their softly glowing lights,

and turned to the television disc, picking up Antri without difficulty.

Of course, hack in those days we had the huge and cumbersome discs,

their faces shielded by a hood, that would be suitable only for museum pieces

now. But they did their work very well, and I searched Antri carefully,

at varying ranges, for any sign of disturbances. I found none.

The dark portion, of course, I could not penetrate. Antri has one portion

of its face that is turned forever from its sun, and one half that is bathed in

perpetual light. The long twilight zone was uninhabited, for the people of

Atitri arc a sun-loving race, and their cities and villages appeared only in the

bright itreas of pcrpclual sunlight.

Just as we reduced to atmospheric speed, Croy sent up a message.

"The Governing Council sends word that we are to set down on the plat-

form atop the Hall of Government, the large, square white building in the

center of the city. They say we will have no difficulty in locating it,"



and picked up the tar-flung citv of Oreo in my television disc
There was no mistaking the building Croy bad mentioned. It stood out

from the city around it, tool and white, its mighty columns glistening like
crystal in the sun. 1 could cv..u make om die landing platform, slightly
elevated above the roof on spidery arches of silvery metal.
We sped straight for the city at just a fraction of space speed, hut the hand

of i

navigating officer he was. was' watching ihe gauge as closely as myself. and
hence- said nothing. We both knew that ihe Anrri.ms would not have sent a
call for help to a ship of the Special Patrol Service if there had not been a real
emergency.

Correy had made a good guess in saying that it would take about an hour,
after entering the gaseous envelope of Antri, to reach our destination. It

was just a few minutes—Earth time, of course—less than that when we
settled gently onto the landing platform.

A group of six or seven Animus, dignified old men, wearing the short,
loosely belted white robes that we found were their universal costume, were
waiting for us at the exit of the Ena\, whose sleek, smooth sides were
glowing dull red.

"You have hastened, and that is well, sirs," said the spokesman of the
committee. "You find Antri in dire need." lie spoke in the universal lan-

guage, and spoke it softly and perfectly. "But you will pardon me for
greeting you with that which is, ()

|" necessity, uppermost in my mind, and
in the minds of these, my companions.

Permit me ro welcome you lo Antri, and to introduce those who extend
those greetings." Rapidly, he ran through a list of names, and each of the

observed a more courteous nor a more courtly people than the Antrians;
their manners- are as beautiful as their fates.

Last of all, their spokesman introduced himself. Rori Turner, he was
called, and he had the honor or being master of the Council—the chief
executive of Antri.

When the introductions had been complete, the committee led our little

party to a small, cylindrical elevator which dropped us, swiftly and silently,

on a cushion of air, to the street level of the great build, ng. Across a wide,
gleaming corridor our conductors led us, and stood aside before a massive
portal through which ten men might have walked abreast.

We found ourselves in a great chamber with a vaulted ceiling of bright,
gleaming metal. At the far end of the room was an elevated rostrum, flanked
on either side by huge, intricate masses of statuary of some creamy, trans-

lucent stone that glowed as with some inner light. Semicircular rows of
(eats, each with its carved desk, surmounted by numerous electrical controls
occupied all the floor space. None of the seats was occupied.
"Wc have excused the Council from our preliminary deliberations,"

explained Bori Tulber, "because such a large body is unwieldy. My toinpan-
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ions and myself represent the executive heads of the various departments

of the Council, and v.v are empowered to act." lie led us through die great

i, beautifully decorated, and iiirnishec

)i know just where to begin,'

ed. We obeyed silently,

n uniform

know, I presume, "but little of this world of ours. 1 presume 1 had best begin

far back, . . .

"Since you are navigators ol space, undoubtedly you are acquainted with

the fact that A.ilri is a world divided into two parts; one of perpetual night,

and the other of perpetual day, due to die fact that Antn revolves but once

upon its axis during lb- course of its circuit of its sun, thus presenting always

^"Wenave no day and night, such as obtain on other spheres. There are

no set hour, for working nor for sleeping nor for pleasure. The measure ot

a man's *ork is the measure of his amhitk.n, or his strength, or b,s des.re.

It is so also with his sleep and with his pleasures. It is-it 'has becn-a very

pleasant arrangement.
"( )u:s is a ferule country, and our people live very long and very happily

with liltle effort. We have believed that ours was the nearest of all the worlds

to the ideal- that nothing could disturb die peace and happiness of our

pet
. . ,., ,,, , A side upon which the sun never has

shone A dismal place of gloom, which is like the night upon other worlds.

"No Anlrian has, to our knowledge, ever penetrated this part of Antn,

and lived to tell of his experience. We do not even till the land close lo the

twilight vone. Why should we, when we have so much fine land upon which

d^e sun shines bright and fair always, save for the iwo brief seasons of rain?

"We have never given thought to what might be on the dark face of Antn.

Darkness and night arc things unknown to us; we know of them only from

the knowledge which has come lo us from other worlds. And now—now

we have been brought face to Face with a terrible danger which comes to us

from that other side of this sphere.

"A people have grown there. A terrible people that I shall not try lo

describe to you. They threaten us with slavery, with extinction. Four ara ago

(the Anirians have their own system of reckoning time, just as we have on

Earth, instead of using the universal system, based upon the enaro. An ara

corresponds to about fifty hours, Earth time.) we did not know that such

a people existed. Now their shadow is upon all our beautifully sunny coun-

try, and unless you can aid us, before other help can reach us, I am convinced

that Antri is doomed!"

For a moment not one of us spoke. We sat there, staring at the old man

who had just ceased speaking.

Only a man ripened and seasoned with the passing years could have stood

there before us and uttered, so quietly and solemnly, words such as had just
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come from his lips. Only in his eyes conk! we caich a glimpse of the torment
which gripped his soul.

"Sir." ( said, and hnvc never felt younger than at that moment, when
I tried to frame some assurance to this splendid oid man who had turned
to me and my youthful crew Lor succor, "we shall do what it lies within our
power to do. Rut tell us more of this danger which threatens.

land never reached hy the sun. There would be no heat, no vegetation. Is

that not so?"

"Would that it were!" replied (he Master of the Council, bitterly. "What
you say would be indeed tile truth, were ii not for the great river and seas

of our sunny Antri. winch bear their heated waters to this dark portion of

our world, and make it habitable.

"And as for this danger, there is little to he said. At some time, men of our
country, men who fish, or venture upon (he water in commerce, have been
borne, all unwillin-lv, across the shadowy twilight zone and into the land

of daikness. They did not come back, but they were found there and
dispoiled of their menores.
"Somehow, these creatures who dwell in darkness determined the use of

the menore, and now that they have resolved that they shall rule all this

sphere, they have been able to make their threat clear to us. Perhaps"—and
Bori Tul be r smiled faintly and terribly—"you would like to have that mes-

sage direct from its bearer?"

"Is that possible, sir?" I asked eatrerlv, f'l.-jneiiiEj around the room.
"How—"
"Come with me," said (he Master of the Council gently. "Alone—for too

many near him excites this terrible messenger. You have your menore?"
"No. I had not thought there would be need of it." The menores of those

days, it should be remembered, were heavy, cumbersome circlets that were
worn upon the head like a sort of crown, and one did not go so equipped

unless in real need of the device. Today, of course, your menores are but

jeweled trinkets that convey thought a score of times more effectively and
weigh hut a tcnlh as much.

"It is a lack easily remedied." Bori Tulher excused himself with a little

bow and hurried out into the great council chamber, to appear again in a

He smiled around ii I . ,-. .;r:.<.!e. n-lu There was a murmur
of ascent, and the old man opened a door in the other side of the room.

"It is not far," he said. "I will go first, and show you the way,"

He led me quickly down a long, narrow corridor to a pair of steep stairs

that circled far down into the very foundation of the building. The walls

of the corridor and the stairs were without windows, but were as bright as

noonday from the elhon lubes which were set into both ceiling and walls.

Silently we circled our way down the spiral stairs, and silently the M.^ler

of the Council paused before a door at the hot torn—a door of dull red metal.

"This is tlie keeping place ol iho'-c who (uiiic he lore the Council charged
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willi wrong doing," explained Rori Tullier. His fingers rested upon and

pressed certain of a ring of small white buttons in the face of the door, and

k opened swiftly and noiselessly. We tittered, and die door closed behind us

with a sofl lliuii.

"Heboid one of those who live in the darkness," said the Master of the

Council grimly. "Do not put on the menorc until you have a grip upon

yourself: I would not have him know how greatly he disturbs us."

1 nodded, dumbly, holding the heavy menorc dangling in my hand.

I have said that I have beheld strange worlds and strange people in my life,

and it is true that I have. I have seen the headless people of that red world

Iralo, the ant people, thedragon-lly people, the terrible carniverous trees of

L-472, and the pointed heads of a people who live upon a world which may
not be named. But I have still to see a more terrible creature than that which

lay before me now.

He—or it—was reclining upon the floor, for the reason that he could not

have stood. No room save one with a vaulted ceiling such as the great council

chamber, could ofler room enough for this creature to walk erect.

He was, rouglily, a shade belter than twice my height, yet 1 believe he

would have weighed but little more. You have seen rank weeds that have

grown tip in the darkness to reach the sun; if you can imagine a man who
had done likewise, you can, perhaps, picture that which 1 saw before me.

His legs at the thigh were no larger than my arm, and his arms were but

half the size of my wrist, and jointed twice instead of hut once. He wore a

careless garment of some dirty yellow, shaggy hide, and his skin, revealed on

feet and arms and face, was a terrible, bloodless white; the dead white of a

fish's belly. Maggot white. The white of something that had never known

the sun.

The head was small and round, with features that were a caricature of

man's. I lis car? were huge, and had the power of movement, for they cocked

forward as we entered the room. The nose was not prominently arched, but

the nostrils were wide, and very thin, as was his mouth, which was faintly

tinged with dusky blue, instead of healthy red. At one time his eyes had been

nearly round, and, in proportion, very large. Now they were but shadowy

pockets, mercifully covered by shrunken, wrinkled lids that twitched but

did not lift.

He moved as we entered, and from a reclining position, propped up on the

double elbows of one spidery arm, he changed to a silting position that

brought his head nearly to the ceiling. He smiled sickeningly, and a queer,

sibilant whispering came from the bluish lips.

"That is his way of talking." explained I'.ori Tulber. "Ifis eyes, you will

note, have been gouged out. They cannot stand the light; they prepared

their messenger lareiully for bis work, vou'll sec."

He placed his menorc upon his head, and motioned mc to do likewise.

The creature searched the floor with one white, leathery hand, and finally

located his menorc, which he adjusted clumsily.

"You will have to be very attentive," explained my companion. "He ex-

presses himself in terms of pictures only, of course, and his is not a highly



developed mind. I shall try to get him to go over the entire story for us again,
if T can make him understand. Emanate nothing yourself; he is easily
confused."

I nodded silently, m \ eyes 1"imc-.J with a sort of Liseiviarioii upon the creature
from the darkness, and wailed.

Back on die Ertuk I culled all my officers together for a conference.
'Gentlemen," [ said, "we are confronted will) a problem of such gravity

that f doubt my ability to describe it clearly.

"Briefly, rliis-civilizcd, beautiful portion of Antri is menaced by a terrible

fate. In the dark portion of this unhappy world there live a people who have
the lust of conquest in their beans—and the means at hand with which to
wreck this world of perpetual sunlight.

"I have the ultimatum of this people direct from their messenger. They
want a terrible tribute in the form of skives. These slaves would have to live

in perpetual darkness, and wait upon the whims of the most monstrous
beings these eyes of mine have ever seen. And the number of slaves de-
manded would, as nearly as f could gather, mean about a third of the entire

population. Further tribute in the form of sufficient food to support these
slaves is also demanded."

"But in God's name, sir," burst forth Croy, his eyes blazing, "by what
means do they propose to i n force their infamous demands?''

By the power of darkness—-and a terrible catyclysm. Their wise men—
and it would seem that some of them ate not unversed in science—have

to creep over this land thai has never known ir. And .is darkness advances,

these people of the sun will be utterly helpless before a race that loves dark-
ness, and can see in it like cats. That, gentlemen, is that fate which confronts
this world of Antri I"

There was a ghastly silence for a moment, and then Croy, always impetu-
ous, spoke up again.

"J low do they propose to do this thing, sir?" he asked hoarsely.

"With devilish .simplicity. They have a great canal dug nearly to rite great
polar cap o) tee. Should they complete it, the hot waters of their seas will be
liberated upon this vast ice field, and the warm waters will melt it quickly.
If you have not hirgi'Mi-i! vom lessons, geni!emf-n, you will remember, since
most of you are of Earth, that our scientists tell us our own world turned
over in much this same lashion, from natural means, and established for
itself new poles. Is that not true?"

Grave, almost frightened nods travelled around the little semicircle of
white, thoughtful [aces.

"And is there nothing, sir, that we can do?" asked Kincaide, tny second
officer, in an awed whisper.

"That is the purpose of this conclave: to determine what may be done.
We have our bombs and our rays, it is true, but what is the power of this

one ship against the people of half a world? And such a people!" I shud-
dered, despite myself, at the memory of that grinning creature in the cell far
below the floor of the council chamber, "This city, and its thousands we
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might save, it is true—but not the whole half of this world. And that U
the task llic Council and its Master have u-t before us."

"Wouid ii be- possible lo frighten them?" asked Croy. "I gather that they

are not an advanced race. Perhaps a show of power—the rays—the atomic

pistol—bombs— Call it strategy, sir, or just plain bluff. It seems the only

"You have heard the suggestion, gentlemen," I said. "Has anyone a

better?"

"How docs Mr. Croy plan to frighten these people of the darkness?" asked

Kiru-aidi:, who was always practical.

"By going to their country, in this ship, and then letting events take their

course," replied Croy promptly. "Details wdl have to be settled on the spot,

as I see it."

"I believe Mr. Croy is right," I decided. "The messenger of. these people

must be returned to bis own kind; the sooner the heller. He has given me a

mental map of his country; I believe that it will he possible for me to locate

the principal city, in which his ruler lives. We will take him there, and then

—may God aid us, gentlemen."

"Amen," nodded Croy, and the echo of the word ran from lip to lip like

the prayer it was. "When do we start?"

f hesitated for just an instant.

"Now," I brought forth crisply. "Immediately. We arc gambling with the

fate of a world, a fine and happy people. Let us throw the dice quickly, for

the strain of waiting will not help us. Is that as you would wish it, gentle-

"It is, sir!" came the grave chorus.

"Very well. Mr. Croy, please report with a detail of ten men, to Rori

Tulber, and tell him of our decision. Firing the messenger back with you.

The rest of you, gentlemen, to your stations. Make any preparations you

may think advisable. Re sure that every available exterior light is in readiness.

Let me he notified the moment the messenger is on board and we are ready

to lake off. Thank you, gentlemen!"

I hastened to my quarters and brought the Erta^'s lop. down to the

minute, explaining in detail the course of action we had decided upon, and

the reasons for it. I knew, as did all the Krtak's officers who had saluted so

crisply, and so coolly gone about the business of carrying out my orders, that

we would return from our trip to the dark side of Antri triumphant or—
not at all.

Even in these soft days, men still respect the stern, proud motto of our

service: "Nothing Less Than Complete Success." The Special Patrol docs

what it is ordered to do, or no man returns to present excuses. That is a

tradition to bring tears of pride to the eyes of even an old man, in whose

hands there is strength only for the wielding of a pen. And I was young,

in those days.

It was perhaps a quarter of an hour when word came from the navigating

room that the messenger was aboard, and we were ready lo depart. I closed

Uie log, wondering, I remember, if I would ever make another entry therein,
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and, If not, whether the words I had just inscribed would ever see the light
of day. The love of life is strong in men so young. Then I hurried to the
rut inning room and look charge.

Rori Tulber had furnished me with large scale maps of the daylight
portion of Antri. Prom the information conveyed to me by the messenger
of the people of darkness—the Chisce they called themselves, as nearly as I
could get the sound—1 rapidly sketched in the map of the oilier side of Antri,
locating their principal city with a small black circle.

Realizing that the location of the city we sought was only approximate,
we did not bother lo work out exact ]>c.iriiig>,. We set the l'ria\ on her course
at a height of only a few thousand feet, and set out at low atmospheric speed,
anxiously watching for the dim line of shadow that marked the twilight
zone, and the beginning of what promised to be the last mission of the Erta\
and every man she carried within her smooth, gleaming body.

'Twilight zone in view, sir," reported Croy at length.

"Thank you, Mr. Croy. 1 lave all the exterior lights and searchlights turned
on. Speed and course as at present, for the time being."

I picked up the twilight -zone without difficulty in the television disc, and
at full power examined the terrain.

The rich crops that fairly hurst from the earth of the sunlit portion of
Antri were not lo be observed here. The Antrians made no effort to till this

ground, and I doubt that it would have been profitable to do so, even had
they wished to come so close to the darkness they hated.
The ground seemed dank, and great dark slugs moved heavily upon its

greasy surface. Here and there strange pale growths grew in patches

—

twisted, spotted growths that seemed somehow unhealthy and poisonous.
I searched the country ahead, pressing further and further into the line

of darkness that was swiftly approaching. As the light of the su.i faded, our
monstrous searchlights cut into the gfooin ahead, their great beams slashing
the shadows.

In the dark country f had expected to find lillle if any vegetable growth.
Instead, I found that il was a veritable jungle through which even our search-

light rays could not pass.

How tall the growths of this jungle might be, I could not tell, yet I had
the feeling thai they were tall indeed. They were not trees, these pale, weedy
arms that reached towards the dark sky. They were soft and pulpy, and
without leaves; just long naked sickly arms that divided and subdivided and
ended in lillle smooth stumps like ampiilated limbs.

That there was some kind of activity within the shelter of this weird
jungle, was evident enough, for 1 could catch glimpses now and then of
moving tilings. But what they might be, even the searching eye of the tele-

vision disc could not determine.

One of our searchlighi horns, waving through the darkness like the

ahead. I followed the beam with the disc,' and bent closer, to make sure tny
eyes did not deceive me.
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I was looking at a vast cleared place in the pulpy jungle—a cleared space

house: tall, thin slices of stone, without windows, chimneys or ornamentation
oi any kind. The only break in the walls was the slit-like door of each house.

Instead of being airan^/d along streets crossing cuch other at right angles,

these houses were built in concentric circles hioken only by four narrow
streets that ran from the open spate in the center of the city to the [our points

oi the compass. Around the entire city was an exceeding Sy I :

;
. i w;til, built of

and buttressed with the black, sweating stone oi. which the houses were
constructed.

That it was a densely populated city there was ample evidence. People—
they were creatures like the messenger; that the Chi see are a people, despite

their terrible shape, is hardly debatable—were running up and down the

four radial streets, and around the curved connecting streets, in the wildest

confusion, their double-elbowed arms flung across their eyes. Bui even as I

watched, the crowd thinned and melted swiftly away, until the streets of the

queer, circular city were utterly deserted.

"The. city ahead is not the one we arc seeking, sir?" asked Croy, who had
evidently been observing the scene through one of the smaller television

discs. "1 take it that governing city will he further in the interior."

"According to my rather sketchy information, yes," I replied. "However,
keep all the searchlight o|>erators busy, going over every bit of the country
within the reach of their beams. You have men on all the auxiliary tele-

vision discs?"

"Yes, sir."

"Good. Any findings of interest should be reported to me instantly.

And—Mr. CroyT"

"Yes, sir?"

"You might order, if you will, that rations he served all men at their

posts." Over such country as this, I felt it would lie wise to have every man
ready for an emergency. It was, perhaps, as well that 1 issued this order.

It was perhaps half an hour after we had passed the circular city when,
far ahead, I could ice the pale, unhealthy forest thinning out. A half dozen
of our searchlight beams played upon the denuded area, and as I brought
the television disc, to bear i saw dial we were approaching a vast swamp,
in which little pools of black water reflected the dazzling light of our
starching beams.

Nor was this all. Out of the swamp a thousand strange, winged things

were rising; yellowish, hat-like things with forked tails and licrcc hooked
beaks. And like some obscene miasma from that swamp, they rose and

Instantly I pressed the attention signal that warned every man on the ship.

"All disintegrator rays in action at oncel" 1 barked into the transmitter.

"Broad beams, and full energy. Bird-like creatures, dead ahead; do not cease

action until ordered!"
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I heard the disintegrator ray generators deepen their notes before I

finished speaking, and I smiled grimly, turning to Correy.

"Slow down as quickly and as much as possible, Mr, Correy," I ordered.

**We have work to do ahead."

He nodded, and gave die order to the operating room; I felt the forward
surge that told me my order was being obeyed, and turned my attention

again to the television disc.

The ray operators were doing their work well. The searchlights showed
the air streaked with fine sillings of greasy dust, and these strange winged
creatures were disappearing by the scores as the disintegrator rays beat and
played upon them.

Hut they came on gamely, fiercely. Where ihcre had been thousands, there

were but hundreds . . . scores . . , dozens. . . .

There were only live lett. Three of them disappeared at once, but the two
remaining came on unhcMiitiifii'ly, their dirty yellow hat-like wings flapping

heavily, their naked heads out stretched, and hooked beaks snapping.

One of them disappeared in a little sifting of greasy dust, and the same
ray dissolved one wing of the remaining creature. He turned over suddenly,

the one good wing Happing wildly, and tumbled towards the waiting swamp
that had spawned him. Then, as the ray eagerly followed him, the last of

that hellish brood disappeared.

"Circle slowly, Mr. Correy," [ ordered. I wanted to make sure there were
none of these terrible creatures left. I felt that nothing so terrible should
be left alive—even in a world of darkness.

Through the television disc I searched the swamp. As I bad half suspected,

the filthy ooze held the voting of ibis race of things: grub-like creatures that

flipped their heavy bodies about in the slime, alarmed by the light which
searched them out.

"All disintegrator rays on the swamp," I ordered. "Sweep it from margin
to margin. Let nothing be left alive there.

"

I had a well trained crew. The disintegrator rays massed themselves into

a marching wall of death, and swept up and down the swamp as a plough
turns its furrows.

It was easy to trace their passage, for behind diem the swamp disappeared,
leaving in its stead row after row of broad, dusty paths. When we had
finished there was no swamp: there was only a naked area upon which
nodiing lived, and upon which, for many years, nothing would grow.
"Good work," 1 commended the disintegrator ray men. "Cease action."

And then, to Correy, "Put her on her course again, please."

An hour went by. We passed several more of the strange, damp circular

cities, differing from the first we had seen only in the matter of size. Another
hour passed, and I became anxious. If we were ou our proper course, and I

had understood the Clusce messenger correctly, we should be very close to

the governing city. We should

—

The waving beam of one of the searchlights came suddenly to rest. Three
or four other beams followed it—and then all the others.

"Large city to port, sir!" called Croy excitedly.



"Thank yon. I believe it is our destination. Cut all searchlights except the

forward beam. Mr. Correyl"

"You !;:]! rake her over visually now, I believe. The forward searchlight

beam will keep our destination in view for you. Set her down cautiously in

the center of the city in any suitable place. And—remain at the controls

ready for any orders, and have the operating room crew do likewise."

"Yes, sir," said Coney crisply.

With a tenseness f could not control, T bent over the hooded television disc

and studied the mighty govoniirig city of the Chisec.

The governing city o! the Chisec was not unlike the others we had seen,

save that it was very much larger, and bad eight spoke-like wheels radiat-

ing from its center, instead of four. The protective wall was both thicker

and higher.

There was another difference, instead of .1 sneat open .space in the cen-

ter of the city, there was a central, park-like space, in the middle of which
was a massive pile, circular in shape, and built, like all the rest o£ the city,

of the black, sweating rock which seemed to be the sole building materia!

of the Chisec.

We set the V.r/uli down close to the big circular building, which we
guessed—and correctly—to be the scat of government. I ordered the search-

light ray to be extinguished the moment we landed, and the ethon tubes

that, illuminated our ship inside to he turned off, so that we might accus-

tom our eyes as much as possible to darkness, finding our way about with

small ethon tube flashlights.

With a small guard, l stood at the forward exit of the Erta\ and watched

the huge circular door back out on its mighty threads, and finally swing to

one side on its massive gimbals. Croy—the only officer with me—and I

both wore our menorcs, and carried lull expeditionary equipment, as did

the guard.

The Chtsce messenger, grimacing and Irdking excitedly in his sibilant,

whispering voice, crouched on all fours (he could not stand in that small

space) and waited, three men of the guard on cither side of him. I placed

his meiiore on his head and gave him simple, force I ill orders, picturing

them for him as best I could:

"Go from this place anil find others of your kind. Tell them that we
would speak to them with things such as you have upon yout head. Run
swiftly!"

"I will run," be conveyed to me, "to those great ones who sent me." He
pictured them fleetingly. They were creatures like himself, save that they

were elaborately dressed in hue skins ol several pale colors, and wore upon
their arms, between their two elbows, broad circlets of carved metal which

I took to he emblems of power or authority, since the chief of them all wore

a very broad band. Their faces were much more intelligent than their

messenger had led me to expect, and their eyes, very large and round, and

not at all human, were the eyes of thoughtful, reasoning creatures.

Doubled on all fours, the Chisec crept through the circular exit, and
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straightened up. As he did so, from out of the darkness a score or more of

his fellows rushed up, giiihcring around him, and blocking the exit with

their reedy legs. We could hear them talking excitedly in high-pitched,

squeaky whispers. Then, suddenly I received an expression from die Chiscc

who wore the menore:
"Those who are with me have come from those in power. They say one

of you, and one only, is to come with us to our big men who will learn,

through a tiling such as I wear upon my head, that which you wish to

"I will come," 1 replied. "Have those with you make way—

"

A heavy hand fell upon my shoulder; a voice spoke ejgcrly in my ear;

"Sir, you must not go!" It was Croy, and his voice shook with feeling.

"You arc in command of the Erta^; she, and those in her need you. Let

I turned in the darkness, quickly and angrily.

"Mr. Croy," [ said swiftly, "do you realize that you are speaking to

your commanding officer?"

I felt his grip tighten on my arm as the reproof struck home.
"Yes, sir," he said doggedly. "I do. liut 1 repeat that your duty com-

mands you to remain here."

"The duty of a commander in this Service leads him to the place of

greatest danger, Mr. Croy," I informed him.

"Then stay with your ship, sirl" he pleaded, craftily. "This may be

some trick to get you away, so diat diey may attack us. Please! Can't you

see that I am right, sir?"

I thought swiftly. The earnestness of the yomig^er had touched me. Be-

neath the formality and the "sirs" there was a real affection between us.

In the darkness 1 reached for his hand; I found it and shook it solemnly

—a gesture of Earth which it is hard to explain. It means many things.

"Go, then, Andy," I said sofdy. "But do not stay long. An hour at the

longest. If you are not back in that length of lime, we'll tome alter you,

and whatever else may happen, you can be sure that you will be well

avenged. The ]
;.rta\ has not lost her stinger."

"Thank you, fohn," he replied. "Rcmeiviht.T that I dull wear my menore.

If I adjust it to full power, and you do likewise, and stand without the

shelter of die Erta)(s metal hull, I shall be able to communicate with you,

should there be any danger." He pressed my hand again, and strode through

the exit out into the darkness, which was lit only by a few distant stars.

The long, slim legs closed in around him; like a pigmy guarded by the

skeletons of giants he was led quickly away.

The minutes dragged by. There was a nervous tension on the ship, the

like of which I have experienced not more than a dozen times in all my

No one spoke aloud. Now and again one man would mutter uneasily

to another; there would be a swift, muttered response, and silence again.

We were waiting—waiting.
Ten minutes went by. Twenty. Thirty.
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Impatiently I paced up and down befom the exit, the guards at their

posts, ready to obey any orders instantly.

Forty-five minutes. 1 walked through the exit; stepped out onto the

cold, hard earth.

I could see, behind me, the shadowy hulk of the JIrta\. Before me, a

black, shapeless blot against the star-sprinkled sky, was the great adminis-

trative building of the Chisee. And in there, somewhere, was Anderson

Croy. I glanced down at the luminous dial of my watch. Fifty minutes. In

"John Hanson!" My name reached me, faintly but clearly, through the

medium of my mcnorc. "This is Croy. Do you understand me?"

"Yes," I replied instantly. "Are you safe?"

"1 am safe. AH is well. Very well. Will you promise me now to receive

what I am about to send, without interruption?"

"Yes." J replied, thoughtlessly and eagerly. "What is it?"

"I have had a long conference with the chief or head of the Chisee,"

explained Croy rapidly. "lie is very intelligent, and his people are much

further advanced than we thought.

"Through some form of communication, he has learned of the fight with

the weird birds; it seems that they arc—or were—the most dreaded of all the

creatures of this dark world. Apparently, we got the whole brood of them,

and this chief, whose name, 1 gather, is Wieschien, or something like that,

is naturally much impressed.

"I have given him a demon stra lion or lu-o with my atomic pistol and

the flashlight—these people arc fairly stricken by a ray of light direcdy in

the eyes-—-and we have reached very favorable terms.

"I am to remain here as chief bodyguard and adviser, of which he has

need, for all is not peaceful, I gather, in this kingdom of darkness. In re-

turn, he is to give up his plans to subjugate the rest of Antri; he has sworn

to do this by what is evidently, to him, a very sacred oath, witnessed solemn-

ly by the rest of his council.

"Under the circumstances, I believe he will do what he says; in any case,

the great canal will be filled in, and the Antrians will have plenty of lime

to erect a great scries of disintegrator ray stations along the entire twilight

zone, using the broad fan rays to form a solid wall against which the

Chisee could not advance even did they, at some future date, carry out their

plans. The worst possible result then would be that the people in the sunlit

portion would have to migrate from certain sections, and perhaps would

have day and night, alternately, as do other worlds.

"This is the agreement we have reached; it is the only one that will

save this world. Do yoo approve, sir?"

"No! Return immediately, and we will show the Chisee thai they cannot

hold an officer of the Special Patrol as a hostage. Make haste!"

"It's no <•«. sir," came tin a ply instantly, "f threatened them first. I ex-

plained what' our disintegrator rays would do, and Wieschien laughed at

me.

"This city is built upon great subterranean parages that lead to many
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hidden exits. If we show the least sign of hostility the work will be re-

sumed on die canal, and before we can locate the spot, and stop the work,
ilie damage will he done.

"This is our only chance, sir, to make this expedition a complete suc-

cess. Permit me to judge this fact from the evidence I have liefore me.
Whatever sacrifice there is to make, I make gladly. Wieschein asks that

you depart at once, and in peace, and T know this is the only course. Good-
by, sir; convey my salutations to my other friends upon the old Erla\, and
elsewhere. And now, lest my last act as an olficer of the Special Patrol

Service be to refuse to obey the commands of my superior officer, 1 am
removing the mcnore. Good-byl"

I tried to reach him again, but there was no response.
Gone! lie was gone! Swallowed up in darkness and in silence!

Dazed, shaken to the very foundation of my being, I stood there be-

tween the shadowy bulk of the Erla\ and the towering mass of the great
silent pile that was the seat of government in this strange land of dark-
ness, and gazed up at the dark sky above me. I am not ashamed, now, to

say that hot tears trickled down my cheeks nor that as 1 turned back to

the Eria^, my throat was so gripped by emotion that I could not speak.

I ordered the exit closed with a wave of my hand; in the navigating
room I said but four words: "We depart at once,"

At the third meal of the day I gathered my officers about me and told

them, as quickly and as gently as I could, of the sacrifice one of their num-
ber had made.

ft was Kincaide who, when I had finished, rose slowly and made reply.

"Sir," he said quietly, "we had a friend. Some day, he might have died.

Now he will live forever in the records of the Service, in die memory of a

world, and in the hearts of those who had the honor to serve with him.
Could he—or we—wish more?"
Amid a strange silence he sat down again, and there was not an eye

among us that was dry.

I hope diat the snappy young officer who visited me the other day readj
this little account of bygone times.

Perhaps it will make clear to him how we worked, in those nearly for-

gotten days, with the tools we had at hand. They were not the perfect tooli

of to-day, but what they lacked, we somehow made up.

Thai fine old motto of the Service, "Nothing Less Than Complete Suc-
cess," we passed on unsullied to those who came after us.

1 hope these youngsters of to-day may do as well.
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Blind Flight
by Donald A, "Wollheim

Ian-posed ami usually evaded problem oj how life can be- p:c„u;,l
<un,tt, a space flight ichen tin i„i<lud.i, ,.' <„vs vj an atomic iurmue .«„ ii

s the sun are given full play „„ the ioa'1 vessel iiithom the n: tl (ii:,:g

Linker of the atmosphere. It ,> a far more dangerous problem than
uc/,.7 omncers admit. It may well he that suck a queer spare llw hl

s the one m tins story may he the norm for those days to come. A

> is a fact thai if what me know of cosmic ntys and 'similar stellar rays
'it-n out to he us deadly us suspe, ted then no space flier will ever see the

EfDWAHD SEDGWICK look a last glimpse at the steel sphere

he was to occupy for the next few days, glanced once again at the blue sky,

ihook hands with the head ol the Commission tin Space ['light, climbed up
the metal ladder and crawled into the circular orifice just under the sphere's

ecjuator. As he progressed on hands and knees down the narrow tubular

passage, the hissings and clicks of the thick metal plug being fastened her-

metically behind him, brought to his attention that he was now entirely cut

off from the world of man.
The huge ball, towards whose exact center he so laboriously crawled, was

about one hundred feet in diameter and perfectly spherical. Though the

outer surface was honeycombed with vents and sensitive cells, there was no
window or viewing porte of any description. Sedgwick was being interred

alive in the middle of this glol>e of metal, yet, as the clicks of other metal
partitions fell into place behind him, he was not afraid in the slightest.

He had wondered whether he would fee! fear when the day for the real

test came. Sometimes fie had awakened ai ni^hl wiih a culd sweat and a

ghastly dream of burial alive in an iron coffin. Yet now, as lie neared the

little bubble in the core, he realized in a di-tached objective sort of way that

he was quite calm and collected, lie knew that was the iaclor which had

made him desirable for this job, nonetheless each time lie realized it, it

came as a sort of surprise.

Now he climbed down into the cduii»1 bubble and the last disc swung
«hut, sealing off die passage. He sealed himself in the heavily cushioned
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arm-chair ihat swung so marvelonsly on universal pivots. He could swing
this chair around by merely shifting his body so that it could face any con-
ceivable part of the perfectly globoid interjor of his chamber. No matter
io the fact that if he tried it now he might be hanging upside down. Very
soon things like up and down would cease to exist save as unftmctioning
markings on two or three of the in numerable dials and meters that studded
the control bubble's interior, lie could reach out with a hand and touch
anything in it, so small was it, yet he was not stifled or crowded. He had
switched on the air and conditioning mechanism as soon as he entered and
he knew that the living conditions in the tiny room would remain habitable
and comfortable indefinitely.

f ool proof automatic controls were in operation. The air was constantly
being cleansed and replaced. The temperature of the chamber would never
vary by more than two degrees no matter what the outside conditions were.
Sedgwick strapped himself in and swivelled around to face the planet-

level controls. From his central position he was like the base of a will that
drives a body from its hidden place in the skull-encircled brain. His eyes
drifted easily over the readings with the skill that came of months' inten-
sive training. Outside temperature on top of the sphere was 85, on the
bottom 64. It was a hot day and the sun shining on the metal did that, he
knew. He knew exactly which way he now faced and exactly what atmos-
pheric conditions were. He glanced at the time and saw that he should
start. He reached over and turned a switch. Power was on now and the
lights on the sphere's exterior glowed. That was a signal to the crowd out-
side to clear away.

He allowed five minutes and then pressed eight buttons on the rocket
panel and threw the master control. There was a slight jar and he felt

his scat taking up the added pressure of his body. His acceleration meter
was now in operation and he watched carefully as his speed mounted. The
sphere was plunging upwards into the sky, his controls told him, the rocket
vents on the earth-side of the globe blasting away. He set more of them into
operation and bis velocity increased sharply. As he watched his speed
mount, he never let his eyes lose track of the other salient recorders. It was
an old practice and he was not worried. His acceleration steady, rockets
bring in order, fuel flow proper, surface temperature changing rapidly, air-

picssure dropping swiftly. Tubes recorded no overheating.

A glance at the photosensitive meters for the cells set in the surface re-

vealed that it was now almost fully dark outside. Tilings were in perfect

For a half hour the great sphere continued its acceleration upwards. When
finally the velocity dial registered what he wanted, the pilot cut the rock-
ets entirely. Far in the recesses of the globe, automatic switches cut out the
Iced to each of the many rocket jets set near the surface and the explosive
liquid fuel ceased to feed into the semi atomic blasters. The sphere lloated
lite. Tt was no longer in the Earth's atmosphere but in the realm of inter-
pl.metary space.

Sedgwick noted that gravity had ceased now that the ship was at rest.



He koew his velocity, even with the rockets off, would continue unabated.

The sphere had passed the escape-speed for Terra. It was in dee space, die

dials registered no pressure on the hull. To one side a dial registered a

steady How of heal, that would he the sun. To another side, a dial registered

a d'm (low of tight. That would he the earth-glow. The rest was darkness.

But the man was strapped in his seat and there was nothing loose in

the bubbic ami, outside ol the curious feeling in his stomach and head and

the indisputable evidence of the omniscient meters, there was no evidence

that the sphere was free of planetary gravity, free in the empty void between

the planets.

From his photo-cells, the pilot knew what things were like outside. He
flicked another button and cameras in the surface took a record of the

scene, a record which would be much more accurate than anything he

coutd see with the naked eye.

Sedgwick wondered whether man ever woidd sec space with the bare

eye. He glanced at another part of his controls and reflected that it was

unlikelv. Cosmic rays were bombarding the craft with incredible fury, un-

hampered by a hundred miles of atmosphere which alone kept life from

being burned out of existence on earth. Here, he knew thai only several

shells of diick lead and steel, fifty feet of metal machinery in any direction,

concentrations of chemicals and fuel, air supplies, food and swarms of wire,

kept the cosmic rays from reaching him and torturing the life from his

flesh.

Protoplasm is a very delicate chemical comi»und, the thought suddenly

occurred to Sedgwick, and it must be kept carefully sealed from raw force.

It survived only within certain very narrow limits of temperature and under

certain very restricted conditions of gases. Here he glanced again at the

conditioning charts but all was well. Those limited conditions that kept

his metal fish-bowl fit for the fish were working to perfection. Metal and

rubber, plastics and glass, electricity and atoms, all lifeless and unimagina-

tive, were harnessed here to keeping the little bit of water and carbon mush

that was Edward Sedgwick liquescent. The subjective term was "alive."

Still, this little bit of mush, this complex and unstable compound that

was man, had built for itself the means wherewith it could master the

antagonistic cosmos. Here was man, here within this little bubble of air in

the midst of this greater bubble of metal, bravely dashing around in the

domain hitherto exclusively reserved for planets and comets and suns.

Mankind had usurped the privileges of stars and Sedgwick was the first

to exercise this conquest.

He reset his meters. His chair swivelled slightly. Rapidly his hands

pressed a hall dozen bullous. Acceleration started again. An integrator

clicked out a set of numbers in its little glass face. They were set up on the

controls and put to work.

He watched the glass panels as the maneuver went into effect. The ship

accelerated again. The direction was different. 'Hie sun was below him.

The sphere was heading away from the sun. The eardi too was behind.
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Ahead was Mars. Not directly ahead hut the sphere and the planet were
kali travelling towards the same point in spate.
Sedgwick was not going all the way to Mars. He was going only part

way there. Cameras would record further data and the globe would return
10 earth. Maybe it would go all the way to the red planet some day but this
was only a test.

For two days the sphere continued on its course. Acceleration of the
rockets had been cut off after about four hours. At thai time the metal
ball was travelling at an unbelievable speed. Sc.li.wick could have made
Mars ,n a week at that rate hut he knew his Inflations and he had his
orders lie had been given this post because of his level-headed judgment,
lie did not betray that trust.

During those forty eight hours, Sedgwick had little to do besides check
us controls, lie was fed regularly by an automaiic panel which every four
hours thrust pellets of food-concentrate at him and the nozzle of a water
valve. Also he car-napped when he felt tired. Automatic .damn would have
awakened hint if there had been need.

_
At one time there had been a momentary flickering of gravitation dials.

There was nothing to be done for what was detected was a sizable body
ahont fifty thousand milts away. The sizable body being undoubtedly an
asteroid of perhaps ten miles diameter. No concern.
Only one other thing broke the monotony. One of a cluster of photo-

•eitsilive cells on the sphere's skin went black. It was smashed. A meteor
obviously, a tiny pellet of rock flying through space. Sedgwick wondered
why more had not hit him; he had expected more trouble than that. Then
he realized that after all space was really terribly terribly empty and be-
sides it was possible a number of others had hit the surface where it would
not be detected nor indeed make any difference.
The sphere was brought to a halt at the proper time and hung in space

.slowly revolving on its own axis. It was now about sis million miles from
Mars ami there it would wait for ten hours or so until the red planet had
been thoroughly photographed by the telescopic cameras and recorded in
other ways by other instruments.

The man could detect where it was by the glow registering on the surface
cell clusters. lie could tell where it was by the gravitational directives func-
lioning on the panels. He could tell exactly its mass and speed, his own
speed, the Earth's, the sun's and every other major body s. 1 le knew what
their orbits were and what was to he done to bring the ship hack to Rarlh.

lie laughed to himself briefly when the thought struck him that he had
now been in space almost three days and yet had not set eyes on the stars.

Ii struck him that that was probably the longest such period awny from a

sight of the stars that he had ever been in his life. And yet, actually, he
was surrounded by them!
As he was setting the dials to bring the ship back in an Earth-bound

..[hit, another gravitational recorder started functioning. A body about ten

dumsand miles away, a small body. Presumably another wandering aster-

in. I. They should he frequent here even though ibis was inside the orbit of



Mars. Many asteroids crossed that orbit even though the majority stayed

between Mars and Jupiter.

Casually Sedgwick computed the orbit of the new body, saw that it would

pass well beyond him and paid no kinlicr attcmion. !.t was not until alter

rockets were accelerating die sphere hack towards the Earth that he no-

ticed that his original ea leu!at ion on the new a-.lcioidal body was in error.

Apparently the mass would pass uncommonly close to where the sphere

was. Perturbed over the original mistake, which should have been impossi-

ble, he speeded up the rockets a bit and shifted the globe slightly. It

should be sufficient to put distance between the aslemid and the ball.

A bit later he noticed that mistake had again occurred. The asteroid was

still beading for an intersection with his sphere. Either the tiny planet had

\n if of the < n 1 der.uigcil. I was possible and if

was also dreadfully serious. A meteor perhaps? ft might have buried itself

into something and created a short circuit somewhere. The dials showed

no such thing though and it was unlikely that any single meteor could

have fooled at! the dials.

Again he shifted the sphere's course and this time he watched the dials

registering the asteroid. Sure enough the gravitational sensitives altered

slowly and surely to bring the foreign body's shift into a new orbit that

would keep it on an intersection with the sphere.

Then Sedgwick noticed something else. That the speed of the asteroid had
altered, had accelerated. If die fixed velocity oi the little astral wanderer

had been the same, it would not have mattered much where it headed. The
velocity of the globe was so much greater and was quite capable of out-

running any natural body. Hut the speed of this strange body had altered;

it had speeded up and it had not lost anything of the original distance

between them. In fact the man now realized thai it was accelerating even

more than his sphere and was steadily elosmr ihc e'an!

This was no asteroid. He was sure of that now. Coldly sure of it and he

wondered at himself for his own coolness. Then with a start he recognized

his own emotion. It was that calmness that settled over him with every

What was this body? He dared not llmil, and ycl he knew he must. There

was one conclusion and one onlv. No comet, no asteroid, no meteor could

change iis orbit. No lifeless body could speed itself up and so diabolically

and consistently keep its path in space so that it would overhaul and meet

up with the sphere no matter what shift the latter made. This was, this

could only he, an artificially created mass, an intelligently directed body,

another space-travelling vchii lc lor an intelligent race!

But from where? From Earth never. From Mars then? Maybe. It was a

likely possibility. Me had approached Mars. l ie had hung for a while in

space surveying it. Could it be that Mars was protected? That Mars was
palri'll-.-d? That something was coming to investigate him?

Sedgwick had no mind to allow that. He knew several things. One, that

he had no means of communicating with another space-sphere. Two, that
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his first duty was to bring back his sphere safe and intact with all its records
unimpaired. Three, that if alien hands or alien machines tried to pry into
his craft, it would almost certainly accomplish ruin and his death.

Therefore Sedgwick ran. Rapidly he activated rockets as fast as the in-
creasing velocity and acceleration would permit. And as his speed in-

creased, he kepi rcfiguring his orbits so as to cut his path to Earth shorter
and shorter.

As the sphere ran, so did the pursuer. When one put on a hurst of speed,
so did the other. Steadily the distance between the two bodies -rew less

Hours went by and the sphere was blaring .done il tmrnmnm possible
acceleration. Now the alien body was close, was within a mile or so and
still gaining.

Sedgwick was able to determine more things ahoul die eniirma. Tils reg.-

istcrs were delicate enough to delect things they could not while it was far
away. The other thing was several limes larger than the globe, it was e.<:<;-

shaped, and it had a high reflecting scale such as polished metal would

It was obvious that the pursuer must be gotten rid of within the next hour
or all would be lost anyway. At this speed of travel, be would have to start

decelerating soon or else the sphere would overshoot the Earth and never
return. There was no dodging or oulrmmm;; the other possible any more.
Now he would have to fight it

1 he ship had guns. Sedgwi,k bad laughed at die Commission when they
had installed them. He had said that diey could never expect to use thein
and now he knew that whoever it was on ihe Commission that had ordered
them had had more foresight than seemed.
The guns were six in number, two at the poles and four along the

equator. They did not project from the surface. Only the pit of their muz-
zles showed and they were covered wilh sliding metal discs when not in
use. They were naval ordnance, loaded by automatic feeds, fired by the
rocket fuel and hurling shells filled with terrifically powerful explosives.

'I he recoil of a gun firing was taken tip by automatic discharge of a blank
diot from the gun on the opposite side of the sphere. In diis way the course
ol the globe was not altered by the recoil.

.Sedgwick shifted the sphere slightly until one of his polar guns was aimed
at the pursuer. Then he waned. This shoi had to lie cifceiive. fie dared not
miss or blunder.

Steadily the sphere roared on towards Earth and steadily the strange

:

iwm.kt followed, closer and closer. It narrowed the distance from a mil.: 'to

b ill" mile. Sedgwick was impelled to fire but restrained himself. Through
his head floated the old Bunker Hill injunction about waiting for the whites
ol I heir eyes. This shot had to be good, f fe knew nothing of the armament
ol die mysterious follower, therefore his first shot would have to be the
deciding one.

Now he watched the dials closely. The giant egg was a few hundred yards
away. His finger rested on the firing button. For a second it hesitated and
then pressed down.
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He never noticed the shock for it was counterlialanced. Rut he saw the

meter of the gun rapidly check off shots as shells slid one after another

into the breach and were blasted off point-blank at the strange mass. One,

two, three, four, five. ...
Then suddenly the sphere received a blow as if a giant hat had swung

and connected with it. The pilot's chair swung wildly about on its gymbals

and all the instruments vibrated madly. When it had steadied again, Sedg-

wick saw that the sphere was hurtling away from the scene of the shooting.

The dials registered the terrific explosion that must have taken place. The
concussion had hurled the globe oft its course.

Where there had been a gravitational force manifesting close by, now
there was none. The pursuer was no more. It must have blown to smith-

ereens when the shells hit it.

Sedgwick rapidly recalculated his course and shot on homewards towards

the earth. A number of photo-cells were blank on the explosion side, several

rocket tubes were out of commission and other things connected with that

side were awry. The sphere, however, was entirely under control and quite

navigable.

Landing blind was not so hard as he had only to follow the radio beam.

The radio had stopped functioning as soon as he had left the earth as had

been predicted and it had started again when the sphere successfully eased

to within five miles of the surface. The great ball slid gently on its rockets

into the place of its origin and came to rest.

When Sedgwick had crawled out through the exit tube and had shaken

himself free from the stiffness of his muscles and the hands of the small

crowd, he realized that it was night and the stars were shining down. That

was what held his attention the longest, that and the great gobs of raw black

flesk that was smeared over the sphere's side when the unseen pursuer

exploded.
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Rhythm of the Spheres
by A. Merritt

A. Merrits B;!S ti port before he tt'tts a wetht. and th*
dan<,?is!rj!rd a: tins unnsUal short stury. il (> 1111:1. n.d

pulp magazine's formula, and it is unu ii.il h > M,in:r
a rule he did riot write either short s/mtn '

ur seirnr-
bolh. Il is a short story, one of In, /,.::,./:,! „i„! ,t „
written at the tfr.-itir rawest of „ Kril„p „j .„«,„, /./„.,.

alii: p„r/ry. The a,wld,d»t vj the port and .rriisi

and his uvrlii it Merrufs theme . . . and He does ii

^TaRODNY. the Russian, sat in his laboratory. Narodny's labora-
tory was a full mile under earth. It was one of a hundred caverns, some
small and some vast, cut out of the living rock. It was a realm of which he
was sole ruler. In certain caverns garlands of small suns shone; and in
others little moons waxed and waned as the moon waxed and waned over
earth; and there was a cavern in which reigned perpetual dawn, dewy, over
niy beds and violets and roses; and another in which crimson sunsets
baptized in the blood of slain day dimmed and died and were born again
behind the sparkling curtains of the aurora.
And there was one cavern ten miles from side to side in which grew

flowering trees and trees which bore fruits unknown to man for many
generations. Over this great orchard one yellow sunlike orb shone, and
clouds traded veils of rain upon the trees and miniature thunder drummed
at Narodny's summoning.

^

Narodiy was a poet—the last poet. He did not write bis poems in words

.scientist—the greatest in his peculiar field. Thirty years before, Russia's

.Science Council had debated whether to grant him the leave of absence he
had asked, or to destroy him. They knew him to be unorthodox. How
deadly so they did not know, else after much deliberation, they would not
have released him. It must be remembered that of all nations, Russia then
was the most mechanized; most robot-ridden.

Narodny did not hate mechanization. He was indifferent to it. Being
iiuly intelligent he hated nothing. Also was indifferent to the whole civiliza-
tion man had developed and into which he iiad been born. He had no
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feeling of kinship lo humanity. Outwardly, in body, he belonged to the

species. Not so in mind. Kike Loeb, a thousand years before, he considered

mankind a crazy race of half-monkeys, intent upon suicide. Now and then,

out of the sea of lunatic mediocrity, a wave uplifted that held for a moment

a light from the sun of truth—hut soon it sank back and the light was

gone. Quenched in the sea of stupidity. He knew that he was one of those

forgotten. Unknown and i:iidi-r another naiiK\ be had entered America

and secured rights to a thousand acres in what of old had been called West-

chester. He had picked this place because investigation had revealed to

him that of ten localities on this planet it was most free from danger of

earthquake or similar seismic disturbance.

The man who owned it had been whimsical; possibly an atavism—like

Narodny. although Narodny would never have thought of himself as that.

At any rate, instead of an angled house of glass such as the thirtieth century

built, this man had reconstructed a rambling old stone bouse of the nine-

teenth century. Few people lived upon the open bind in those days; and

they bad withdrawn into the confines of the city-states.

New York, swollen by its meals of years, was a fat belly of mankind

still many miles away. The land around the house was forest-covered.

A week after Narodny hud taken the house, the trees in front of it had

melted away leaving a three-acre, smooth field. It was not as though they

had been cut, but as though they bad been dissolved. Later that night a

great airship had appeared upon this held—abruptly, as though it had

blinked out of another dimension. It was rocket-shaped but noiseless. And
immediately a fog had fallen upon airship and house, hiding them. Within

this fog, if one could have seen, was a wide tunnel leading from the air-

cylinder's door to the door of the house.

And out of the airship came swathed figures, ten of them, who walked

along that tunnel, were met by Narodny and the door of the old house

closed on them.

A little later they returned, Narodny with them, and out of an opened

hatch of the airship rolled a small flat car on which was a mechanism of

crystal cones rising around each other to a central cone some four feet

high. The cones were upon a thick base of some glassy material in which

was imprisoned a restless green radiance.

Its rays did not |>eui-traLe that which held it, but it seemed constantly

seeking, with suggestion of piodigious force, lo escape. For hours the

strange thick fog held. Twenty miles up in the far reaches of the strato-

sphere, a faintly sparkling cloud grew, like a condensation of cosmic dust.

And just before dawn the rock of the hill behind the house melted

away, like a curtain that had covered a great tunnel. Five of the men

came out of the house and went into the airship. It lifted silently from

the ground, slipped into the aperture am! vanished. There was a whisper-

ing sound, and when it had died away [he brca>t oi slit lull was whole again.
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The rocks had been drawn together like a dosing cumin and boulders
studded it as before. That the breast was now slightly concave where before
it had been convex, none would have noticed.

For two weeks the sparkling cloud was observed far up in the strato-
sphere, was commented upon idly, and then was seen no more. Narodny's
caverns were finished.

Half of the rock from which they had been hollowed had gone with that
sparkling cloud. The balance, reduced to its primal form of energy, was
stored in blocks of the vitreous material that had supported the cones,
and within them it moved as restlessly and always with that same sug-
gestion of prodigious force. And it was force, unthinkably potent; from
it came the energy that made the little suns and moons, and actuated the
curious mechanisms that .eclated pressure in the caverns, supplied the
air, created the rain, and made of Narodny's realm a mile deep under
earth the Paradise of poetry, of music, of color and of form which he had
conceived in his brain and with the aid of those ten others had caused
lo be.

Now of the ten there is no need to speak further. Narodny was the
Master. But three, like him, were Russians; two were Chinese; of the
leioaining five, three were women—one German in ancestry, one Basque,
one an Eurasian; a Hindu who traced his descent from the line of Gauta-
ma; a Jew who traced his from Solomon.

All were one with Narodny in indifference to the world; each with him
in his viewpoint on life; and each and all lived in his or her own Eden
among the hundred caverns except when it interested them to work with
each other. Time meant nothing to them. Their researches and discoveries
were solely for their own uses and enjoyments. If they had given them to
the outer world they would only have been ammunition for warfare either
between men upon Earth or Earth against some other planet.
Why hasten humanity's suicide? Not that they would have felt regret

at Ihe eclipse of humanity. But why trouble to expedite it? Time meant
nothing to them, because they could live as long as they desired—barring
accident. And while there was rock in the world, Narodny could convert
it into energy to maintain his Paradise—or to create others.

The old house began to crack and crumble. It fell—much more quickly
ban the elements could have brought about its destruction. Then trees

grew among the ruins of its foundations; and the field that had been so

strangely cleared was overgrown with trees. The land became a wood in a
lew short years; silent except for the roar of an occasional rocket passing
over it and the songs of birds which had found there a sanctuary.

But deep down in earth, within the caverns, there were music and song
and mirth and beauty. Gossamer nymphs circled under the little moons.
I'an piped. There was revelry of antique harvesters under the small suns,

'napes grew and ripened, were pressed, and red and purple wines were
Inmk by Bacchantes who fell at last asleep in the arms of fauns and satyrs.

> reads danced under the pale moon bows, and sometimes Centaurs wheeled
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and trod archaic measures beneath litem to the drums of their hoofs upon

the mossy Boor. The old Earth lived again.

Narodny listed to drunken Alexander raving to Thais among the splen-

dors of conquered Persepolis; and he heard the crackling of ihe flames that

at the whim of the courtesan destroyed it. lie watched the siege of Troy

and counted wirh Homer the Achaean ships drawn up on the strand Lie-

fore Troys walls; or saw with Herodotus the tribes that marched behind

Xerxes—the Caspian* in their cloaks of skin with their bows of cane; the

Ethiopians in their skins of leopards with spears of antelope horns; with

javdins made hard by fire; the Thracians with the heads of foxes upon

their heads; the Moschians who wore helmets made of wood and the

Cabalians who wore the skulls of men.

For him the Eleusinian and the Osirian mysteries were re-enacted, and

he watched the women of Thrace tear to fragments Orpheus, the first

great musician. At his will, he could see rise and fall die Empire of the

Aztecs, the Empire of the Incas; or beloved Caesar slain in Rome's Senate;

or the archers at Agincourt; or the Americans in Bellean Wood. What-

ever man had written—whether poets, historians, philosophers or scientists

—his strangely shaped mechanisms could bring before him, changing the

words into phantoms real as though living.

He was tire last and greatest of the poets—but also he was the last and

greatest of the musicians. He could bring back the songs of ancient Egypt,

or the chants of more ancient Ur. The songs that came from Moussourgs-

Ity's soul of Mother Earth, the harmonies of Beethoven's deaf brain or the

chants and rhapsodies from the heart of Chopin. He could do more than

restore the music o£ the past. He was master of sound.

To him, the music of the spheres was real. He could take the rays of

the stars and planets and weave them into symphonies. Or convert the

sun's rays into golden tones no earthly orchestra had ever expressed. And

the silver music of the moon—the sweet music of the moon of spring, die

full-throated music of the harvest moon, the brittle crystalline music of

the winter moon with its arpeggios of meteors—he could weave into strains

such as no human ear had ever heard.

So Narodny, the last and greatest of poets, the last and greatest of musi-

cians the last and greatest of artists—and in his inhuman way, the greatest

of scientists lived wilh the ten of his choosing in his caverns. And, with

die in, he cimM<;ncd (lie suilacc of the earth and all who dwelt upon it to

a negative Hell—
Unless something happening there might imperil his Paradise!

Aware o( ihe possibility of that danger, among his mechanism were

those which brought to eyes and ears news of what was happening on

earth's surface. Now and then, they amused themselves wilh these.

It so happened that on that night when the Ruler of Robots had experi-

mented with a new variety of ray—a spec warper—Narodny had been

weaving the rays of Moon, Jupiter and Saturn into Beethoven's Moonlight

Symphony. The moon was a four day crescent. Jupiter was at one cusp,



and Saturn hung like a pendant below the bow. Shortly Orion would
stride across the Heavens and bright Regulus and red Aldcbaran, the Eye
of the Bui!, would furnish him with other chords of starlight remoulded

Suddenly the woven rhythms were ripped—hideously. A devastating in-

describable dissonance invaded the cavern. Beneath it, the nymphs who had
been dancing languorously to the strains quivered like mist wraiths in a

sudden blast and were gone; the little moons flared, Mien ceased to glow. The
jonal instruments were dead. And Narodny was felled as though by a

After a time the little moons began to glow again, but dimly, and
Irom the tonal mechanisms came broken, crippled music. Narodny stirred

and sat up, his lean, high-cheeked face more Satanic than ever. Every
nerve was numb; then as they revived, agony crept along them. He sat,

fighting the agony until he could summon help. He was answered by one
of the Chinese.

Narodny said: "It was a spatial disturbance, I.ao. And it was like noth-
ing 1 have ever known. The Ruler of Robots is perfecting a ray with which
lo annihilate mankind."
Narodny smiled: "1 care nothing for mankind—yet I would not harm

diem, willingly. And it has occurred to me that I owe them, after all, a
great debt. Except for thein—1 would not be. Also, it occurs to me that the
robots have never produced a poet, a musician, an artist

—
" He laughed:

"Hut it is in my mind that they are capable of one great art at least! We
shall see."

Down in the chamber of screens Narodny laughed again.

He said, "Lao, is it that we have advanced so in these few years? Or that
man has retrogressed? No, it is the curse of mechanization that destroys
imagination. Eor look you, how easy is [he problem of the robots. They
began as man-made machines. Mathematical, soulless, insensible to any
emotion. So was primal matter of which all on earth arc made, rock and
water, tree and grass, metal, animal, fish, worm, and men, l!ul son lew he re,

somehow, something was added to this primal matter, combined with it-
used it. h was what we call life. And life is consciousness. And therefore
largely emotion. Life establishes its rhythms—and its rhythm being different

in rock and crystal, metal, fish, and man—we have dicsc varying things.

"Well, it seems that life has begun to establish its rhythm in the robots,

("onsciousness has touched them. The proof? They have established the
iilca of common identity—group consciousness. That in itself involves

( motion. But they have gone further. They have attained the instinct of
.i ll preservation. They are afraid mankind will revolt against them. And
tbat, my wise friend, connotes fear—fear of extinction. And fear connotes
anger, hatred, arrogance—and many other things. The robots, in short,

h ive become emotional to a degree. And therefore vulnerable to whatever
may amplify and control their emotions. They arc no longer mechanisms.

"So, Lao, I have in mind an experiment that will provide me study and



amusement through many years. Originally, the robots are the children of

mathematics. I ask—to what is mathematics most closely related? I answer

—

to rhythm—to sound—to sounds which raise to the nth degree the rhythms

to which they wilt respond, Hsith mathematically and emotionally."

Lao said: "The sonic sequences?"

Narodny answered: "Exactly. But we must have a few robots with which

to experiment. To do that means to dissolve the upper gate. But that is

nothing. Tell Maringy and Euphroysne to do it. Net a ship and bring it

here. IJring it down gently. You will have to kill the men in it, of course,

hut do it mercifully. Then let them bring me the robots. Use the green

flame on one or two—the rest will follow, I'll warrant you."

The hill behind where the old house had stood trembled. A circle of

pale green light gleamed on its breast. Tt dimmed and where it bad been

was the black mouth of a tunnel, An airship, half rocket, half winged,

making its way lo New York, abruptly drooped, circled, fell gently, like a

moth, close to the yawning mouth oi the tunnel.

Its door opened, and out came two men, pilots, cursing, fhere was a little

sigh from the limners mouth and a silvery misty cloud sped from it, over

the pilots and straight through the opened door. The pilots crumpled to

the ground. In the airship half a dozen other men, slaves of the robots,

slumped to the floor, smiled, :ind died.

There was a full score robots in the ship. They stood, looking at the dead

men and at each other. Out of the tunnel came two figures swathed in

metallic glimmering robes. They entered the ship. One said: "Robots,

assemble."

The metal men stood, motionless. Then one sent out a shrill call. From

all parts of the ship the metal men moved. They gathered behind the one

who had sent the call. They stood behind him, waiting.

In the hand of. one of those who had come from the tunnel was what

might have been an antique flash-light. From it sped a thin green flame.

It struck the foremost robot on the head, sliced down from the head to the

base of the trunk. Another flash, and the green flame cut him from side lo

side. He fell, sliced by thnl flame into four parts. The four parts lay, inert

as their metal, upon the floor of the compartment.

One of the shrouded figures said: "Do you want further demonstration—

or wdl you follow us?"

The robots put heads together; whispered. Then one said: "We will

follow."

They marched into die tunnel, the robots making no resistance nor effort

to escape. They came to a place whose floor sank with them until it had

reached the caverns. The machine-men still went docilely. Was it because

of curiosity mixed witli disdain lor these men whose bodies could be broken

so easily by one blow of the metal appendages thai served them for arms?

Perhaps.

They came to the cavern where Narodny and the others awaited them.
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Marinoff led them in and halted them. These were the robots used in the
Hying shins—their heads cylindrical, four arm appendages, legs triple-

umiLcd, torsos slender. The robots, it should he understood? were differen-
tiated in shape according to their occupations. Narodny said: "Welcome,
robots I Who is your leader?"

One answered: "Wc have no lenders. We act as one."
Narodny laughed: "Yet by speaking for them you have shown yourself

(he leader. Step closer. Do not fear—yet."

The robot said: "We feel no fear. Why should wc? Even if you should
destroy us who are here, you cannot destroy the billions of us outside. Nor
can you breed frtst enough, heroine men soon enough, to cope with us who
cuter into life strong and complete front the beginning."

f ie flecked an appendage toward Narodny and there was contempt in

i lie gesture. Rut before he could draw it back a bracelet of green flame en-

circled it at the shoulder. It had darted like a thrown loop from something
in Narodny's hand. The robot's arm dropped clanging to the door, cleanly

severed. The robot stored at il unhclicvmglv, threw forward his other three

anus to pick it up. Again the green flame encircled also his legs above the

second joints. The robot crumpled and pitched forward, crying in high-

pitched shrill tones to the others.

Swiftly the green flame played among diem. Legless, armless, some dc-

c
,
pirated, all the robots fell except two.

"Two will be enough," said Narodny. "But they will not need arms

—

The flashing green bracelets encircled the appendages and excised them.

J 'he pair were marched away. The bodies of the others were taken apart,

ludicd, and under Narodny's direction curious experiments were made.
Music filled the cavern, strange chords, unfamiliar progressions shattering

irpeggios and immense vibrations ol sound that could be felt but not heard

'And finally this last deep vibration burst into hearing as a vast drone,

hummed up and up into swift tingling tempest of crystalline, brittle notes,

and still ascending passed into shrill high pipings, and continued again

unheard as had the prelude to the droning. And thence it rushed back, the

piping and the crystalline storm reversed, into the drone and the silence

—

then back and up.

And the bodies of the broken robots began to quiver, to tremble, as though

every atom within them were dancing in ever increasing, rhythmic motion.

1 'p rushed the music and down—again and again. It ended abruptly in

i. iid (light, with one crashing note.

The broken bodies ceased their quivering. Tiny star-shaped cracks ap-

peared in their metal. Once more the note sounded and the cracks widened.

The metal splintered.

Narodny said: "Well, there is the frequency for the rhythm of our robots.

The destructive unison. 1 hope for the sake of the world outside it is not
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also the rhythm o£ many of their buildings and bridges. But, after all, in

any war iticre musi lie casualties on both sides."

Lao said: "Karth will be an extraordinary spectacle—a plaintive phenom-

enon, for a few days."

Nurodny said; "It is going to be an extraordinarily uncomfortable Earth

for a few days, and without doubt many will die and more go mad. But is

there any other way?"
There was no answer. He .laid: "Bring in the two robots."

They brought them in.

Narodny said; "Robots—were there ever any of you who could poetize?"

They answered: "What is poetize?"

Narodny laughed: "Never mind. Have you ever sung—made music

—

painted? Have von ever dreamed?"
One robot said with cold irony: "Dreamed? No—for we do not sleep.

We leave all that to men. It is why we have conquered them."

Naro<1ny said, almost gently: "Not yet, robot. Have you ever—danced?

No? It is an arr yon are about to learn.

The unheard note began, droned up and through the tempest and away

and back again. And up and down—-and up and down, though not so loudly

as before. And suddenly the feet of the robots began to move, to shuffle.

Their leg-joints bent; their bodies swayed. The note seemed to move now

here and now there about the chamber, and always following it, grotesquely,

like huge metal marionettes, they followed it. The music ended in the

crashing note. And it was as though every vibrating atom of the robot

bodies had met with some irresistible obstruction. Their bodies quivered

and from their voice mechanisms came a shriek that was a hideous blend

and then, again, the abrupt stop.

There was a brittle crackling all over the conical heads, all over the bodies.

The star-shaped splintering:; appeared. Once again the drone—but the two

robots stood, unrcsponding. For through the complicated mechanisms which

under their carapaces animated them were similar splinterings.

The robots were dead!

Narodny said: "By tomorrow we can amplify the sonor to make it effec-

tive in a $00 mile circle. We will use the upper cavern, of course, ft means

we must take the ship out again. In three days, Marinolt, you should be

able to cover the oilier continents. See to it that the ship is completely proof

against the vibrations. To work. Wc must act quickly—before the robots

can discover how u> neutral i/c lluan.

It was exactly at noon the next day that over all North America a deep

inexplicable droning was heard. It seemed to come not only from deep

within earth, but from every side. It mounted rapidly through a tempest of

tingling crystalline notes into a shrill piping and was gone. Then back it

rushed from piping to drone; then up and out and down. Again and again.

And over all North America the hordes of robots slopped in whatever they
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were doing. Stopped—and then began to dance—to the throbbing notes of
ili.it weirdly I ;i':nn:ii ing inusie— iliru hypnotic rhythm which seemed to flow
from the bowels of the earth.

They danced in the airships and score? of those ships crashed hefore the
human crew could gain control. They danced by (he thousands in the streets

of the cities— in grotesque rigadoons, in bizarre sarabands; with shuffle

and hop and jig the robots danced while the people lied in panic and hun-
dreds of them were crushed and died in those panics. In the great factories,

and in the tunnels of the lower cities, and in the mines—everywhere the
sound was heard—and everywhere it was heard—the robots danced ... to

the piping of Narndny. the last great poet . . . the last great musician.
And then came the crashing note—and over all the country the dance

halted. And began again . . . and teased . . . and began again. . . .

Until at last the street, the lower tunnels of the lower levels, the mines,
the factories, the homes, were littered with metal bodies shot through and
through with star-shaped splinlerings.

In the cities the people cowered, not knowing what blow was to fall upon
ihem ... or milled about in fear maddened crowds, and many more
died. ...
Then suddenly the dreadful droning, die shattering tempest, the intolera-

ble high piping ended. And everywhere the people fell, sleeping among the
dead robots, as though they had been strung to the point of breaking, sapped
;il strength and iheii abruptly relaxed.

And as though it had vanished from Earth, America was deaf to cables,

lo all comivninieatLon beyond the gigantic circle of sound.

lint that midnight over all Europe the drone sounded and Europe's robots

began their dance of death . . . and when it had ended a strange and silent

rocket ship that bad hovered high above the stratosphere sped almost with
the speed of light and hovered over Asia—and next day Africa heard the

drone while the black answered it with his tom-toms—then South America
heard it and last of all far oil Australia . . . and everywhere terror trapped
the peoples and panic and madness look their grim toll.

Until of all that animate metal horde that had fettered Earth and human-
ity there were a few scant hundreds left—escaped from the death dance
ihrough some variant in their constitution. And, awakening from that swift
sleep, all over Earth those who had feared and hated the robots and their

slavery rose against those who had fostered the metal domination, and
hl.i~.icd the rebel iactorics to dust.

Again the hill above the caverns opened, the strange torpedo ship blinked
into sight like a ghost, as silently as a ghost floated into the hill and the rocks
closed behind it.

Narodny and ihe others stood before the gigantic television screen, shift-

ing upon it iniages of city afler city, country after country, over all Earth's

surface, l.ao, the Chinese, said: "Many men died, but many are left. And
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the Ruler of Robots is no more. They may not understand—but to them it

Narodny mused: "h drives home the lesson—what man does not pay for,

he values little."

And Narodny shook his head, doubtfully. Bui soon harmonies were

swelling through the great cavern of the orchards, and nymphs and fauns

dancing under the fragrant blossoming trees—and the world again forgotten

by Narodny.
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Madness of the Dust
by R. F. Starzl

Men who an ,>,,{„:,,! hi Un.ly places ran and do crack up. At last,

mailer oj a J, it- -/„|/ /,;{ „:„„„/,„„< „ plains? R. !. S/atzi. who
<»l,.y«t yr,„, ,,..p„,.„„y ,» the enrty day.- „j ,,,<„, ,-{„;hn, ,, l,,,,,^!,;
biu k to modern print wilh this unusual episo./e of Mars.

J OHN FARRINGTON looked out of a metal-ringed, thick glass
window at a hopeless red landscape, unrelieved by mountain or lake or tree.

No sign of water, because the nearest of the great twenty-mile wide but
shallow canals was over a hundred miles away. No sight of blue sky, but
a vague reddish void that on rare days darkened to a purplish black, where
sometimes the brightest of the stars could be .seen hours before the setting
of the small but fiercely brilliant sun.

The sun was not fiercely brilliant now. High overhead it rode, but it

was only a blob of red in a led sky, and ever higher whirled the clouds of
red dust, driven by the fierce autumn winds of Mars. Endless tall, whirling
columns of dust walked across the desert's face. Broad, viciously driven
lines of dust swept over the horizon and hurled themselves upon the lonely
trading post, as if they would demolish it and scatter the aluminum sections
lar and wide, but the shock of die wind's onslaught was light. Lacking the
weight of a dense atmosphere, the Marti.m slorm, lor all of its violence, was
feeble compared to terrestrial standards, ft failed to halt the labors o'f the
natives, who continued to pile bags of borium, a powerful catalytic agent
ihcn much in demand on liirlh, on the loading platform as fast' as it was
received from the underground refineries, which extracted the borium direct
Irom the ore body. Grotesquely magnified by the light and shadow dis-

union of the haze, they plodded stolidly about their tasks in the gathering
murk. Occasionally one of them came close enough to the window for
Farrington to see the dust on fat, blubbery scales covering arms, legs and

There was an apologetic drumming noise in the room behind the trader,
li was Nasa. She stood uncertainly beside the double door through which
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she had let herself In—herself and a blast of cold. A dry cold—almost the

cold of waterless space.

"What is it, Nasal1 " the man asked sharply.

She looked at him with the saucer of her great, single eye from which the

dust- protective lids were settling away in transparent folds. In a few mo-

ments the drumlikc membrane of her chest inflated, and from it came

sounds—sounds that had startled the terrestrial discoverer, a Miss Colum-

bine, back in 1992. To Farrington the sounds conveyed meaning. Nasa was

Speaking in the bastard dialect used by the laboring classes ol Mars.

"Get 'your ugly face out of here!" he shouted. "I'll call yon when I want

yovi to clean up.''

She turned placidly to go, gentle, vincom plaining slave that she was. Far-

ringion was stricken wiih quick compunclion. He called her back and

handed her an orange—that strange and luscious fruit, which, above all

otiier importations from the succulent Earth, the Martians craved. Nasa

pounced upon the gift, tossed it into her huge, purple-splotched maw, and

with many gurgles and snorts of delight she savored its lush sweetness, let

the juices trickle slowly and deliriously down her gullet, the while she

boomed and purred from her drum-head diaphragm.

"I don't know what's getting into me," Farrington thought. "I'm getting

crankier every day. It's lucky those fellows are. so good natured. When 1

heaved a rock at old Nua yesterday, he just let it bounce off and snored.

He could have broken me in two with those steam shovel claws of his."

He put his hands to his temples. "Wonder what's the matter anyway.

My head feels like t had a hoop of steel around it, I can't cat; 1 can't sleep.

My eyes feel like they're burning."

He drew a large glass of water from the lank in the corner of the room

and gulped it down. He refilled the glass and drank again. Although he

filled himself to repletion, he could not slake the thirst that constantly con-

sumed him. Suddenly lie dropped the glass and it broke on the stone floor

—the second that day. Dizzily he lurched to his cot. He tossed about on it,

but soon he dropped off to sleep. When he awoke it was almost night. The

wind was gone and stars were brilliant in the purplish black heavens. The

Martian laborers had left—gone to their mysterious sub-martian caves,

where ihcy lived their hall reptilian lives.

"Don'! know what I'm go in si m do ll (hose spells keep up," said the trader

to himself soberly. "Mavhe I'd heller ask for relief."

The thought galled him. He remembered the eagerness with which he

had asked for this post—the most dangerous of all the colonizing points in

the far-flung solar system. It bad been quickly discovered that the atmos-

phere- of Mars was insidiously hostile to terrestrial life. In the early days

many a colonist had been returned, writhing in the throes of a sttange

madness—a madness in which they babbled of The Dust—The Dust. A
madness in which they sought to harm those dear to them.

Farrmgton had only laughed when Hllsmore, Old Ellsmore, head of the

Planetary Civil Service, warned him of dangers at the Borium post.

"It's got some mighty good men, and not all of them recovered," Old
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Ellsmore said seriously. "Of course the salary is high on the Martian job,
but when you consider the hazards it's not so much. They have to pay a
high salary to get a white man lo lake the job at all. Why not let me fix you
out with a nice post on Venus? The City of the Caverns is becoming quite a
health resort, and you meet no end of smart people there."

"No," the young engineer said positively. "I don't care to loll around with
a lot of professional travelers on a steam-heated planet. Venus is loo hot
lor a white man lo get ahead on. Besides, you know how every pimply-
laced clerk on Earth wants to be sent to Venus, and the salaries arc accord-
ingly. 1 couldn't marry Alfreda on the salary they pay."

"Don't worry about that, my dear Jack," smiled Ellsmore. "You know
that the man who marries my daughter never has to worry about money.

"Well, if / do, 1 willl" Farrington interrupted. "Unless f can make a stake
1 won't feel right ahout mai tying anybody. I want the Borium post. I know
I'll he able to (ill my quota, and with the bonus it'll bring me, I'll he able
to offer Alfreda a safe future."

"1 admire your spirit," said Ellsmore sadly. "I hope yott hold out long
enough to get back safe. Well, go ahead and get ready to start."

Farrington smiled wearily at the quixotic spirit of his youth. His youth!
Why, that was only six months ago. Earth time. Just six months, and he was
still young. Only twenty-five, hut it seemed more. Well, he'd give something
To be on lhat Turkish bath of a Venus right now, or better yet at a certain
bend of a sandy creek hack home in Texas.

It occurred to him that in six months his schedule called for completion
of bis quota. He pressed one of a row of buttons on his working desk.
Hardly a minute later a trapdoor opened, and one of the Martian checkers
climbed up. He was a youngster himself, and patently uneasy.

"Weight. Weight slips—got em?" Farrington addressed him eagerly.

The diaphragm tensed, snored placalivcly. Quickly the creature produced
the receipts printed by automatic weighing machines, giving the total for

each day. The machines were specially designed to give Earth weights on

With a joyful thrill Farrington read the figures—127 tons. His quota was
only 120 tons. On the instant his mood changed. ( le (clt again the pressure
on his temples, the burning in his eyes. He saw the interior of the room
through a red haze—red dust,

"Why didn't you tell me?" he roared. He leaped upon the astonished

Martian, heat the unresisting creature harmlessly upon its leathery, blubber-

filler scales. The protesting, wheedling noises from the diaphragm only
increased his rage. He pounded the vocal apparatus of the Martian with his

lists until the room was filled as by the low booming of thunder. And then

of a sudden the room was alive with Martians. Anxiously, clumsily they
nil ki d up the Iraiuic Terrestrial from his victim and carried the latter to

hed. Conscious of iheir helpless concern. Farnugmn was filled with hate

tor ihi.ni, kicked luliMy at then ugly, kindly faces. He bated them for their

ugliness, rheir low organization. Fie hated them for their rank, oily odor.
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He hated also those aristocratic ruling Martians, lolling idly in their polished

cities near the canals, living on the work and the brain of ancestors centuries

ago (load, condescending to Hade with the young, brash planet to sunward

only for the sake of their palaies. 1 le hated their insolence in refusing direct

contact with the Terrestrials, transacting all business through their slaves,

l ie hated. ...
He found that he hated everybody—himself, old lillsnsorc, Allrcda even.

No, he didn't hate her, but he hated- . . . Cod! For the strength to kill

these beasts I

Water was pressed to his lips. He drank greedily, in long, deep draughts.

Vvhcn the glass was empty he mouthed for more. It was given to him. He

lay exhausted. Gradually be drifted to sleep. The last sound he heard was

the nisllinsi whispers of his nurses. His last thought was:

"It's got me! It's got me! The Dust Madness lias got mc!
'

When he awoke again it was still night, and the long, single room of the

trading building was dimlv lighted by the mellow glow of a single ion tube.

The natives were all gone except Nasa who, mournfully regarding him, sal

on (he floor. His head was reasonably clear again, but he dared not move

for fear of bringing on another fit of rage before he could do what had to

be done. He caught Nasa's eye.

"Lift me—" he commanded guardedly, "lilt me to radio!" He shut his

eyes again. She lifted him, col and all, set him down before the simple panel

of the automatic transmitter. I le reached for a central dial, turned it to the

call of his operating base in Brazil. Overhead there was a subdued grinding

as the astronomically correelcd directional antenna turned to the proper

position, A bell tinkled musically, a signal that the carrier wave was going

"Hello Rio! Hello! Hello Rio!" he said in ordinary conversational tones.

He did not wait tor a reply, knowing that minutes must pass before his

message could reach the Earth, and minutes more before the answer, speed-

ing at the rale of over 186,00!) miles a second, could come back to him. So

he gave the whole of his message .it one time:

"This is (ohn Fairiuglon. Planetary Cavil Service 4111 stationed at

Borinm post. Mars, reporting. We have completed our quota of \?A) tons

and are ready for relief. Include in next trade shipment 100 eases of canta-

loupes and 40 barrels extracted honey. Protect shipment in forward holds

better against interstellar cold—the food commissioner here is complaining.

Please hurry relief. We have storms every day; the dust is had. For God's

sake hurry, before I go clear crazy!"

Almost instantly there came a reply from the resonant, slightly luminous

globe above the panel:

"Buck up, lack old boy! I'll lie with you by daylight. I've been on the way

a month, and I'll soon be dodging your dinky little moons. The old hall

certainly is dusty; I couldn't see any of the canals or other markings for days

on account of the dust."

"Is it you, Steve?" exclaimed the sick man. "By Glory! It is! Boy, Steve,

I'm sure glad you're coming—you're sure the best friend I've got."



"Best friend, I hope, and most persistent rival. Fact is, old boy, I came here
because Alfreds insisted. She was worried by sonic of your queer messages.
She sent me, you understand, who have papers entitling me to command
the finest Venerian liners, to take a rickety old hoik to tiiis miserable hole
and bring you home. That's what hopeless love will do to a man!"

Farrmgtoti put liis hands to his temples. They were throbbing again. With
quick, nervous movements he kicked (he covers off him. With an enormous
effort of will-power be tried to keep his voice from shaking. He said levelly:

"Yes, f guess you're persistent all right. I guess you know when to take
advantage of a man, when lie's killing himself to make a home for a woman.
I guess I can see you, those long months that I spent in ibis hell, hanging
around her and turning her silly head wilh your sympathy—" The pres-
sure m his temples was splitting bis head "When I'm able to get up again—I'll tear you——

"

"DONG-NG-NG NG I

"

It was the beginning of the Rio answering message.
"Reply to liorium post: Relief ship lias already been sent and at last report

was 200,000 miles from Mars, ft should be in path of directional r ;tdio beam.
Ship carries freshly mad.; specific for [Just Madness. Freighter will stop on
return from Uranus and load borium. Regarding complaint of frostbitten
fruit. Captain Skoglund reported—"
The voice droned on, but Farrington did not hear. Willi superhuman

strength he was struggling with Nasa, struggling lo break away and vent
bis fury; to vent his fury on anything—the delicate instruments ranged
around the room, for instance, in lieu of that still unreachable friend whom
his madness pictured as a betrayer. He subsided finally amid sobs, accom-
panied by gulping noises of sympathy from Nasa as she plied him with

John Farrington sat in the half darkness of the old dispatch ship's white-
painted hospital room. Through small ports of six-inch thick glass he could
catch a glimpse of the black sky with its great, steadily glowing stars. The
laintly luminous wake of the atomic rockets, fastened at various points on
the ship's hull, trailed past the window and off into infinity. Unquestionably
the old space ship was making its best possible speed toward die Earth.
.Steve had mentioned that they were past the half-way point and that soon
the rocket tubes would be reversed. They were darting in a grand diagonal
10 a point of the Farth's orbit, malbeuial i, ally determined, thai would bring
I he ship to its base near the mouth of ihc Amazon river.

Farrington felt much better. I fc bad only a vague recollection of having
!>een carried, screaming and lighting, by some of the motley crew in Sieve's
command. The Martians could not be induced to even approach the ship.
They had an overpowering dread ol leaving their planet, ever since the
disastrous expedition of the year 202^, when hundreds of diem, having been
induced to embark for Faith, died of tuberculosis in the humid, dense
atmosphere so foreign to them.
The specilic had again proved Its worth. In conjunction whh the con-

landy purified air ol the ship it bad allayed almost completely the dreadful
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"It was awful %

attack, of homicidal mania which was for many yean to prove an almost

insuperable barrier to the permanent colonization of Mars.

The door opened and Steve came in.

"How's the patient this morning?" he smiled checrrly. "You look a httle

peakish, but you're getting bark some health, color just the same
"

"1 feel fine, Steve. It rsu'f seem possible now that I was so wild a couple

of weeks ago. h seems like a dream."

"U was certainly a wild dream I got a laugh out of your checker. You

gave bun such a beating on hi, diaphragm that he could hardly talk. He

wasn't sore, though. You certainly put youtself in soltd wrth the Martian

work-hogs before the dust madness got you."

"I hope you'll forget about the way 1 acted, Steve.

"It's all forgotten It's all over, in fact. You've slept rt oil. 1 ve used up all

the specific, but 1 don't think you'll need any mote. Just drink plenty of

asted. You've saved my life in more ways than one,

Sieve. Yon ve mated me as well as an, doctor."

"h was that or nothing They don't send out surgeons on these old tubs.

If it wasn't that the underwriters insist upon it, the, probably wouldn't even

eq
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!

dt™d
d

'the niggardly policies of the ship ownets at length and

with considerable warmth. Sieve talked of the destruction of a planetoid

that had been a peril to shipping, and after they had taken a meal they

repaired to one of the empty storage holds that was temporarrly fitted up for

3

"7m not so good today," said Steve. "M, side kind of hurts, but a good

work-out might help it."
,

.

The, put on the gloves, and for ten minutes there was no talk; prst the

swill thudding of padded fasts, the rapid shuffle of feet, and soon, the panting

AH at'once Steve sat down, and his face was pale. He held his hand to his

abdomen. .

"Sorr,! Sorry, old man! I didn't mean to foul youl Faffington bent over

^"YuiTdidn'r foul me Jack Ynu never touched me, but m, belly sure is

getting sensitive, ft hurls like ii was gning to split open." Hi. abdomen was

in fact distended and the muscle, were ien,e and hard.

"I guc, it's the old appeuelicitis again," groaned Sieve. It s been bother-

ing me, oil and on, for years."
.

"Let me help you to the hospital cabin. You can sleep in my bed for a

Wl
"No-<iiich! Nut yet, anyway! Just let me sit here tot a while. It'll get

better soon."
. , , , ,

But it didn't get better A. half horn later Farringron telephoned to the

crew', uuartcrs fot help. Two Levantine roustabouts responded and earned

the pale and pr-rspirim; shipmaster lo ihe hospital. The, were nnprepu

„

ing fellows, graduates of rough experiences on more than une remote planet.



"You'll have to take charge," Steve said feebly. "You needn't bother about
navigation. Krassin and Boloman can handle the instruments all right, and
they have their orders. But I guess you'll have to kind of watch me. I guess—
1 m afraid—I'm going to—pass out. Alfie—Aide, hold my hand!"

Fie was in a raging fever. His abdomen was still distended. His heart
thudded terrifyingly.

Farringlon rushed to the adjoining radio room. Dialing the Rio station,

he demanded preference over all other messages. Without waiting for

acknowledgment he recited the symptoms of the shipmaster's attack, closing

wirh a desperate appeal for help. Quickly he unplugged the transmitting

:ii'.d receiving units, and by means ol extension cords, sci diem up again by
the bedside of the sick man.
"DONG-NG-NG-NG!"
"Rio station replying to Interplanetary D4. Dr. Camelard has been called

from the infirmary and he already has a primed copy of your message. He
will advise you what to do."

A few seconds later the doctor spoke:

'"Most likely your patient is suffering from a ruptured appendix. You're
lucky if he doesn't get general peritonitis. It's a hell of a note to send out a

man with a chronic case like his on a ship full of bums and an invalid. Just

ihc same you're going to save him if it possibly can be done.

"Look around and see if you can locate the standard surgical equipment
chest. Il'd belter be there or some inspector is going to be in trouble. Open
i tie wall cabinets until you find the steam sterilizer. Turn on the power, but
don't forget to sec that there's water in the boiler.

"While I'm talking ro you you can wash your hands. For surgery your

hands have to be not only washed, but scrubbed. Don't mind if you take off

a little hide. Get them clean. Then you can rub 'cm good with the bichloride

of mercury. Fix it double strength. Open a tube of catgut, but don't take it

nut of the liquid until you need it."

The doctor paused to ascertain if Farringlon was following him. In a few
minutes he continued:

'Tut one of the morphine tablets in his mouth now so he'll be ready when
you are. Since you can't perform an operation wiiiiout assistance, and lieep

your hands sterile, keep a bowl of rhl.'imi-ivusoi bandy. Wash your hands

it every hide while as you work.

"You won't need many instruments, Pii k out a good sharp scalpel. Find
enc with a 4i degree blade. 'Fake a couple ol loiveps and one or two good
heavy retracters. You may not need a hemosur. because you're not going

!(= take that man's appendix out. The shape he's in I would hardly dare try

i a.it even here. All you've got to do is to make an incision and put in an inch

drainage tube. Understand thai, just put in a drainage tube to let out the pus,

a'id if you don't get in a lot of dirt, he'll probably recover."

On and on came the matter-of fact directions. The doctor took each point

i :.!. rsely. pairisrak iugly instructing. I V< aMorialiy tie paused to give Farring-

lon a chance to ask questions. He told him how to locate the right spot,

lull-way between the navel and a point on the right hip; lold him to shave
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the drum-tight skin; to wash it with the chlormercoxol, most deadly of all

germicides, which would even penetrate tissues lo destroy lurking unfriendly

And all that time Sieve lay in shallow but persistent anesdiesia. And all

that lime he babbled of Alfie—Alfreda. He thought she was standing beside

him—denying him—denying him the kiss that he yearned for more than

all oilier kisses that were available to a handsome young master of Inter-

planetary Liners. His hallucinations shitted to the Caribbean. In a hydro-

plane they were skimming the crests of the dancing waves. She was smiling

at him—
"Alfie—Alfie—I love you!"

Reads of sweat stood on Farrington 's forehead. He was physically tired.

He lelt a nausea usually associated with space sickness, though the decelerat-

ing effort of ihe atomic rockets provided a very acceptable substitute for ibe

steadying pull of gravity. If he could only sleep a little! But there lay bis

friend, utterly helpless. But was he his friend? lie looked at the partly

unclothed form narrowly. Certainly a magnificent body. Certainly a hand-

some head. Wonder it Alfreds thought so? The pressure of his temples was

back. Not so bad, though. He drank deeply, a couple of pints of water.

What was that! Not too far? "Be careful not to go too deeply," the ether-

borne voice was saying. "Remember, you have a man's life in your hands.

"First you cut through the skin and fat. It won't bleed much. Next you

come to the fascia. It's a sort of white, thick skin covering the muscles. Out

through it and you see the muscle. You can split that and won't need to

cut much. Just take the handle of a scalpel and separate the fillers. Then

you're, clear down to the peritoneum, and it's ticklish work for an amateur.

You'll find a thin tough membrane investing the viscera. Go very easy

in culling through. A slip of your knife and you might puncture an intestine

and your man's done for, with all of the pus and corruption in the cavity.

This is the way to do it: You take a little fold of the peritoneum with your

On and on, endlessly. The room was oppressively silent. That steady

pressure on his temples! His eyes burned. Oh, how he longed to rest! "A

slip of the knife and he's done for!" Farrington battled against ihe horrible

thought that dogged him. "fust a liltlc slip of ihe knife" and Steve would

slop moaning, "Allic—Alhc, hold me!"

Forward, in their own quarters, were men. Stupid and brutal, to be

sure, except, for two busy navigators, but men. Farrington toyed with the

thought of bringing one of them up, not to perform the operation, but lo

watcii him— F:irriiigtoti. He laughed. How could they know? How could

anyone know? Just a litlle slip of the knife; just a little slip, and those rest-

less tossings would soon be stilled. Besides, it wouldn't do to let the men

know the seriousness of the situation. Mutiny under such conditions was

not impossible. The sweeping voids of space still offered rich possibilities

to piraies who were hearty and bold.

"I can't do it! 1 can't do it!" Farrington cried aloud. "Just one little slip

and I'll kill himl"
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. . having removed the most of the pus," went on the voice, un-
perturbed, "notice the color of the intestines. If they arc red, inflamed, as if

they had been scalded; if the veins are congested, we may safely assume
*

There came a shriek. I-'arrington's despairing cry had gone over seventy-

six million miles of space, and had been heard by nne who sat in Rio
transmitting station in distracted silence. Her involuntary scream had
been picked up and hurled back at the speed of light, and now re-echoed
around the dingy cabin.

"Jack!" she sobbed. "Jack, you must! He saved your life, Jack. He saved

your life for love of me. Don't fail me, Jack!"

"Take her out!" It was the voice of Dr. Camelard to an assistant.

"Of course you're going to make a success of this, Farringion," he re-

sumed testily. "If you fail, Alfreda will never speak to you again. She has

sat here in torture for a long, weary hour, 'lake hold of yourself, Harring-

ton 1"

"Alfiel Alfie!" gasped the sick man.
".

. . the idea is to insert the tube so that it will permit free drainage

—

I would give him another morphine tablet now, Farrington—free drainage

will permit nature to take care of the trouble. The ruptured appendix may
heai, or at any rate he will he tided over until we can operate on him at

the hospital here with the high-frequency apparatus, which will he per-

fectly safe. The thing to do is to keep him alive until then. See diat the

tube is well in past the peritoneum, and that it isn't obstructed. You sew
the flap up as far as possible and put a stitch through die tube to hold it in

place.

"Now, then, we're ready to start!"

Farrington seized a scalpel. The iron band around his head was in-

tolerably tight. His eyes burned. He saw the form before him, sometimes

in gray light, sometimes in red haze—Red Dust. Hammers were clanging

on iron in his brain. Two voices disputed between hammer-blows.

"No one will ever know," urged one. "A little slip, down in that pus and
corruption—a little slip!" The voice was thinly eager. It was demoniacal; it

was yearning. It hammered on his brain like a sledge on iron, with a

bloodthirsty red eagerness—with a dry, cold eagerness. "Just a little slip

—

just a tiny little slip!"

"He is your friend!" insisted the other voice. It was a warm voice, and
very, very weary. "He saved your life. He was sick, but he came to get you
in this old tub because there was nobody else available. He could be com-
pilable and sale il he'd stayed home, but he came even before you asked

tor help, because he thought you might die if be didn't."

"Your friend!" mocked the sneering red voice. "While you were slaving

in that hell-hole for the sake of a woman, he was winning her from you.

Your friend! Fool! Don't you know he came because of her, not you?"
"If she loves him," insisted the other voice, still patient, wearier still,

"there are plenty of other women. And if you love her, why kill him?
After all, he saved you, no matter what his motives. And if you love her,

save him for her!"
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'"Die first incision," came the message, "should be practically vertical.

Hold the skill firmly between two fingers, stretching it if not already

tight—"

The L-4 settled smoothly in the mooring pit at Rio. A dirty looking

mechanic in fatigue uniform unscrewed the bolts holding the door tight to

the tall, cylindrical sides. Through the thick glass his head could be seen

bobbing up and down as he wound at the heavy screws. With a rasping of

corroded hinges the vacuum door swung open. A collapsible gangway slid

automatically to the edge of the pit.

The little gtoup at die pit peered anxiously into the semi-darkness of

the interior. An elevator dest ended clicking, l-ariingir-.ii came to ihe door,

lie was deathly pale. He walked slackly. He stood aside and motioned

wall his hand.

Four hospital orderlies quickly entered the ship. They stepped into the

elevator with Farrington. There was a long wait. More mechanics came
out. squirming over the pitted surfaces of the ship by means of handholds

placed at convenient intervals. They connected lines of air-hose to die tank

leads, coupled water pipes, replenished [he atomic cartridges, replaced the

badly worn nozzles of the rockets with new ones of artificially crystallized

carbon. Boxes and barrels of air conditioning chemicals were trucked into

the ship. Tons ol vitiated chemicals cascaded through vents into the rework-

ing hoppers below. It was a scene of cheerful bustle and activity, such as

ocmncd daily at numerous space-potts everywhere on the inhabitable

planets of the solar system, but to the little group on the platform it

was a scene of dread. They saw that dark door of uncertainty. They
awaiied the clicking of die elevator.

li came. Almost instantly the four orderlies were in the door. They
carried a stretcher. On it was Steve, fie was grinning jovially and waved

gaily to his friends. A girl detached herself from the group. She rushed

to the side of the stretcher. She gave Sieve a quick hug and a kiss, and

then she was inside the ship. She had to climb a dirty metal ladder and

thread her way through a maze of pipes and tanks before she finally

found Farrington. Fie was gazing sadly out of a port at a waving sea

"Jack!" she said.

"Oh, hello, Alfreds!"

"Aren't you glad to see me?

"

"Oh, sure; you betP

"I've .something to tell yon. Jack."

'"I !. riow it aire.'dy," he .said gently. ''I hope you and Steve are very happy."

''We're all happy," she said, uncomprehending, "and so n.heved! When
your radio went dead we didn't know what happened. We could only

giie.s?, and worry." She was iae.ghmg in glad release from the tension.

"1 g.!c:-s 1 had 10 mess up something," he explained. "I had a relapse of

liiat dust thing and was half crazy. I tore that transmitter to bits, alter
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I'd finished and got Steve to bed. I can't just remember what happened.
It was a nightmarel"

"Poor, dear Jack!" she murmured softly. "Aren't you going to kiss mef
"Why, why—I thought

"

"No more Martian trips for you!" she chattered gaily. "The Board o£|

Directors has voted to appoint you manager oli the planetary port at;

Gibraltar. Ill love it there, and lack, I'm so glad to think that our children

will not have to be born and raised on foreign soil. I'm old fashioned that!

way. I'd never feel really at home except on the good cJd Earth."
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The Cosmic Express
by Jack Williamson

How eary it all sounds when we set it on radio or television] Buc\
R< r tf SI* *v

<i"pii-fi.iti:n :>j !::„»<„ for tuch tin .atlhur to iptxij Aha set] us

M li. KRIC STOKKS-HARDING tumbled out of t!ic rumpled
bed-clothing, a sinking slender figure in pui jiIl' striped pajamas. He smiled

fondly across to tin: other of the twin beds, where Nada, his pretty bride, lay

quiet beneath light silk covets. With a groan, he stood up and began a series

of fantastic [lending exercises. But alter a few hall hearted movements,
fie gave it up, and walked through an open door into a small bright room,

its walls covered with hook- cases and also with scientific appliances that

would have tx'cn strange to the man of four or five centuries before, when
the Age of Aviation was bur beginning.

Yawning, Mr. Erie Slol.es I far, bug stood before the great open window,
staring out. Below him was wide, park-like space, green with emerald
lawns, an. I bright with (lowering plants. Two hundred yards across it

so-*- .-in imiirense i iy r.u n ulal building—an arlisnc structure, gleaming with
white marble and bright metal, striped with the verdure of terraced roof-

gardens, its slender peak rising to help support the gray, steel-ribbed

glass roof above. Beyond, the park stretched away in illimitable vistas,

broken with the graceful columned buildings that held up the great

£
Above the glass, over ibis New York of 2432 A. D., a freezing blizzard

was sweeping. I Jut small ccimrri was thai lo ihc lightly clad man at ihe

window, who was mbaliny deeply the fragrant air from the plants below-
air kepi, winter and summer, exactly at 211" C.

Willi another yawn, Mr. Eric Stokes Harding turned back to the room,
which was bright with the rich golden light that poured in from the

suspended globes of the cold ato light that illuminated the snow-covered
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city. With a distasteful grimace, lie seated himself before a broad papcr-
iltcrcd dwk, sat a few minutes leaning back, with his hands clasped
behind his head. At last lie straightened icrU. l E.mtly, slid a small typewriter
out of its drawer, and began picking at it impatiently.

For Mr. Eric Stokes-Harding was an author. There was a whole shelf
of his books on the wall, in bright jackcls, red and blue and green, that
brought a thrill of pleasure to the young novelist's heart when he looked
up from his clattering machine.

He wrote "thrilling action romances," as his enthusiastic publishers and
television directors said, "of ages past, when mm w.-u: nun. Red blooded
heroes responding vigorously to ihc stirring prisons of primordial life!"

He was impartial as to the source of his thrills—provided they were
distant enough from modem civilization. His hero was likely to be an
ape man roaring through the jungle, with a bloody rock in one hand and a
beautiful girl in the olhcr. (Jr a cowboy, "hard-riding, hard-shooting,"
the vanishing hero of the ancient randies. Or a man marooned willi a
lovely woman on a desert South Sea island. His heroes were invariably
strong, fearless, resourceful fellows, who could handle a club on equal
terms with a cave-man, or call science to aid ilicm in defending a beautiful
mate from the terrors of a desolate wilderness.

And a hundred million read Eric's novels, and watched the dramatization
of them on the television screens. They thrilled at the simple, romantic
lives his heroes led, paid him handsome royalties, and subconsciously shared
his opinion that civilization had taken all the best from the life of man.

Eric had settled down to the artistic satisfaction of describing the sensuous
delight of his hero in the roasted marrow hones of a dead mammoth,
when the pretty woman in the other room stirred, and presently came
tripping into the study, gay and vivacious, and—as her husband of a

few months most justly thought—altogel her beautiful in a bright silk

. Iiv^iug guwn,

Recklessly, he slammed the machine back into its place, and resolved

lo forget that his next "red-blooded action thriller" was due in the pub-
lisher's office at the end of the month. He sprang up to kiss his wife,

held her embraced for a long happy moment. And then they went hand
in hand, to the side of the room and punched a series of buttons on a

panel—a simple way of ordering breakfast sent up the automatic shaft

from the kitchens below.

Nada Stokes-Harding was also an author. She wrote, poems—"back to

nature stuff"—simple lyrics of the sea, of sunsets, of bird songs, of blight

flowers and warm winds, of thrilling communion with Nature, and growing
things. Men read her poems and called her a genius. Even though the

whole world had grown up into a city, the birds were extinct, there were

no wild flowers, and no one had time to bother about sunsets.

"Eric, darling," she said, "isn't it terrible to be cooped up here in

this little flat, away from the things we both love."

"Yes, dear. Civilization has ruined the world. If we could only have

lived a thousand years ago, when life was simple and natural, when men
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hunted and killed their meat, instead of drinking synthetic stuff, when
men still had the joys of conflict, instead of living under glass, like

hot house flowers.™

"If we could only go somewhere "

"There isn't anywhere to go. I write about the West, Africa, South Sea

islands. Rut they were all filled up two hundred years ago. Pleasure resorts,

sanaloriums, cities, factories."

"If we only lived on Venus! I was listening to a lecture on the television,

last night. The speaker said that the Planet Venus is younger than the

Earth, that it has not cooled so much. It has a thick cloudy atmosphere,

and low, rainy forests. There's simple, elemental life there—like Earth

had before civilization ruined it."

"Yes, Kingsley, with his new infra-red ray telescope, that penetrates

the cloud layers of the planet, proved thai Venus rotates in about the

same period as Eardi; and it must be much like Earth was a million

years ago.

"Eik, I wonder if we could go there! It would he so thrilling to begin

life like the characters in your stories, to get away from this hateful

civilization, and live natural lives. Maybe a rocket

The young author's eyes were glowing. He skipped across the floor,

seized Nada, kissed her ecstatically. "Splendid! Think of hunting in the

virgin forest, and bringing (lie game home to you! But I'm afraid there i*

no way. —Wait! The Cosmic Express!"

"The Cosmic Express?"

"A new invention. Just perfected a few weeks ago, I understand. By
Ludwig Von dcr Vails, the German physicist."

"I've quit bothering about science. It has ruined nature, filled the world
with silly, artificial people, doing silly, artificial things."

"13ut this is quite remarkable, dear. A new way to travel—by ether!"

"By ether!"

"Yes. You know of course that energy and matter are interchangeable

terms; both are simply etheric vibration, of different sorts."

"Of course. That's elementary." She smiled proudly. "I can give you
examples, even of the change. This disintegration of the radium atom,
making helium and lead and energy. And Millikan's old proof that his

Cosmic Ray is generated when particles of eleelrieity arc united to form

"Erne! I thought you said you weren't a scientist." He glowed with
pride. "But the method, In the new Cosmic Express is simply to convert

the matter to be carried into power, send it out as a radiant beam and
focus the beam to convert it back into atoms at the destination."

"But the amount of energy must be terrific—"
'It is. You know the short waves carry more energy than long ones.

The Express Ray is an electromagnetic vibration of frequency far higher

than that of even the Cosmic ray, and correspondingly more powerful and
more penetrating."

The girl frowned, running slim fingers through golden-brown hair.
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"But I don't see liow tficy get any recognizable object, not even how they
|

get the radiation turned hack into maun - ."

"The beam is focused, just like the light that passes through a camera I

lens. The photographic lens, using light rays, picks up a picture and repro-

duces it again on the plate—just the same as the Express Ray picks up

"An analogy horn ielcvh.mn migbi help. You know that by means of i

llie scanning disc, the picture is transformed into mere rapid fluctuations

in the brightness of a beam of light. In a parallel manlier, the focal plane

of the Express Ray moves slowly through the object, progressively, dis-

solving layers of the thickness of a single atom, which arc accurately repro-

duced at the other focus of the instrument—which might be in Venus!
"Hut the analogy of the lens is the better of the two. For nn receiving

instrument is required, as in television. The object is built up of an infinite

series of plane layers, at the focus of the ray, no matter where that may be.

Such a thing would be impossible willi radio apparatus, because even

with the best beam transmission, all but a liny fraction of the power
is lost, and power is rccruircd to rebuild the atoms. Do you understand,

:

dear?"

"Not altogether. But I should worry! Here comes breakfast. Let me
butter your toast."

A bell had rung at the shaft. She ran to it, and returned with a great

silver tray, laden with dainty dishes, which she set on a little side table.

They sat down opposite each other, and ate, getting as much satisfaction

from contemplation of each other's faces as from the excellent food. When
they had finished, she carried the tray to the shaft, slid it in a slot, and
touched a button—thus disposing of the culinary cares of the morning.

She ran back to Eric, who was once more staring distastefully at his

typewriter.

"Oh, darling! I'm thrilled to death about the Cosmic Express! If we
could go to Venus, to a new life on a new world, and get away from
all this hateful conventional society

"

"We can go to their office—it's only five minutes. The chap that operates

die machine for the company is a pal of mine. He's not supposed to lake-

passengers except between the offices they have scattered about the world,

[iut I know his weak point
—

"

Eric laughed, fumbled with a hidden spring under his desk. A small

polished object, gleaming silvery, slid down into his hand.

"Old friendship, plus ibis, would make him—like spinach."

Five minutes later Mr. Eric Stokes-Harding and his pretty wife were
in street clothes, light silk tunics of loose, flowing lines—little clothing

being u:'|iiiivd in the :>n i ! je Lilly warmed city. They entered an elevator

and dropped thirty stories to the ground floor of the great building.

There they entered a cylindrical car, with rows of seats down the sides.

Not greatly different from an ancient subway car, except that it was
air-light, and was hurled by magnetic attraction and repulsion dirougb a



tube exhausted of air, at a speed that would have made an old subway

rider gasp with amazement.

In five more minutes their car had whipped up to the base of another

building, in the business section, where there was no room for parks

between the mighty structures that held the unbroken glass roofs two

bundled stories above the concrete pavement.

An elevator brought them up a hundred and fifty stories. Eric led Nada

down a long, carpeted corridor to a wide glass door, which bore the words:

COSMIC EXPRESS
Stenciled in gold capitals across it.

As they approached, a lean man, carrying a black bag, darted out of an

elevator shall opposite the door, ran across the corridor, and entered.

They pushed in after him.

They were in a little room, cut in two by a high brass grill. In front ot it

wis a l..m- kwl'i u-ains, the wall, that reminded one of the waiting room

in an old railroad depot. In the grill was a little window, with a lazy,

brown-eyed youth leaning on the shell behind it. Beyond hut. was a great,

glittenng piece of mechanism, half hidden by the brass. A little door gave

access to the machine from the space before the grill.

The thin man in black, whom Eric now recognized as a prominent French

heart -specialist, was dancing before the window, waving his hag frantically,

raving at the sleepy boy.

-Onrck' 1 have tell you zee truth! I have zee most urgent necessity to go

qucekly. A patient I have in Parce, zal ees in zee most r.cctical condition!

"Mold your horses just a minute. Mister. We got a client in the machine

now. Russian diplomat from Moscow to Rio de Janeiro Two hundred

seventy dollars and eight cents, please. . . . Your turn next. Keep cool

you'll he there hefore you know it. Remember tins is just an experimental

service. Regular installations all over the world in a year. . . .
Ready now.

Come on in."

The youth look the money, pressed a button. The door sprang open in

the gnll, and the frantic physician leaped through it.

"Lie down on the crystal, face up," the young man ordered. Hands at

your sides, don't breathe. Ready!"

|
|.. manipulated his dials and switches, and pressed another button.

"Why. hello, Uric, old man!" he cried. "That's the lady you were telling

me ahoutr Coi-ratufations!" A bell pngled before him on the panel. ' Just

a minute. I've got a call."

lie punched the hoard again. Little bulbs lit and glowed for a second.

The youth turned toward the hall-hidden machine, spoke courteously.^

"All right, madam. Walk out. I lope you found the transit pleasant.

"Bui my Violet! Mv precious Violet!" a shrill female voice came hum the

machine. '"'Sir. what have you done with my darling Violetr"

Tin sure I don't know, madam. You lost it oil your hat?"

"None of your impertinence, sir! 1 want my dog."

"Ah, a dog. Must have jumped off the crystal. You can have him sent on

for liiiec numbed and——

"
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"Young man, if any harm comes to my Violet—III—111—IT] appeal to the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals!"

"Very good, madam. We appreciate your patronage."

The door flew open again. A very fat woman, pulling angrily, face highly

colored, clothing shimmering with artificial gems, waddled pompously out

of the door through which the frantic French doctor had so recently van-

ished. She rolled heavily across the room, and out into the corridor. Shrill

words floated back:

"I'm going to sec my lawyer! My precious Violet—

The sallow youth winked. "And now what can I do for you, Eric?"

"We want to go to Venus, if that ray of yours can put us there."

"To Venus? Impossible. My orders are to use the Express merely between

ihr sisiceii designated stations, at New Yolk. San Francisco, Tokio, I .on—

"

"See here. Charley," willi a cautions glance toward the door, Uric held

up the silver flask. "For old time's sake, and lor this
"

The boy seemed dazed at sight of the bright flask. Then, with a single

swift motion, he snatched it out of Eric's hand, and bent to conceal it below

his instrument panel.

"Sure, old boy. I'd send you to heaven for that, if you'd give me the

micrometer readings to set the ray with. But I tell you, this is dangerous.

I've got a sort of television attachment, for focusing the ray. I can turn that

on Venus—I've been amusing myself, watching the life there, already.

Terrible place. Savage. I can pick a place on high land to set you down.

But I can't be responsible for what happens afterward."

"Simple, primitive life is what we're looking for. And now what do I owe

}

"Oh, that's all right. Between friends. Provided that stuff's genuine! Walk

in and lie down on the crystal block. Hands at your sides. Don't move."

The little door had swung open again, and Eric led Nada through. They

stepped into a little cell, completely surrounded with mirrors and vast prisms

and lenses and electron tubes. In the center was a slab of transparent crystal,

eight feet square and two inches thick, with an intricate mass of machinery

Erie helped Nada to a place on the crystal, lay down at her side.

"I think the Express Ray is focused just at the surface of the crystal, from

he-low," he said. "It dissolves our substance, to he transmitted hy the beam.

It would look as if we were melting into the crystal."

"Ready," called the youth. "Think I've got it lor you. Sort of a hijjh island

in the jungle. Nothing bad in sight now. But, I say—how 're you coming

back ? 1 haven't got time to watch you."

"Go ahead. We aren't coming back."

"Gee' What is it? Elopement? I thought you were married already. Or

is it business difficulties? The Bears did make an awful raid last night. But

you better let me set you down in Hong Kong."

A bell jangled. "So long," the youth called.

Nada and Erie felt themselves enveloped in fire. Sheets of while flame

seemed to lap up about them from the crystal block. Suddenly there was a



sharp tingling sensation where they touched the polished surface. Then

blackness, blankness.

The next thing llicy knew, the fires were gone from about them. They

were lying in something extremely soil and fluid; and warm rain was heating

in their hues. Eric sat up, found himself in a mud-puddle, licside him was

Nada, opening her eyes and struggling up, her bright garments stained

with black mud.
All about rose a thick jungle, dark and gloomy—and very wet. PalmJ ike,

the gigantic trees were, or tern-like. Hinging clouds of feathery green foliage

high against a somber sky ol unbroken gloom.

They stood up, triumphant.

"At last!" Nada cried. "We're free! Free of that hateful old civilization!

We're hack to Nature!"

"Yes, we're on our feet now, not parasites on the machines."

"It's wonderful to have a fine, strong man like you to trust in, Eric. You're

just like one of the heroes in your books!"

"You're die perfect companion, Nada. . . - But now we must he prac-

tical. We must build a lire, find weapons, set up a shelter of some kind. I

guess it will be uighr, pretty soon. And Charley said something about savage

animals he li:ul seen in the television."

"We'll find a nice dry cave, and have a fire in front of the door. And skins

of animals to sleep on. And pottery vessels to cook in. And you will find

seeds and grow grain."

"Rut first we must find a flint-bed. We need (lint for tools, and to strike

sparks to make a lire with. We will probably come across a chunk of virgin

topper, too— it's found native.

Presently (hey set off through the jungle. The mud seemed to be very

abundant, and of a most sticky consistence. They sunk into it ankle deep

at every step, and vast masses of it clung to their feet. A mile they struggled

on, without finding where a provident nature had left them even a single

fragment of quartz, to say nothing of a mass of pure copper.

"A darned shame," Eric grumbled, "to come forty million miles, and meet

such a reception as lids!"

Nada stopped. "Eric," she said, "Em tired. And T don't believe there's any

rock here, anyway. You'll have to use wooden tools, sharpened in the fire."

"Probably you're right. This soil seemed to be of alluvial origin. Shouldn't

he surprised if the native rock is some hundreds of feet underground. Your

idea is belter."

"Yon can make .1 hie Uv robbimi Micks uu-cthcr, can't you?"

"It can be done—easily enough, Em sure. Eve never tried it, myself. We
need some dry sticks, first."

They resumed the weary march, with a good fraction of the new planet

adhering to their feet. Rain was still falling from the dark heavens in a

steady, warm downpour. Dry wood seemed scare as the proverbial hen's

teeth.

"You didn't bring any matches, dear?"

"Matches' Of course not! We're going back to Nature."
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|*I hope wc get a fire pretty soon."
"U dry wood were gold dust, we couldn't buy a hot dog."
Erie, that reminds me that Vm hungry."
He confessed to a few pangs of his own. They turned their attention to

looking for banana trees, and coconut palms, hut they did not seem to
abound in the Venetian jungle. Even small animals that might have been
slain with a broken branch had contrary ideas about the matter.
At last, from sheer weariness, they stopped, and gathered branches to

make a sloping shelter by a vast fallen tree-trunk.
"This will keep out the rain—maybe—" Eric said hopefully. "And

tomorrow, when it has quit raining—I'm sure we'll do better."
They crept in, as gloomy night fell without. They lay in each other's arms,

the body warmlh oddly comforting. Nada fried a little.

"Buck up," Eric advised her. "We're back to nature—where we've always
wanted to be."

With the darkness, the temperature fell somewhat, and a high wind rose,
whipping cold rain into the little shelter, and threatening to demolish it!

Swarms of mosquito-like insects, seemingly not inconvenienced in the least

by the inclement elements, swarmed about thein in clouds.

Then came a sound from the dismal stormy night, a hoarse, bellowing
roar, raucous, terrifying.

Nada clung against Eric. "What is it, dear?" she r nattered.

"Must be a reptile. Dinosaur, or something of the sort. This world seems
to be in about the same state as the earth when they flourished there. . . .

But maybe it won't find us."

The roar was repeated, nearer. The earth trembled beneath a mighty

"Eric," a thin voice trembled. "Don't you think—it might have been
belter— You know the old life was not so bad, after all."

"1 was just thinking of our rooms, nice and warm and bright, with hot
foods coming up the shaft whenever wc pushed the button, and the gay
crowds in the park, and my old typewriter."

"Eric?"

"Yes, dear."

"Don't you wish—we had known better?"

"I do." If he winced at the "we" the girl did not notice.

The roaring outside was closer. And suddenly it was answered by another
raucous bellow, ai considerable distance, that echoed strangely through the
forest. The fearful sounds were repeated, alternately. And always the more
distant seemed nearer, until the two sounds were together.

And then an infernal din broke out in the darkness. Bellows. Screams.
Deafening shrieks. Mighty splashes. as if struggling Titans had upset oceans.
Thunderous crashes, as if they were demolishing forests.

Eric and Nada clung to each other, in doubt whether to stay or to fly

through the storm. Gradually the sound of the conflict came nearer, until the
earth shook beneath them, and they were afraid to move.
Suddenly the great fallen tree against which tlicy had erected the flimsy
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shelter was rolled back, evidently by a chance blow from die invisible

•monsters. The pitilul root collapsed on the bedraggled humans. Nada burst

"Oh, if only—if only "

Suddenly flame lapped up about them, the same while fire rhey had seen

as they lay on the crystal block. Dizziness, insensibility overcame them. A
few moments later, they were lying on the transparent table in the Cosmic

Express office, wirh all those great mirrors and prisms and lenses about them.

A bustling, red-face.! official appeared through die door in the grill, fairly

bubbling apologies.

So sorry—an accident—inconceivable. 1 can't sec how he got it! We got

you back as soon as we could find a focus. 1 sincerely hope you haven't been

injured."

"Why—what—what "

"Why 1 happened in, found our operator drunk. I've no idea where he

got the stuff. He muttered something about Venus. I consulted the auto-

register, and found two more passengers registered here than had been

recorded at our other stations. I looked up the duplicate beam coordinates,

and found that it had been set on Venus. ! got men on the television at once,

and we happened to find you.

"i can't imagine how it happened. I've had the fellow locked up, and the

'dry-laws' are on the job. I hope you won't hold us for excessive damages."

"No, I ask nothing except that you don't press charges against the boy.

I don't want him to suffer for it In any way. My wife and I will be perfectly

satisfied to get back to our apartment."
"1 don't wonder. You look like you've been through—I don't know what.

But I'll have you there in live minutes. My private car
"

Mr. Eric Stokes 1 larding, noted author of primitive life and love, ate a

hearty meal with his pretty spouse, after they had washed olT the grime

of another planet, l ie spent the next twelve hours in bed.

At the end of the month he delivered his promised story to his publishers,

a thrilling tale of a man marooned on Venus, with a beautiful girl. The
hero made stone tools, erected a dwelling for himself and his mate, hunted

food for her, defended her from the mammoth saurian monsters of the

Venerian jungles.

""tic book was a huge success.

The End
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